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INTRODUCTION

THE time required to read the books worth reading so

greatly exceeds the reading-time in any man's life, that each

new book is properly challenged to show its importance and

its freshness. It will not be denied that a system of Hebrew
metre is important if true

; for at the present moment, the

whole field of Hebrew literature is in unstable equilibrium ;

to nothing fixed but love of change. There are many who
assert and many who deny the value of metrical analysis as

an aid in critical investigation of the original text
;

of the

former class, there are various schools to be considered,

each finding plausible reasons in favour of its position

against all the others. The sublime confidence of the

typical Metriker in his own statements of fact, which con-

tradict his neighbour's statements regarding the same passage
and even the same verse, is quite explicable when one

remembers Legree's dictum in Uncle Tom's Cabin, 'I do

the weighing/ Surely here, if anywhere, there is a call for

level-headed judgement, that is, criticism; not necessarily

condemnation, but the separation of the chaff from the wheat,

and the judicial deciding among the doctors who disagree.

If Englishmen and Americans have been somewhat back-

ward in propounding theories, they may come forward with

better grace in the role of Daniel. Germany as usual takes

the lead in attempting to solve the problems before us
;
her

scholars, from Gomarus in the seventeenth century, through

Leutwein in the eighteenth, and Ley in the nineteenth, to
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Sievers in the twentieth, have put forth their brilliant and

varied "schemes for reducing Hebrew poetry to a versified

form ; of late years, America has published contributions,

bearing on the same subject, by Professors Briggs, Brown,

Arnold, Haupt, and others; but no English or American

system of Hebrew metre has appeared since the days of

Bishop Lowth, who held that no system was practicable.

I do not forget Sir William Jones and his (Latin) commen-

taries on Asiatic poetry; but these could hardly be con-

sidered as forming a system.

Lowth and others after him ventured to assert that all

possible solutions of the problem had already been proposed.

There is a curious similarity in the language, upon this point,

of Lowth (1753), De Wette (1811), Ewald (1835), Budde

(1874), and Kuenen (German edition, 1894), but the event

has proved them all mistaken. It is well to call attention

to the second challenge above mentioned; a system must

not only be important, but fresh. Never were truer words

spoken than those of the Scotch teacher, John Henderson :

' More men become writers from ignorance than from know-

ledge, not knowing that they have been anticipated. Let us

decide with caution and write late.' A typical instance in

point may be given here as well as anywhere. When
Professor Karl Budde, abandoning an earlier scepticism,

presented in 1882 his well-known kind theory, he remarked

that this particular form had been noticed in a general way

by Lowth, &c., but that Keil (in Havernick's Introduction,

1849) was the first to describe it correctly as marked by
three tones plus two. And yet Bellermann ( Versuch uber die

Metrik der Hebrtier, 1813, p. 137) has the following remark

on the third chapter of the book of Lamentations :

'

Something
characteristic appears in this lamentation, namely, that the

second hemistich consists fifty times of only two feet, while

the first hemistich regularly numbers three of them. Because
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of this significant preponderance, I would call this elegy

five-footed'
l
.

The reader will observe that Budde mentions Lowth.

Now Rosenmiiller's edition of Lowth (1815, p. 565) refers

to this very passage in Bellermann, and that is the edition

commonly used in Germany. But we shall find eventually

that Bellermann has been too much neglected by others also

who have unconsciously depended on him. In the case of

Budde himself, the oversight just noted is more than balanced

by the frank confession which he makes in the article
'

Poetry

(Hebrew)/ in Hastings's Dictionary of the Bible, and which

I take pleasure in quoting: 'We have here to do with

a subject akin to mathematics, a subject giving scope for

playing with numbers. It is a fact perhaps too little

observed, that all departments of study akin to this offer

a special incentive to the ingenuity. One need only recall

the subject of Chronology. One must have at some time

gone deeply for himself into the subject of Hebrew metre

and triumphed over the temptation to lose oneself there,

before he can understand the attraction wielded by such

speculations. Since the present writer has had this experi-

ence he has no finished metrical system to offer, nor can he

attach himself unreservedly to any of the others that have

been proposed, although he cheerfully concedes that to each

of the above-named champions of metre we are indebted for

much stimulus and help/

On the title-page of this volume I have called attention

to its elementary character. For a comprehensive treatise on

Hebrew metre, that will endure every scientific test, we still

wait
;
we must probably wait long. Meanwhile, let us heartily

second the suggestion of Professor Hubert Grimme (Psal-

menprobleme, 1902, p. viii):
'In my view, the welfare of the

young science of biblical metrics is to be found in special

1 I return to this matter on p. 107.
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investigation rather than in broad, systematic effusions
'

;

and let us hope that one or more competent scholars will

be able to devote to these subjects as many years of

conscientious labour as Westphal gave to kindred re-

searches. It cannot be amiss, even now, to take one's

bearings in the sea of controversy, and present to the best

of one's ability the state of the question. If it be objected

that this very thing has lately been done by Schlogl and by
Doller (both in 1899), and by Kb'nig in his Stilistik (1900);
if it be added that the entire material was thrashed out

a dozen years ago by no less a critic than Kuenen himself

in his Einleitung\ there are three replies to make. First,

these works, except the last-named, are very little known in

England or America
; next, some of the best investigations

have appeared since the death of Kuenen
;
and lastly, his

method is reversed in the present treatise, which instead of

holding up the defects of each successive theory, attempts

to find the merits, and by combining results, to indicate how

far we have gone. Of course, the two methods imply each

other
;
the extrication of what is true involves the ascertain-

ment of what is untrue
;
but the difference in emphasis is no

slight matter. In the attempt to be fair to each author,

I assume that when a system of Hebrew metre has been

carefully wrought out by a competent scholar, then, to use

a common phrase,
'
there is something in it

'

; and what that

is, it is our business to find. The ideal aimed at is a patient

induction of the facts accessible, a sound deduction of the

principles involved, and an unbiassed application of those

principles to the theories under review. Every theory

accounts for some facts
;

a plausible theory accounts for

most of the facts; the true theory when found will take in

all of the facts naturally; hence it is to be reached by a

positive rather than a negative process.

The reader of this book is supposed to know three
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things; Hebrew, English, and poetry. Outside of these

bounds he is not asked to travel. It would have been easy

to give the work a more learned look by discussing, for

example, the Assyrian parallels noted in 1884 by Ernest

Budge, in 1895 by Hermann Gunkel, and in 1896 by
Delitzsch and Zimmern 1

. But supposing these Assyriolo-

gists to have made out their case, it has only predisposed us

to expect something similar in Hebrew ; that bias is imme-

diately overcome if we do not find it; so why not let the

Hebrew stand on its own bottom? As things are now, to

draw inferences of this sort from one Semitic tongue to

another is to do what the late Mr. John Fiske called guess-

ing at half the truth and multiplying it by two. On the

other hand, a thorough knowledge of Hebrew cannot be

dispensed with. A selected list of metrical passages may
suffice to deduce certain general principles, but can never

establish a science. Still less can we rely on transliterations

alone. If the reader fancies that he knows Hebrew when he

can read 'abojnm and not DH
JTQJJ he is only deceiving himself.

What I mean by a knowledge of English includes its

development as well as its latest forms. Suffice it for the

present to observe that when any given species of rhythm
is both common and proper throughout the history of Eng-
lish verse, it will not be necessary to alter a Hebrew text

on account of the same phenomenon there.

The third requisite is as essential and rare as either of

the others; a knowledge of poetry. Poetry differs from

prose both as to form and substance only in degree, not

in kind. But differ it does, and many a plausible emenda-

tion shatters against this rock. It is strange to what lengths

some have gone in the process of transforming the noble

poetry of the Old Testament into the rudest prose, making
thistles grow instead of wheat, and cockle instead of barley.

1 Cf. D. H. Muller, Die Propheten (1896), part i, sec. r.
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CHAPTER I

INDUCTIVE

Ax the outset of our investigation, the field is equally open
to all theories. Hebrew poetry may be wholly metrical, or

wholly non-metrical, or partly the one and partly the other.

It may be rhythmical rather than metrical as a whole, or

in spots. It may be strophic now and then, or entirely;

again, it may not be strophic at all. Criticism is perhaps

able, perhaps unable, to certify to us a purer text, which may
have been more truly metrical, or even less so, than that

which the Massoretes have delivered. Finally, the facts may
warrant nothing but an agnostic position on some or all

of these points. Our science is not so young, but that

eminent names could be cited as authorities for these various

hypotheses.

I follow the method already outlined, and invite examina-

tion of certain outstanding facts, before passing to consider

what men have thought about them. The umpire in each

case must be the reader's own intelligent judgement. Doth

not the ear try words as the mouth tasteth meat ? We look

for our facts in the most likely place, namely, in the Book

of Psalms. Some of these, as the alphabetical psalms and

the pilgrim psalms of Book V, and all the psalms of Book I,

have been so fought over in metrical contests that the smoke

of battle might obscure their natural scansion. We turn,

then, to the middle books, and since criticism must start

from the received text, we will take it as it stands, for the

present, reading for the sense as we would read a passage

B 2
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of Shakespeare ;
that is to say, pronouncing it like prose, in

the main, and giving to the various words and clauses such

emphasis, or lack of it, as will serve to bring out most clearly

the author's meaning. We have no concern with the so-

called poetical accents, for our objective point is reading,

not cantillation. As to the most recent school of criticism,

represented in the Encyclopaedia Biblica, which changes the

received text very materially, however much it interests us,

we must maintain a neutral attitude, for we cannot fail to

perceive that the systems of Hebrew metre to be reviewed

have not built upon this foundation; indeed, there has not

been time, as yet, for such a connexion to manifest itself in

any considerable degree. But there is a fair justification for

the attempt to show to what extent the text, as fixed by the

Massoretes, possessed a metrical character
;
and as Lachmann

founded modern New Testament criticism by pursuing rigidly

the inquiry 'What was the text of the fourth century?' so

we may hope to further the study of Old Testament metrics

by confining attention at first to the Psalter as it has come

down to us. Let us begin with a few of the shortest Psalms,

54, 67, 82, 100, omitting 43, which belongs with 42, and also

53, which is practically equivalent to 14 in Book I.

Psalm 54.

"rnuai
|

own -pea &* 3

: >a not& rwwn
|

rbsr\ yp &rhx 4
'

run 6

: DJVDtfn fnoad ^i^ xnn 21^ -

: y\6 'o ndr ftM? rnx

3m rnx Wo
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It is earnestly enjoined upon the reader to depend upo*h

his ear even more than upon his eye; to practise reciting

the Psalms aloud until there is no hesitancy in pronouncing
the Hebrew. When that point is reached in the 54th Psalm,

it will be noticed that the poem flows smoothly and regularly.

The cesura separates each line into equal groups (stichoi) of

three feet *, marked in every case by three tones or accents,

two of these groups making a Massoretic verse, save that

verse 5 has three groups. In Ginsburg's edition (London,

1894), whose text I follow throughout, each stichos has a

separate line. The movement within the group is from un-

accented to accented syllables. We should not use the term

iambic or anapaestic, as these relate to quantitative systems ;

such terms should be reserved for the highly organized poetry

of the ancient Greeks and Romans, whereas this psalm seems

to resemble modern poetry in moving from stress to stress,

the syllables having no constant value with reference to the
/

accent. Compare the consecutive syllables
*B and *3, vv. 4, 5;

t
. l/

also ^ and ^, ver. 9; J ver. 4 with J ver. 9. As the first

two verses constitute the (prose) title, we begin with ver. 3.

The scheme is as follows, letting x represent an unaccented

and -^ an accented syllable. Provisionally, though with

a few exceptions, I consider as a syllable the vocal sh'va,

simple or compound ;
a disputed point, to which we shall

return later.

Ver. 3. : ^nn imuiai ^jwn IBBO &rbx65432 1

X-^X X
|

X X
|

X X
||
X-^X X

|

X X
|

X X654 321
Several things are worthy of notice here. First, the exact

correspondence, in every foot, of the two half verses; as

a geometer would say, if A is applied to JB, they coincide

1
It is convenient to retain this word (feet), if we "understand it to

refer to metrical, not syllabic, divisions. i
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throughout their whole extent. Second, the identical rime at

the end of the corresponding feet, 2 and 5. Third, the true

rime in 3 and 6. Fourth, the additional syllable occurring

at precisely the same point in 3 and 6. This last gives testi-

mony, as far as it goes, against the view that there is an

exact alternation of successive syllables, and in favour of the

view that Hebrew poetry was sometimes scanned like English

poetry. For the following represents precisely the form of the

Hebrew; or, if one takes the other side of the above 'disputed

point/ he is at liberty to omit the first word.

O my God, by thy name now redeem me,XX X X _lx X -^ X II

1 2 3

And by all thine omnipotence free me.
x x - I x x -| x x - x46 6

The rime is imperfect, though less perfect ones often occur

in our best poems. Every other metrical test is satisfied,

and in the Hebrew the rime also is perfect. Those who

distinguish between rhythm and metre will have to admit

that the above comes under both heads. If the question

arises whether this may not be a case of accidental metre, we

should reflect on the large number of particulars that concur

to produce the result; we should remember too that the

Psalms are at all events poetical, whether or not we can

discover their poetical form; so that the matter is very dif-

ferent from an accidental hexameter in the New Testament,

for instance. To get a genuine parallel, we should imagine

the English distich just given to be found in a volume

of English poetry ; every one would say that the metrical

form was intentional, even though it might differ from other

forms in its neighbourhood. We are ready now to pass to

Ver. 4. j'smDNi? iWNn Y^an yes? DT&K6543 21
"x I x - x x

||
xxx ! - x I -Z x x54 321
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Note first the resemblances, then the differences. There are

six feet as before, and the one cesura comes in the middle.

The movement in each foot also is from weak to strong

tones, the accent falling mainly on the ultima. Here too

there is a perfect rime, and at the same point, the close

of the third and of the sixth foot, VI, 'B.

But the two halves do not coincide through their whole

extent. The second foot agrees with the fifth, but the first is

shorter than the fourth, while the third is longer than the

sixth. When we come to interpret such facts we must be

cautious, for too large inferences are drawn from them by

opposite schools, the one claiming that the attempt to find

metre has failed, the other that it is vindicated, since only

the tones are to be counted, not the toneless syllables. We
must carry our induction much farther before it will bear

the weight of either of these general statements.

Ver. 5. nra: itf>p2 o^njn ^y IBP Dnr ^65 4 321
jlx -Z x x - x x65 4

tit?

Here are two cesuras, dividing the nine feet into three threes,

each foot as before bearing one accent. But the variations

are growing. Two novelties appear; what corresponds to

a trochee in the second foot, and to an amphibrach in the

seventh, though we must avoid those terms. The accent

at the close of the first foot is immediately followed by

one at the beginning of the second. Such a consecution of

accents is a thing so abhorrent to some metricians that they

change the text regularly to avoid it. We simply note the

fact without comment at present. The verse contains no
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rime, the vowels in 3 and 6 being different; both vowels

and consonants in 9 differ from 3 and 6. If the three feetr

are laid over each other, they should coincide as follows:

i with 4 and 7, 2 with 5 and 8, 3 with 6 and 9. Only
one out of these nine expected coincidences occurs, namely

3 with 6. Once more it will be averred that the evidence

is eight to one against any metre here ; and once more it

will be replied that the thing measured may be tones or

times instead of syllables, and that rime is only occasional

and accidental.

Ver. 6. 'tflM *3DD3 ^1K ^ 1TV DTI^N run6543 21
' v I

' v v v I ' v v II ' v v I
' v v I

' vXI X X X I -i- X X
Ij

XX XX X664 3 21
The rime has returned, and in the same place, y, HP. Also,

the cesura separates the two three-toned groups, with each

foot accented at the end. On the other hand, not a single foot

corresponds syllabically to its mate; i < 4, 2 < 5, 3 > 6.

Our induction is leading us to discard the syllable as a unit

of measure, provided we regard the psalm as metrical at all.

Ver. 7. : Drvovn intD&o n-re jnn
6 543 2

J. x x -xxx _-Ixxx

A very rough specimen. Not only is this verse like the

previous one in that all the correspondences fail, but the

fourth foot consists of a single accented syllable, and that

very accent immediately follows another accent
; although, to

be sure, the strong pause of the cesura intervenes. Whether

such peculiarities are fatal to the metrical character of the

poem is a fair question.

Ver. 8.
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For the third time in succession all the correspondences fail
;

the line is even rougher than its predecessor. Of the six feet,

not one is the same in syllabic character with any foot in the

model ver. 3. Yet it may be that the verses agree metrically

in more important respects than those in which they differ.

Patient investigation must be the watchword still.

Ver. 9. wy nriNn vrttti xn rro654 3 21
J. x

|

_ x x |JIxxx||x-^xx I

x
I

_1 x x

The form here comes very close to that in ver. 4 ;
two

transpositions make it precisely the same. But again the

correspondences all fail when the two halves are applied to

each other. We must not lose sight of the fact, however,

that every verse in the psalm is like every other in these

particulars: (a) the number of feet is a multiple of 3; (l>)

there is a cesura at every third foot
; (c) the general move-

ment, musically regarded, is triple time, not double or

quadruple (this refers to the inner structure of the foot, not

to the number of feet in a stichos) ; (</)
the time occupied

in pronouncing each foot is either exactly or approximately
the same, we will not as yet decide which.

Now that we have gone through the whole psalm, it is

proper to institute the general inquiry whether parallels for

the variations we have found may be discovered among
the poets in good and regular standing in our own literature.

These variations may be classed as follows. (As we are dealing

chiefly with English, we will read hereafter from left to right.)

Taking x x - as the normal foot, we find seven differences

which I will give in the order of their occurrence.

(i) x x J. x . (2) x -A (3) x x x -. (4)
_ x .

(5) x.Zx. (6)-*.. (7)^x x.

Five of these seven appear in one of the most exquisite
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short poems in our language, familiar and precious to all of

English stock.

1 Break, break, break,
2 On thy cold, gray stones, O Sea!

3 And I would that my tongue could utter

4 The thoughts that arise in me.

5 O, well for the fisherman's boy,
6 That he shouts with his sister at play!
7 O, well for the sailor lad,

8 That he sings in his boat on the bay !

9 And the stately ships go on
10 To their haven under the hill;

11 But O for the touch of a vanished hand,
12 And the sound of a voice that is still!

13 Break, break, break,

14 At the foot of thy crags, O Sea!

15 But the tender grace of a day that is dead
1 6 Will never come back to me.

Of these sixteen lines, all are in triple time, and all

have three feet, except n and 15, which have four. The

typical foot is that of our psalm, x x -, which occurs four

times in the first stanza ; typical lines are 8 and 1 2, whose

feet are wholly of this form. But the first variation, x x -4 x
,

is plainly found in line 6 :

with his sister at play
not with his sis -ter at play.

Line 5, too, reads more smoothly thus :

for the fisher -mans boy,

than thus : for the fish
.erman

>

s toy.

One more case is in line io :

to their haven 1
.

1 If it is objected that the syllable-count remains the same in the three

ires last quoted, however they are divided, whereas x x - x in Ps. 54. 3
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No. 2, x -, is very common ;
twice each in lines 2, 4, 5,

7, 9, n, 1 6. Wherever in English poetry we meet the foot

x x -^, we are apt to find mingled with it x -. No. 4, x
,

occurs in line 10 (under); No. 5, x-x, in lines 3 (could

utter) and 16 (will never)', No. 6, -, in lines i and 13.

Although No. 3, x x x -, and No. 7, x x, are not

found in the brief compass of this poem, they are present in

other poems of Tennyson ; in fact, they occur at all periods

of our literature. Thus in the Charge of the Light Brigade:

All in the valley of death,

JL x x
|

x x x

which is utterly misconceived when its galloping movement is

exchanged for this :

AH in the valley of death.

. x
|

x J. x
|

x Jl

The Old English was fond of this resolution of three

syllables into four.

The Fight at Maldon (end of tenth century, author un-

known), is a very spirited poem, with variations similar to

those we have found in the 54th Psalm. A few lines

follow :

/ / f /

Byrhtnoth mathelode, bord hafenode,
/ / / /

wand wacne sesc, wordum mselde,
/ / f

.
/

yrre and anraed, ageaf him andsware:

Gehyrst thu, saelida, hwaet this folc segeth?

Hi willath eow to gafole garas syllan
/ / / f

settrene ord and ealde swurd.

gives an extra syllable, the point is not well taken. For the rhythm
before us (if line 8 is made to correspond) would permit a variation

like this in line 6 :

That he shouts on the beach with his sister,

and then the two lines would be the exact syllabic equivalents of the

two in Ps. 54. 3.
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Byrhtnoth replied, his buckler uplifted,

Waved his slim spear, with words he spake,

Angry and firm gave answer to him.

Hear'st thou, seafarer, what saith this folk?

They will for tribute spear-shafts you pay,
Poisonous points and trusty swords.

(Prof. Garnett's translation, Baltimore, 1901.)

It cannot be necessary to accumulate evidence of apparent

irregularities of form, which, like musical discords, are taken

up into a higher harmony, and this at all periods of English

literature. A single specimen from Shakespeare may suffice,

though scores might be given.

To have no screen between the part he played
And him he played it for, he needs will be

Absolute Milan. Me, poor man ! my library
Was dukedom large enough. Of temporal royalties
He thinks me now incapable; confederates

(So dry he was for sway) wi' the King of Naples.

The Tempest, i. 2. 107-112.

Note that the first two lines follow precisely the regular

scheme, x -, while the other four present the most complex
deviations : x

,
x JL x, _, x J. x x, ~L x x, x x -A The

resemblance to those in the psalm is striking ;
six of the seven

varieties which are here are also there.

Although caution is as needful on the English as on the

Hebrew side, still the weight of evidence appears to favour

the claim that the 54th Psalm, in the Massoretic recension,

bears all the tests which are properly applicable to English

verse. It is poetical, rhythmical, metrical.

Psalm 67.

: unK i-oa -HO
|

uaw UJTP D"r&K 2

*-
3
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: onan pa ovoxh
|

I

6

There are some close correspondences with Psalm 54.

Assonance and rime are frequent: ver. 2, 13?, wn ; ver. 3,

1?, 10; vv - 4, 5> 6, DV?, DNT; ver. 7, 133, 13n. Each psalm

has seven metrical verses; as a rule, with one cesura in

the middle
;
but in both psalms ver. 5 has two cesuras and

extends to nine feet. All the other verses in both psalms

have six feet. The movement also is in triple time through-

out. In the last verse of 67, we have the pleasing variation

with two cesuras, 2 + 2 + 2 = 3 + 3. Some would make no

change here, simply suspending the voice after IK'VI, cf.

Budde on Isa. 14 in ZATW., 1882 (Art. i).
But in reading

for the sense, we do well to note such variations. The effect

is similar to the following transposition in English :

And I would that my tongue ||

Could utter
|

the thoughts ||

/ /

That arise in me.

(2 + 2 + 2 = 3 + 3-)

On the whole, this psalm is more regular than 54. The

only changes from the type x x -L which a rigid scrutiny

can discover are these: (i) x -, (2) -x, (3) x - x
, (4)

x x -L x
, (5) x x x -, (6) x x x - x . It will be seen at

a glance, and yet more plainly by becoming familiar with the

psalm, that this is a natural development ; indeed, in several

of these cases, many readers would prefer to follow the

type. No. i, as we have seen, is of constant occurrence in

English verse of this kind. No. 2 scarcely differs, for it is
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simply the segholate pK which Sievers supposes to have

been often accented on the ultima. However this may be,

our own blank verse is constantly interchanging x - and

JL x . Nos. 3, 4, 5 we found in Psalm 54. As to No. 6,

it is pertinent to remark that a hemistich in Old English

may have an anacrusis extending sometimes to several

syllables.

No one ought to deny that the evidence for a true metre

in the Hebrew Psalms is much strengthened by the existence

of a second psalm that answers all the tests of English
metre. We are far from asserting that all the psalms are

metrical
; that is a very different statement.

Psalm 82.

W rnjn n

W IB

in

5

6

pnin onto pt< 7

: onan Wa bmn nnx ^
| pxn HDD^ n*ni>K n(p s

Here is our regular 3 + 3 measure, exchanged in the last

verse for 4 + 4, after the manner of an English Alexandrine.

It is a mere coincidence, but a singular one, that once

more, as in 54 and 67, the fifth verse, and that alone, has

3 + 3 + 3 tones. It will be asked why I have accented

}BBB>n
(ver. 2) on the first syllable, but ^B^ (ver. 3) on

the last. The answer brings out a delicate point in word-

grouping. Besides the main cesura in each line, there is
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a slight subordinate pause in the stichos, to separate the

lesser groups. In ver. 2, <>!>?
is more closely connected with

/ /

the verb than *no *S J
^ut ^ we were to sav 1BBBTI, it

would necessitate a slight pause between the two accents;

hence we make the pause after W, and throw back the tone

of the verb by the figure called nest'ga. On the other hand,

in ver. 3, 71 is less closely connected with the verb than

with its fellow object (one of many facts which show how

little reliance can be placed on Makkeph) ; hence the accents

can stand in their regular places. The metrical type in

this psalm, as in the others, is x x-; the variations are

more numerous, but are easily accounted for. They include

the eight we have had before and one other, x - x x

(ver. 5, HD1D
io). The same kind of foot occurs in the

selection from Shakespeare's Tempest (my library).

Psalm 100.
'

iynn r

: n/ra v/sb i&a nnoBa rw n n'riy 2

icy

nbnm i^n^n
|

nninn iny^ w 4

11 1*1 nyi
|

non Dy?
|

nn^ SID ^3 5

The general resemblance to the three preceding psalms

we have examined is manifest. The peculiarities are as

follows. Ver. i consists of a single stichos of three feet

in triple measure; there is no balancing group; we might

regard it as a title. Vv. 3 and 4 have each two cesuras,

giving 3 + 3 + 3 tones ; ver. 5 has two, giving 2 + 2 + 3

tones, or a f-toned line. This we shall often meet again.

Already there is becoming apparent a tendency to lengthen

the last verse of a psalm. So far as the foot measure is
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concerned, the deviations from the norm x x -L were all found

in Psalm 54, viz. (i)
x JL x

, (2) x x -L x
, (3) x -, (4)

- x
,

(5) x x x -, (6) J-. There are several apparently intentional

rimes, some of which, however, may be accidental. Ver. 2,

nn and ru ; ver. 3, ID and in ; ver. 4, m and rb, b and ID ;

ver. 5, n and in.

Summing up results thus far, we have found in the three

middle books of the Psalter a few short psalms, which are

metrical in form, and characterized by the triple rhythm that

has always prevailed in English verse. These psalms com-

pare well as to regularity of scansion with much of our best

English poetry. We must now go back and see if the same

thing is true of longer poems.

Psalm 94.

mn> nicpa

pny var ijny 4

n(n 5

-1:1 n3Di> 5

7

py -iy dN
|

yD^ N^n jw yoan 9

: nyn onx IID^DH
|

mav bn tru nosn 10

|

OIK nnt^
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'

pi* ny

ruD? BJHM
|

^ nrnty mn^ xbft 17

j
^rn HDO ^niDS DS is

|

"aips
sayi^ 313 i9

:pn y y n nvin

3 tni

The type is x x - as before, with the scheme 3 + 3,

remarkably regular, except that here also the last verse is

lengthened (3 + 3 + 3), and that in the middle, ver. 1 1

is 2 + 2 + 2, ver. 12, 2 + 3 + 3. Inasmuch as the book

of Psalms has come down to us through long generations

of copyists who were utterly ignorant of metrical form, it

is certainly surprising that twenty-one out of these twenty-

three verses are in perfect threes. The candid reader must

acknowledge by this time that chance could not have pro-

duced such a result. Suppose we hereafter find a multitude

of poems in the Old Testament that defy all metrical laws,

this cannot alter the fact that we have found others which

would be recognized in any language as real poetry. In

Psalm 94, the various forms of feet which differ from the

norm are exactly the same as in Psalm 82, except that -^ x x

does not occur. A specimen of each follows :

(1) x x x -L ver. 4, TOT

(2) x x x JL x ver. 9, |TN yo:n

(3) x x^x ver. 3,

COBB
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(4) x JL x x ver. 4, ^ya $>3

(5) x JL x ver. 2,

(6) x-i ver. i,

(7)
^ ver. i, i>K

(8)
- x ver. 8, W3

Let us make assurance doubly sure by a few more

examples.

Psalm 91.

jnwi "nib
i

Knp
11 HBD

|
T^p (n a 3
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This is in 3 + 3 measure, vv. 2, 3 having the equivalent

2 + 2 + 2. In vv. 4, 7, 1 5 the scheme is 3 + 3 + 3, but of course

this only emphasizes the measure. The whole psalm should

be read aloud often to appreciate its wonderful smoothness
;

only in ver. 15 "OK seems to have fallen out before irujjK,

owing to the ^N at the end of the previous word.

The deviations in this psalm from x x- are these : (i) x-^,

(2) x x x J., (3)
J. x, (4) -L, (5)

x J. x, (6)
-L x x, (7)

x x -L x,

(8) x x x-L x. They are the same in number as those in

Psalm 94, and almost the same in character.

Psalm 85.

m'rr rvri

-py jiy

nil T6 "ax W

/
t&

/
MA

6

n3^ fnn TJW^I
|
nnon nw UKTI s

-on* ^
|

nin^ Wn nnn 11 no nyo^w 9

w won

awn nnw

t*W I httttfth thh.*takW ^htefc* *t*
10

/ / / /

HNa ina pVi?
|

w vth^ anp

|

nxn PNO nDN X3

/ / / / /

}nn i3i?*iw i aion [n
11 nin^ DJ i3

/

C 2
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This is another psalm of very even flow, with but a single

exception; in ver. 9 ni!T and VTDn ^&0 disturb the rhythm
and give the abnormal line 4 + 4 + 3. Also they look like

editorial expansions. Remove these words and the whole

moves on without a break (ver. 9, 3 + 3 + 3 ; all the rest

3 + 3). But we are not yet authorized to make such changes

for metrical convenience ;
it may be that the poet chose the

variety. Compare lines 1 1 and 1 5 of '

Break, break, break.'

Psalm 85 has the same permutations of the foot to which

we are becoming accustomed; ver. 2, x-x, x -, -x;
ver. 3 (additional), -; ver. 4, x x JL x

;
ver. 6, xxx-^;

ver. 7,
- x x : only seven in all.

The numerous rimes near the beginning are seen to

be merely the effect of the ending ^J as addressed to the

Divine being; a similar explanation holds in many other

cases.

Psalm 81.

]n urn mof \v& 3

|

nai^ tnnn iypn 4

pn a
5

nnon rnva

9

I0

S arm
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12

14

16

e^an WDI nan abno J7

Three-tone measure throughout, but in three cases, unless

the text is wrong, we have to crowd into a single foot the form

x x x x JL x, which seems like taking an unpoetical licence.

One case is in ver. 8, "pinto, another in ver. 13, Vrfatft,

and the third in ver. 17, in^a^l. Everything else is regular,

and presents the variations already considered. Vv. 6, 8, 1 1

are 3 + 3 + 3 ;
the rest are 3 + 3.

We come next upon a different metrical scheme.

Psalm 46.

rnty tin none i

4: vviwa

t^np
|

D^N T-y inoe^ vfca nn^ 5

: npa n^D^ o^n^K nnty
|

own i>a n"ipa D^H^N 6

:in i^^ ^3 niataio IDD D^I ion

wioy nixax nvn

nn

nii&y n^n ^ypi naV n^ |
pn nsrp iy niDn^D n^awo 10
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ijrn lain Ir

This is unmistakably written in fours instead of in threes.

The latter occasionally break in, but the prevailing foot is

4 + 4, and in ver. 10 it is 4 + 4 + 3, the very form that gave
us trouble in Psalm 85. As this is the first occurrence of

the 4-tone rhythm, I will present it by verses :

Ver. 2, 4 + 4. Ver. 3,4 + 4-

4.3 + 4- 5,4 + 3-

6.4 + 4. 7,4 + 4-

8, 3 + 4- 9, 4 + 3-

10,4 + 4 + 3. 11,4 + 4-

12, 3 + 4.

Every verse has at least one 4-tone, and most of them

have two. Note also the regular alternation of 3 + 4 with

4 + 3. There is less variation within the foot than we found

in the psalms written in threes. The greater part of the

feet are x x -f- or x -^, and there are no new irregularities.

Psalm 53.

inwn

oa . 4

5

nioxy ifs &fbx ^
|

ins n^n fc6 ina nna DB^ 5

JDDND

|

toy nap D'N aia
|

w* niy po jn^ ns
7
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As I have already implied, this psalm has suffered from

the existence of another recension, namely, Psalm 14. And

yet the rhythmic division is clear, and for the most part

smooth.

Ver. 2, 4 + 4. Ver. 3, 4 + 4.

4,4 + 4- 5,4 + 4 + 3-

6,4 + 4 + 3- 7,4 + 4 + 4-

In the opening verses, one has to hurry the time occasionally ?

and yet there are only two or three occurrences of x x x -,
and one of x x x x Jl. Worse things we have already

passed.

Psalm 96.

So' nwW vw
|

trin w nirri?

'

IDP i3"fl nW
'

nso

4

5

-nn 5

nn
7

nruo *\x&
\

IDE^ na rtW nn s

vase i^n Knp
x

rrnqb n(n^ wmiwi 9
/ ../ /.. LJ L-/_

',_ B1J . ,,L'
/ . /_ .

'
.

psn PJN
j
^70 nin^ 0*133 HDK jo

/ /

./_ ^/ / f/ /

/ / / /
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This fine psalm is in regular 4-tone measure with very

few exceptions. An objector naturally fastens on the two or

three exceptions, but every one with a musical ear who will

read this poem aloud cannot help seeing that the 4 + 4

movement (4-tone rhythm) is of the very essence of the

poet's intent. The last verse, following the tendency before

noticed, is an Alexandrine, with the measure 6 + 6. In the

other twelve verses there are twenty-two quadruple groups,

and only three triple groups, namely, vv. 3 a, 5 b, 6 a.

Within the foot itself are the following varieties : (i)
JI x,

(2)xxJl,(3)^,(4)xJL,(5)x^x,(6)xxxJ^(7)xxJLx.
Here, then, as just before, we find plainer sailing than in

most of the psalms we have examined.

I have now adduced three poems in fours from the three

middle books of the Psalter. It is true that this combination

of feet is much less common than that by threes, but the

two are often mingled. In English verse, both are frequent.

The Fight at Maldon has already been cited. I will mention

two others in 4-tone rhythm; first, Lady Anne Barnard's

classic ballad of Auld Robin Gray, composed in 1771. The
first and fifth stanzas will suffice to show the general move-

ment and the various kinds of feet.

When the sheep are in the fauld, and the kye at hame,

And a' the warld to sleep are gane ;

The waes o' my heart fa' in showers fra' my e'e,

When my gudeman lies sound by me.

My heart it said nay, for I looked for Jamie back ;

But the wind it blew high, and the ship it was a wrack
;

The ship it was a wrack why didna Jamie dee ?

Or why do I live to say, Wae 's me ?
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This yields six varieties of feet, given here in the order of

their first occurrence : (i)
x x -1 x

, (2) x x ^, (3) x -, (4)

x
> (5)

x x x
(it was a wrack), (6) x Jl x (why didna).

The other example, from Jean Ingelow, has quite a

different swing, being not only written in 4-tone measure,

but in quadruple rhythm ;
each of the four feet in a line con-

sists of four beats, while the number of syllables in a foot

varies from one to five. I give two stanzas of the poem :

Like a Laverock in the Lift.

It's we two, it's we two, it's we two for aye,
/ / / /

All the world and we two, and Heaven be our stay.

Like a laverock in the lift, sing, O bonny bride!

All the world was Adam once, with Eve by his side.

When the darker days come, and no sun will shine,
/ / / /

Thou shalt dry my tears, lass, and I'll dry thine.

It's we two, it's we two, while the world's away,
/ / / /

Sitting by the golden sheaves on our wedding day.

This is so metrical and symmetrical that a good reader

would take the same time for the enunciation of each foot ;

and yet the feet are so diverse that the four feet of line 3

contain respectively 5, 3, 4, i syllables, and those of line 6

have 4, 3, 2, i.

Leaving now these purely ternary and quaternary schemes,

we find that both in English and in Hebrew a line is fre-

quently composite, having 4 + 3 tones, sometimes in the

opposite order 3 -f 4 ; or to look at it in another light, a

4-toned line is followed or preceded by a 3-toned line.

English usage sometimes prints the whole in one line, oftener

in two. An example of the former is Mrs. Hemans's Bernardo

del Carpio :
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The warrior bowed his crested head and tamed his heart of fire,

And sued the haughty king to free his long imprisoned sire.

When the seven tones appear in two lines, we have the
1 common metre

'

of our hymns; for instance, the noble hymn
by Henry Kirke White, which begins :

The Lord our God is full of might;12 3

The winds obey his will;
1 234

He speaks, and in his heavenly height12 3

The rolling sun stands still.

On the Hebrew side, we have already noted the closing line

of the looth Psalm :

ni in isn
|
non tny m.T mo *a

Also the alternations in Ps. 46, w. 4, 5, 8, 9, where we
have (twice repeated) the scheme 3 + 4, 4 + 3. Sometimes

three or more Massoretic verses in succession are written in

this 7-toned rhythm: e.g. Ps. 44. 19-21; 47. 2-4; 105.

1-3. I do not find any whole psalm composed in this

measure ; the nearest approach to it is

Psalm 58.

: p&Bn D^T DDPI pjb
|
p&Bn nhy aW 3

:M ^nm jt33D iyn
|

Dnno D^yen nr' 4

N DO^ enn jna 102
|

^m non nima id? non 5

!> I^N 5

7

1 wn TTI* |
ID wnn^ D^D IDS io g
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a 9

inn ico TI IDS
|

IDK DDWD wir 0*103

tjann DTI prrr VDVS
|
DPJ nrn "o pn* HOB*

If we follow the received text strictly, six verses of this psalm
are 7-toned, but it is tempting to omit fitfp at the end of

ver. 7, since DTita begins the verse ; this gives seven verses

out of eleven, six of the seven being consecutive. Each

foot is equivalent in time to every other.

I would not assert that in all poems each foot has the

same time. To illustrate, take another verse from Bernardo

del Carpio :

Thou canst not ? and a king ! his dust be mountains

on thy head.

A reader who has learned the art of expression will

pause after the words f not
' and '

king/ and will deliver the

last words of the line more slowly than the first words.

Sidney Lanier in his excellent work on The Science ofEnglish

Verse (New York, 1880), from which several of my examples

are taken, proves that silences equivalent to musical rests

are as integral parts of the time as sounds
;
but he insists that

all feet are equal in time value. We must remember, how-

ever, that even music knows not only rests but holds, which

theoretically disturb the rhythm, and yet are of great practical

importance.

Another composite line, and a very popular one in Hebrew,

has five tones ; either 3 + 2 or 2 + 3. I do not know that it

occurs in the best English poetry ; our so-called pentameters

are structurally very different. This is the kind measure

that prevails in the Lamentations; I have referred to it in
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the Introduction. However, it is not always pitched in the

minor key, for a typical example is Ps. 19. 8 ff., where twelve

such lines occur in succession. We find several others at

the beginning of the middle books of the Psalter.

Psalms 42, 43.

& nyn ^BJ p D>D VBK by :nyn

4Dvn b >& -HMO
||
nWi ow

|

Dn^ won

: a/in pen rnini nn i>ipb DSI

|

wniN my ^ D^n? nin
||

y ^onni
|

w mtwwi no 6

JVO'D nw>
'

p i>y
|

nnint^n ^D3 5>y 'n^N 7

nno
|

Dinn ^ ainn g

rion nin* nrsr nor

n
|
^N Tip noi?

||
>:n

my 'D &fbvb s^nin ^y ^onn noi ^w wnwn no

noio
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2

in S> *aiK9 wo> ribn

"fran
I

% nrw !> ^N
|
twfeic nab

no

Here are no less than eighteen 5-toned lines, many of

them consecutive. But mingled with these are other lines

of the scheme 4 + 4, or 3 -f 3, or 2 + 2 + 2, and a few more.

One begins to realize the complications and perplexities of

every attempt to reduce the psalms, not to speak of the other

Hebrew poems, to metrical unity. But the difficulties have

only begun. I subjoin the schemes of three of the more

irregular psalms in the three middle books. It will not be

necessary to set down the Hebrew, which any one can verify

for himself.

Psalm 64.

Ver. 2, 4 -f 4. Ver. 3, 3 -f 3. Ver. 4, 4 + 3. Ver.5,3 + 4.

6,4 + 3 + 3- 7>5 + 4- 8,2 + 24-2.

9,3 + 3- 10,5 + 2. ii,5 + 3-

Ver.



Psalm 86.
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rnyem ipWn njfoi dr# dni>3Kn 6

7

inVn mam

yon D^TXOD IB: 9

:W 'ns iTQ^yi nbx dnn i

|

: nw' JB: npBi
|

ruai D^D^D on
|

w 2\v nitax d^ftx 15

r

p ^xn
|
12^ nyoa n^ n/ai 16

/a n*feiD
|

nnioa ^i WIP 17

p ^y
1

1^ 11 ^K ^y fi* >nn is

pj ^31 wvm
1
100 3iD3 ^i i9

20

The nineteen verses, not reckoning the unmetrical title, make

forty-one lines, or stichoi, in the Massoretic divisions. But

ver. i6b is plainly a duplicate of i8b; no one can give

a good account of it as it stands. Striking this out, ver. 15

has three lines and ver. 1 6 one ; both sense and balance are

preserved by putting the soph pasuk after i5b, instead of

1 5 c. Thus the opening words of ver. 1 7 refer to the vine,

not to the unintelligible p. Looking now at the forty lines,

it is noticeable that vv. 2 and 3 have three lines each, all the

others two lines each. It results that when a division is
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marked off at the end of every fourth Massoretic verse there

are precisely five sections of eight lines each, namely, vv. 2-4,

5-8, 9-12, 13-16, 17-20. The first section ends thus

(Furness's Wttthauseri] :

Do thou restore us again, O God !

Let thy face shine, that we may be helped !

The second ends thus :

Do thou restore us again, O God Sabaoth!

Let thy face shine, that we may be helped!

The last is still more protracted :

Do thou restore us again, O Jahve, Lord Sabaoth!

Let thy face shine, that we may be helped!

The old view, that the refrain was purposely varied to reach

a climax, was never able to explain the fact that the climax,
' O Jahve ! God Sabaoth !

'

is already given in ver. 5. At

present it is a commonplace of criticism that D\"6tf in these

verses is a late insertion either for or with nin\ Since, then,

two of the three refrains are identical, and the idea of a

climax must be abandoned, there is every reason for reading

niK2 ni?T in ver. 4 also. And now when each section is

regarded by itself, it is seen to be a true strophe, devoted

to its own theme. Vv. 2-4 form a general supplication;

5-8 recite the present distress; 9-12 contrast the former

prosperity; 13-16 are an earnest expostulation and en-

treaty; 17-20 sum up all that preceded.

It will be observed that this result has been reached

independently. But turning now to the metre, the surprising

fact comes out that every one of the forty stichoi is a perfect

3-toned line 1
. The slight changes made on other grounds

have brought this beautiful psalm into full metrical regularity.

But it has already been shown that the two psalms which

come next in the Psalter, 81 and 82, are also in regular

1 In verse 10, 2 + 2 + 2 = 3 + 3. In verse 150 read nwn pan.
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3-toned rhythm ;
these three psalms together make a three-

fold cord which is not quickly broken, even though they

stand in the midst of three others (79, 83, 84), which are but

weak threads when subjected to metrical tests.

The only other psalm thus far examined which has an

equally clear strophic structure is the double one 42-43,

where also the refrain is twice repeated, but the lines are

longer, mostly 4-toned, 5-toned, or y-toned, and not so

regular. The poem is well arranged by Prof. Briggs (Study

ofHoly Scripture, 1899, p. 410) in three strophes of twelve

lines each, including the refrain of three lines.

At the opening of this chapter all theories stood on an

equal footing; already some clues if not principles have

been gained which will serve in the main business of exam-

ining the various theories. If all Hebrew poetry is metrical

its metrical principles are not yet manifest, and are very

different, at all events, from those of English poetry. We
are sure, though, that it is not all non-metrical. It may be

more rhythmical than metrical if any one can maintain such

a distinction. It is certainly strophic now and then, but it

is hard to believe that it is strophic entirely. Whether a

critical text, if ever gained, will be more metrical than the

Massoretic or less so is a point wholly undetermined. It

seems not to occur to those who handle this subject that

the alternate metrical smoothness and roughness of the

Hebrew poetry which has come down to us may be partly

due to the presence or absence of a feeling for rhythm among
the various editors and glossators who have worked over

the text. But this is an allowable hypothesis which must be

kept in view as we proceed. One thing is certain : no critic

has a right to say
* the metre demands

'

this or that change

unless his theory is broad enough and deep enough to take

in naturally and hold up easily such diversified facts as have

been brought out in our preliminary survey.
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Signal instances of this petitio principii are strown through

the recent commentaries of Duhm, whom Marti closely fol-

lows. Note in particular their frequent assumption that a

long line between short lines, or vice versa>
'
disturbs the

metre/ and so must be pruned or stretched. So far as our

present knowledge extends the poet may have designed that

very variety. For instance, a single 4 + 4 amid threes and

fives may excite suspicion, while a succession of such lines

may be intentional. See Ps. 142. 7; 143. n
;

contrast

Ps. 144. 12-15.

In the Preface to his Commentary on the Psalms Duhm

speaks, it is true, with becoming modesty, and professes to

know but in part. He also wishes us to take with a grain of

salt a minority of the metrical statements in the body of the

book, but this seems like an afterthought, since the assumed

metre is so often the foundation of the critical construction.



CHAPTER II

EARLY METRICAL SYSTEMS

THERE is no advantage that I can discover in resurrecting

and laying to rest once more the theories of Gomarus,

Meibomius, Hare, and other ancients, which were pretty

thoroughly disposed of by Bishop Lowth, so far as they had

not disposed of one another. One might as well go back

to Josephus and Jerome. As in duty bound, I have examined

these systems, but am unable to find anything of vital

importance to present-day researches. The reader will be

interested in a single specimen of the stately Latin in which

these gladiators clothed their savage thrusts at one another.

Bishop Hare (p. 833) inserts Psalms 23, 95 according to

the metrical system of Meibomius, and then adds :

' Haec vero reliquaeque omnia quae vir doctissimus exhi-

buit, artis suae Metricis Specimine, hoc unum abunde probant,

de Metrica Hebraica se nihil quicquam intellexisse. Ad

singula nihil annoto, cuivis enim lectori, qui hanc cum Textu

Hebraico contulerit, primo intuitu patebit, quam foede omnia

turbarit, interpolarit, et corruperit.'

It is refreshing to place in contrast the language of Lowth

in his Brief Confutation of Bishop Hares System ofHebrew

Metre.

*I may reasonably indulge myself in the hope that the

candid reader will prefer my hypothesis to that of Bishop

Hare. This at least I trust I may expect, that he will treat

them upon equal terms, and allow to each the same authority,

that is none at all. In the same manner, every hypothesis

D 2
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which pretends to define the laws of Hebrew metre, and

to prescribe the numbers, the feet, the scanning of the lines,

may, I think, be easily overset; for to that hypothesis

another, directly contrary, yet confirmed by arguments equally

forcible, may, I am persuaded, be successfully opposed/
Such was the verdict of the most enlightened scholarship

as voiced by Lowth in 1753, and thus it stood for sixty years

thereafter. The bibliography given at the close of this

treatise does not go back beyond the nineteenth century. But

in 1813 appeared a little book which opened a new epoch.

Johann Joachim Bellermann was born in 1754 at Erfurt,

where he became Professor of Theology in 1782. He after-

wards taught Hebrew at Berlin, and died in 1824. His

Versuch ttber die Metrik der Hebraer (Berlin, 1813) is a

small duodecimo of 276 pages, but its importance warrants

a full abstract. The preface justifies a fresh attack of the

problem (in spite of Lowth) by the parallel example of

Gesenius, who had just entered the field of Hebrew lexico-

graphy and proved that new spoils were to be gained there.

It also defends the general accuracy of the Massoretic

punctuation, which the author follows, against eighteenth-

century criticism.

Part I. The Syllable and its Measures.

Chapter I is on the system of the morae, or units of time.

Each syllable contains (normally) three of these units, which

are preserved amid inflectional alterations by corresponding

changes in vowels and accents. The fundamental rule is

that every syllable without the tone has three morae; with

the tone it usually has three, but may have two or four.

A long vowel has two morae, a short vowel one, sh'va and

pattah furtive none. A consonant has one mora; and so

have two consonants with sh'va between. The vowel letters

have one mora if vocal, none if quiescent. Prefixed ^ in
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a simple syllable stands for fl ,
and has three morae. Daghesh

forte compensative and metheg compensative have each one

mora. The remainder of Chapter I treats of apparent diffi-

culties and objections to the system. These will come up
when we examine later writers on the subject. Chapter II,

on vocalizing and accenting, is similar to that rubric in

ordinary grammars.

Part II. The Verse and its Members.

Each Hebrew word has but one long syllable, and this

has the tone. A disyllabic therefore can neither have both

long nor both short, but by putting words after each other

a succession of either long or short syllables may be gained,

the latter by Makkeph. Thus we may have a two-syllable

foot (verse-member), which answers either to a classic

spondee, pyrrhic, trochee, or iambus
;

the last is much the

commonest, and accords with the genius of the Hebrew

tongue. A verse-member of three syllables corresponds
either to an anapaest, tribrach, amphibrach, or by putting
words together, to a dactyl, molossus, cretic, bacchius, or

anti-bacchius. (Other polysyllabic arrangements are given,

but are hardly worth mentioning.) The author's aim is not

to have Hebrew scanned like Greek and Latin poetry, but

to show that it has similar measures, that it lends itself to

song, which we know accompanied it, and to song-like

declamation. The objection that this system would scan

prose as well as poetry, and the further objection that sh'va

ought to be vocalized, are then dealt with; this discussion

also must be deferred for the present.

Part II closes with some important qualifications. We
must not look for verse-systems like the Sapphic, Alcaic,

Asclepiad, &c. This is where Gomarus, Meibomius, Hare,
and Greve have gone astray. If we are to make any com-

parison with the classics, Hebrew poetry is more like the
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free compositions of the Greek tragedians, and of Pindar,

Plautus, and Terence, than like the odes of Horace. Unlike

classic poetry, Hebrew poetry generally fills out the sense

with each verse-number. As (so-called) iambi and ana-

paests alternate with trochees and tribrachs, the verses often

become composite (' polyschematisch ').
The Hebrew poet

looked more to the succession of his thoughts than to the

arrangement of his feet, and so we find many acatalectic

and hypercatalectic verses.

Part III. The Song and its Species.

Chapter I. Alphabetical songs. We take these first because

the length of each verse is practically fixed, thus avoiding

arbitrary construction of verses by addition or rejection.

The alphabetical lines are of great importance to the critic

in detecting errors. The shortest lines are best for that

purpose; hence we begin with Psalms 111, 112, in which

each half verse opens with a letter of the alphabet in due

succession. These psalms are in triple time and in 3-toned

measure, with an occasional 4-toned line ; the type is x x JL,

(x -^).
Bellermann does not use these symbols, but his

terminology comes to the same thing. His scheme for

Psalm 112 is as follows:

Ver.

3.
.> x - x

I
x - x x -

I
x - x x J!

4. X ->|x-^|xJ!|xx^||x->|x^|x^
5. x^| x^| x x ->q[ x-^

I

x->
I

x-^

6. _>|x->|xxJ!||^x|x->|x^|xJ:
7. X x-|xJl|xx-||x-|xJ!|xj!|xx-
8. x-^|xJ:|xx^||x^|xJ:|xJ!
9 . x^| x ^| x ->

I x-||xx-|x-|xx->||xJ!|x ->|x
10. x . x - * - x - x - x - x - x - x -*
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Here are twenty-two stichoi, the letters of the alphabet

coming regularly without a break. Seventeen of these are

3-toned, and five are 4-toned. The scheme is 3 + 3 (3 + 3 + 3),

with the following variations : w. 2, 4, 4 + 3 ;
vv. 6, 7,

3 + 4 ; ver. 9, 4 + 3 + 3. Within the foot, the correspondence

to the type would be much closer, if the author sounded

the sh'vas
;
he says this in so many words, in his remarks on

Psalm 111. 'If one wished to express the sh'vas and the

pattah furtive by short vowels, or to permit himself some

other slight changes, the iambic feet in some hemistichs

would let themselves be recognized still more precisely/

To illustrate: Bellermann makes monosyllables of *1ND,

11D3, WON, W>, which we have hitherto read as disyllables.

The question whether he is right or wrong in this I defer

until we come to Saalschiitz's criticism of him
;
but mean-

while it is evident that these two psalms embody the same

kind of metre that prevailed in those psalms of the three

middle books which we have denominated regular. The
' iambic feet

'

take the typical form x x JL whenever they

begin with sh'va, and the general result is to put these two

short psalms in the same category with those upon which

we began experimenting, namely Psalms 54, 67, 80-82, &c.

The next alphabetic poem examined is Psalm 25. I quote

Bellermann's capital remarks on ver. i. 'The word v4n,
which in the printed texts forms the first word of ver. 2,

belongs to ver. i. Even then a foot seems to be missing,

perhaps D1K3, perhaps something else, perhaps nothing,

since in solemn address not everything needs to be ordered

according to metre; or perhaps the basis of ver. 2 *p

belongs to ver. i
;

at any rate, the second verse preserves

its 3 in *nnt33. Now neither here nor in the following

passages do I venture as yet to take up anything different

from what the printed text gives. If the learned will

only come to an agreement with my main positions, we
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can pass on to emendations. To do it sooner, I consider

suspicious/

Similarly thorough and satisfactory treatment is accorded

to Pss. 34, 37, 145; Prov. 31. 10-31; Lam. 1, 2, 3, 4.

On Lam. 3, the close of his Remark 2 sets a good example
to modern metrical critics ;

it resembles what has been

quoted already on Psalm 111: 'By deviating from the text

in a few trifling points, one could represent the iambic metre

more accurately. I avoid this purposely so as not to have

the appearance of altering the Hebrew metre out of love

to my theory/

Remark 5 anticipates Budde's kind verse (3 + 2) ; it has

been cited in the Introduction.

Assuming apparently that 'the learned will come to an

agreement with his main positions,' our author '

passes on to

emendations/ He tries his hand on the double psalm 9-10,

which is only partly alphabetic in the received text, but

which he restores so skilfully, and by methods so modern,

that I am glad to lay open the process to the reader; all

the more readily, since it furnishes so good an example of

the aid which metrics may render to criticism. At the time

when Bellermann wrote, Prof.Everhard Schedius had hazarded

the conjecture that these two poems might form one and

the same alphabetical psalm, and Eichhorn had called

attention to that remark ; but neither they nor any one else

had developed the conjecture; on the other hand, both

Rosenmiiller and De Wette had publicly contradicted it,

holding that the two poems did not belong together. At

the present day, most scholars attempt an alphabetical

arrangement, and differ among themselves in various details
;

but no one, so far as I know, has given credit to Bellermann

for his pioneer work. As the received text stands, the two

psalms contain thirty-eight Massoretic verses (omitting the

title, as usual). Ver. 2 begins with N, ver. 4 with 2, ver. 6
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with 3. Whereas each letter opened a half verse in Psalms 111,

112, and a whole verse in Psalms 25, 34, 145, here, as in

Psalm 37, the plan seems to have been to give two verses

to each letter. But six of the required forty-four are wanting.

The matter grows worse as we proceed to trace the initial

letters. Ver. 8 has 1 not 1; ver. 10, 1 again, with n un-

accounted for; ver. 20 has p not a. Chapter X. i begins

right with b, but then all is dire confusion until we reach

p in ver. 12, three verses too soon, i is in ver. 14 as it

should be, but W is in 15, not 16.

Bellermann begins by noting the fact that the LXX and

Vulgate, with their descendants, regard the psalms as one,

not two. This is also confirmed by the absence of a title

from Psalm 10, an almost unprecedented thing in Books I

III. He suggests that some copyist may have been struck

by the sudden transition to the second part of the psalm,

and may have decided that a new psalm must begin at that

point; this MS. may have gained especial weight, and been

preserved as the Massoretic norm. Although only thirty-

eight verses appear, two of these, 10. 9, 14, are double the

usual length, whereby two lines are gained. Also 10. 3, 4, 5

are a little longer than the measuring-rod; between them

one line is gained. This leaves only three lines wanting.

The author, says Bellermann, was perhaps unable to finish

the scheme he had so nearly completed ;
and so the letters

1, n, and ^ have one double stichos instead of two. We
will now follow Bellermann in his search for the missing

sheep. By his way of counting syllables, which excludes

sh'vas, ver. 8 lacks a syllable at the beginning, but this is

just where the n verse belongs; begin then with Ijn and

you have a 3 + 3 line. In the received text, initial 1 may
be the remnant of this Ijn. In Kim, at the beginning of

ver. 9, 1 is pleonastic, as often ;
the sense is stronger without

it
; that leaves one verse for n

,
as above.
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Now the letters 1, T, n, B, \ 3 follow in order; a clear

proof that an acrostic was intended. Each has two Masso-

retic verses, except that ' has one, and 3 three ; evidently,

then, there has been a transposition; one of the 3 verses

should follow ver. 18. Bellermann wavers between ver. 20

and ver. 21, favouring the latter in his notes, but putting the

former into his text.

Chapter X succeeds very naturally to Chapter IX, but after

the first verse we get into serious difficulties. At the

beginning of ver. 2, read D for 1; the logical connexion

is better so; not, in the pride of the wicked, but through

it, the poor is troubled; for this last word, see Gesenius's

Lexicon. Thus the D verse is secured, but the second

hemistich of ver. 3 is unusually long ; putting soph pasuk
at the place where the metre calls for it, we find the next

word to be J*W . So we have gained the 3 verse, and better

sense at the same time; instead of having to import a

relative, 'blesseth the covetous whom Jahve despiseth/ we
read on into ver. 4 :

'

blesseth the covetous. The wicked

despiseth Jahve/
The j verse (3 + 3) extends to the athnah of ver. 4. Metre

is confirmed at this point by textual criticism
;

for the LXX
has precisely this division ; beginning 9. 5 with trap^vtv

f*&O. For a further confirmation, see ver. 13: why does

the wicked despise God? ytn p. A fresh application

of Bellermann's metrical yard-stick reaches to ny 5>D2 in

ver. 5. The next word is &n, but the LXX reads avravai-

prrai=a
t

HD, which gives a better sense: 'thy judgements
are removed from him/ D is in its regular place here, and

two .more double stichoi come out at the end of ver. 6.

y should come next, but we have the three precedents of

Lam. 2, 3, and 4 for the order D, a, y. Naturally, ver. 7

would bring together the three objects of N^D thus : liTQ

,
&c. The present order, beginning with r6tf, is
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more emphatic, and for that very reason is likely to be

due to a copyist. Beginning with lira, two lines (4 + 4 and

3 + 3) lead to the athnah of ver. 8, and the next word con-

veniently begins with y ; counting 3 + 4 twice, we reach the

end of ver. 9. The athnah clause of ver. 10 has only two

words; something is wanting at the beginning (cf. Wellhausen,

SBOT., 'the verse is too short and is unsymmetrical').
Bellermann conjectures "TO, making it the subject of the

verbs that follow ; it is not necessary, with him, to include

ba^ . The scheme 3 + 4, 3 + 4 extends through ver. 1 1 and

past all the breakers into the quiet haven, for the four final

letters of the alphabet move on as regularly as one could

wish. On the last verse of the psalm, our author observes

with his wonted caution :

'

If one ventured to exscind my
the verse would be smoother ; but I exscind it not.'

It may be interesting to compare Bellermann's reconstruc-

tion of this double psalm with those of recent critics ;
I there-

fore present it entire :

-p

nxn D&yi? n^no DD^
|

ysn rniN D' nnyH 6

: non onaf ins n^nj onyi
|

nxft ntrm in a^urt 7

/ / I / / '

/ /(/ /{/ ' ^ fc

n^^n nuiyp 23!^}o | ni? ni^JD nin^ ^n^i 10

' / /

n^ *]3 into^i ii

^ nin^ net I2
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: D"jy npy* rw *6
|

iat DTTIK D^DI KHT sa 13

mo ny&o *6ono
|

WB>B 'jy nan nvr

nW p'ar na

S&i rna^a woe it n^jnn
|

w nrro Dna ipatD 16

: ysn ppu VM ^VBI
|

n^p DQKnDn mn> jnw 17

D s/t
ia W

|

n^KB^ D^yen nw* is

npn
|

|

en3K TK^ ^N mn> noip 2o

: non PW'K D'U n Dn5> n-vio

ninyn D^'yn
|
pifro noyn nfri 11 no? i

it nionsa sn 11

1

wy p
1 yji niw(0) 3

n o 3

: ny baa van

|

naao BJWD DnD() 5

:yna K^IJW nni nnb BIDN ba uba now 6

nnn
|

: ^pa ann^ onnooa
|

Dnsrn aioa

nx 11 na'oa nnna inooa 9

wy pjtsn*

t5>^ nan*

1 This is perhaps a slip. There should be two cesuras, after

and 1TTE3.
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va "won
|

? rat?

roVn W
|
71' xvi ^x r

o no

nny n^n nn nin^

lybn cnnn yni y^i ynt nn^ I5

The last of the alphabetical psalms is 119, and on this

Bellermann makes some remarks which bear on present-day

controversies.
' Since the Hebrew does not count syllables

but weighs feet, not even these octostichs can be named by

syllables, or else it would be obvious to term them dodeca-

syllables, the majority consisting of six-foot lines, with two

syllables to the iambic foot. But this would be to mistake

the genius of Hebrew metre.'

4 These are free catalectic, acatalectic, and hyper-catalectic

senaries, very essentially different from those of the Greeks

and Romans, in that they cannot be resolved into three

dipodies, or into trimeters, but they divide into two sesqui-

alters or two tripodies. To the analysis of a Hebrew senary

into trimeters is opposed the parallelism, a chief character-

istic of Hebrew poetry, for the sake of which the poet

sacrifices every other possible perfection. The cesura falls

in the middle of the verse, mainly at the end of a word. If

the logical parallelism in the first half of the verse demands

more syllables, there are usually fewer in the second half. . . .

The free iambic structure with a few trochees and anapaests

is unmistakable.'
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Chapter II of Part III treats of non-alphabetical songs.

Only a few specimens can be given, he says, from a wide

field, which covers the whole of Psalms, Proverbs, and

Job, most of the sixteen prophets, with many songs and

speeches inserted in the historical books. These speci-

mens are Ex. 15. 1-18, Ps. 1, Deut. 32, 2 Sam. 1. 19-27,

Job 3. 4, 29.

Bellermann seems to have been the first to discover the

simple and beautiful metre of the song of Moses. There

are forty stichoi, distinctly regular. The structure is iambic

and anapaestic, mainly 4-toned, with cesura in the middle.

' Calm thoughts are mostly in iambi, passionate emotions in

anapaests.' On Psalm 1 his analysis and remarks are of less

value than usual. On Deut. 32 he observes (p. 167 f.)
:

* Here too occur in the basis
'

(first foot of the line),

'and occasionally elsewhere, certain long syllables, which

it is probable were especially prolonged (gedehnf). As to

this, we must not fail to notice how our author in this

case also observes a certain evenness of measure/ Cf.

p. 105 : 'In song and recitation some syllables were pro-

nounced longer (gedehnter} or shorter, and thereby were

adapted to the metre still more closely.' Here is the seed

which has grown into the ilberdehnen and zerdehnen, of which

Prof. Sievers is making so free use at the present day.

On Job 4 :
'
I repeat, Hebrew metre has its own character-

istics, and while we may compare its forms with those of the

Greeks and Romans, they cannot be modelled after them.

Nor is this strange, for the Hebrew did not understand the

principles of the later classic poetry, but was led to similar

rules of art by the nature of the subject, by the organs of

speech, by his ear, by music, &c/

Chapter III of Part III is devoted to the so-called psalms

of ascent, maaloth, Psalms 120-134. The various inter-

pretations of the phrase are taken up, and rejected one by
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one, except that suggested by Michaelis (in Lowth), that

ma'alah = scala, and should be understood as in Syriac to

refer to poems and poetic feet. On this basis, Bellermann

brings out the curious hypothesis that the songs are named

from their prevailingly trochaic character, as contrasted with

the more customary iambics. The metre ascends 1

; it is

milel, not milrd ; and miVel has the same root as ma'alah.

Accordingly, these psalms are made up of '

short verses,

consisting chiefly of trochees, with a few dactyls, very seldom

spondees, iambi, and, in the beginning, amphibrachs.' This

can be made quite plausible if one puts the best foot forward,

and starts, as Bellermann does, with Psalm 127. But the

theory soon lags under the weight of the facts. Almost any
iambic verse may be made to appear trochaic by commencing
the line with an anacrusis. This device is resorted to so

often as to become transparent. It is true there are many
trochees in the psalms of ascent, and yet it is highly im-

probable that this fact suggested their name, for there are

not nearly so many as Bellermann finds. We have already

seen that both in English and in Hebrew -^ x often alternates

with x -L or x x JL. Bellermann himself closes the investiga-

tion with a sentence which will command universal assent :

' In brief, misunderstandings are unavoidable, and, after all,

the quantity cannot be so plainly indicated over Hebrew as

over Latin characters/

Part IV examines Hebrew rimes, Part V Hebrew paral-

lelism ; Part VI presents the judgements of the ancients on

Hebrew metre. These portions of the book need not detain

us. But some extracts must be given from the concluding

summary :

' The Hebrews have verse-measures, resting on short and

long syllables. They agree with the classic metres as regards

what is fundamental in the nature of human speech and of

1 Some would call this descending.
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universal music
;

aside from that, there is only a certain

resemblance. Many Hebrew verses are alike in their feet,

and even in their syllabic value, but there is probably not

a single long poem with always equal, precisely corresponding

poetic feet.

* The Hebrews have strophes of three to eight verses,

which link themselves to one another in a certain manner by

parallel lines.

* The metre of the ancient Hebrews is especially manifest

by hemistichs, stichoi, distichs, tristichs, tetrastichs, penta-

stichs, and even some hexastichs, where thoughts and words

were measured off uniformly. This artistic symmetry of

word and perception, this balance of expression and of

thought, constituted a chief element in Hebrew metre, and

can be accurately preserved in its translation.

c Those Hebrew scholiasts, the Massoretes, have preserved

by their metrical accentuation the scansion and modulation

of the ancients.'

He gives a list of metrical passages in the Old Testament

additional to those already examined in detail, and closes the

book with a modest hope that others will better this first

attempt.

The list is worth keeping in mind : the songs of Deborah,

Hannah, David (three of his, 2 Sam. 22, 23, i Chron. 17);
the prayer of Habakkuk, the Song of Songs entire ;

*

sundry

royal songs, e. g. Psalm 2, several psalms of calamity, and

many passages in the prophets.'

The book as a whole is very sober, modern, and fruitful.

In the ninety years since it was issued the course of metrical

theory has followed many winding paths, and doubtless much
that is valuable has been gained, but much also has had to

be unlearned ; and if it be true, as I believe, that a genuine
science of Hebrew metre must start from the received text

to establish its principles, however much it may aid at a later
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stage in transforming that text, then Bellermann's book will

always have its value as the first to substitute for the arbitrary

conjectures that had preceded him a sound investigation of

the traditional documents.

Joseph Levin Saalschiitz was born in Konigsberg, 1801,

was chosen rabbi at Vienna, 1829, and at Konigsberg, 1835,

became Privatdocent there 1849 (^e first Jew wno ever

received such an appointment), and was afterwards made

honorary professor in the same university. He died at

Konigsberg in 1863.

His great work on our subject is entitled Von der Form
der hebrdischen Poest'e, nebst einer Abhandlung iiber die Musik

der Hebrder (Konigsberg, 1825, pp. 402, with several plates).

The page is a little larger and more closely printed than

Bellermann's ; I should judge that the book contains nearly

double the matter.

An erroneous statement which some cyclopaedias have

copied from one another is that Saalschiitz republished this

book with two additional treatises under the title Form und

Geist der biblisch-hebrdischen Poesie (Konigsberg, 1853). As

a matter of fact, this last is merely a pamphlet, the first part

aiming to condense and popularize his volume, but adding

nothing of essential value.

The original work, however, is a marvel of solid erudition,

all the more astonishing in that it emanated from a youth of

twenty-four. Nothing could exceed the modesty of the

author's preliminary remarks (p. 9) :

' But in no wise did I ever conceive that my opinion is

the unconditionally right one; for where two parties differ

about a matter one of them must surely be mistaken, and

why should not / be the one ?
'

Prof. Hahn furnished the young aspirant with a preface,

which is interesting reading, as it shows that he himself had
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gone through a parallel process of reflection on Hebrew

metre with Budde's (see the Introduction of this book). He
is warm in praise of Saalschiitz's grammatical and archaeo-

logical investigations, but studiously non-committal on the

main issue.

Part I gives the views of the most important previous

writers on Hebrew metre, from Philo and Josephus to Beller-

mann and Gesenius. The later writers among these, fifty-four

in all, are grouped in five classes according to the degree of

their belief or disbelief in the existence of Hebrew metre;

for instance, Lowth belongs to the class headed * Belief in the

presence of a Hebrew metre, coupled with doubt of the

possibility of discovering it/ while De Wette's class is

described thus 'Actual assertion of the total lack of any

regularity at all perceptible by the ear in the construction of

the biblical poems.' But by far the greater part of the dis-

cussion (fifty pages out of eighty-two) is given to the first

class :
' Belief in the presence of a Hebrew metre, and various

attempts to represent it/ Under this title are treated

Gomarus, Meibomius, Hare, Jones, Anton, Leutwein, Greve,

and Bellermann. The last is our first, since the others are

discounted by the heavy percentage of conjecture in their

theories ; as Saalschiitz says of Anton's construction,
'
the

pillars that seem to support it are, if the expression may be

pardoned, an optical illusion.' Throughout the book he

constantly cites Bellermann, almost ignoring the others.

He mentions him in most respectful terms, though his

main object is to put forth an antagonistic system. The

critical work in this whole Part I is admirably done ; later

writers, when treating of the earlier periods, have needed to

do little more than quote from Saalschiitz; see a modern

instance in Schlogl's prize essay, 1899. Our author

qualifies De Wette's decided rejection of Bellermann's

theory (p. 61):
' Excellent as this judgement is, still it cannot
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deprive of his due merit the originator of this attempt to

ascertain the Hebrew metre. The attempt itself is and

remains most valuable, for it is the first to show us what

we have to expect in a metrical direction from the text of

the biblical poems, when scanned according to the metrical

tone-stress/

He goes on to criticize the system and soon lays his

finger on its most vulnerable point, the doctrine of the morae.

The reader may ask what, after all, the system of morae has

to do with the metrical division of a line of poetry. The
answer given by one school, represented in our day by

Ley and Budde (though Ley, as we shall see, changed his

view), is that it has nothing to do with it; a line has

a certain number of accented syllables, it is 3-toned,

5-toned, &c., without regard to the units of time (morae)
in the separate words; it may have as many unaccented

syllables as the poet pleases. The answer given by another

school, represented now by Grimme, is that the structure

of a true verse takes account of both arsis and thesis ; the

entire line must preserve a certain symmetry with respect

to time. I simply state the question at present, that we

may note its importance as we proceed. Let it not be

supposed, however, that Saalschiitz is contending against

the system of morae ;
he is only trying to simplify and

rationalize it.

Bellermann held that a syllable with the tone may have

either two or four morae instead of the regular three. Upon
this Saalschiitz observes (pp. 61

f.)
: 'How can the accent

discharge at the same time two such opposite duties ? Sup-

posing it increases the value of the syllable, as it might

easily do through the weight of the tone, that would suit the

case of the two-morae syllable to be sure, but why should it

be bound on to the over-weighty four-morae syllable ? In

that case its over-weight would certainly be still more

2
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strengthened, and so the irregularity would become yet

greater. The accent must have some influence on the

syllable since, by hypothesis, it makes its irregularity cease to

be such ;
it must either increase or lessen its value, but it

cannot do both/ Saalschtitz then refers to a class of words

like Hjn, which seem to have but two morae in the un-

accented syllable. Bellermann tried to provide for this by
the rule that final n does not quiesce after seghol. But

whence the rule ? If n has its consonant force it should be

pointed with mappik. Besides, there are similar words with

There seems to be no escaping the force of this criti-

cism.

Part II, pp. 97-326, carries the main weight of the book.

It is called
' An attempt at a complete, and in a good degree

new, representation of the form of Hebrew poetry/ Part III,

on the music of the Hebrews, lies outside the scope of our

subject. In fact, a large portion of Part II deals with

matters so subsidiary that they need receive only a cursory

glance.

Chapter I is on the parallelism of ideas. But this may be

as perfect in prose as in poetry. Chapter II,
'
Poetical word-

forms and words/ treats of material rather than metre.

Chapter III,
'

Regular form of the sentences/ shows that in

Hebrew poetry the lines are often uniform, often alternating

in length, and that sometimes two words must be taken

together. It consists chiefly of citations from Rabbi Azarias

and Moses Mendelssohn. Chapter IV,
'

Strophes/ is very

inadequate, but a few examples are given, as Pss. 42-43,

107, Isa. 9. n-10. 4, and a few hints toward a theory (which
the author hoped to develop later) that Selah may be designed

to mark strophical divisions. Chapter V, on rhyme, and

Chapter VI, on word-plays, I pass over. Chapter VII,
' Had

Hebrew verses measure and rhythm ? ', comes to the heart
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of the matter, but confines itself to preliminary grounds in

the affirmative.

The first consideration is the improbability that the

Hebrews formed an exception to the general rule that

ancient peoples began their literature with metrical songs
rather than with prose compositions. This is fortified by
a long extract from Lowth. Secondly, the Hebrews had

music; in all probability, therefore, their poetry fitted it in

time-measure. The author replies cleverly to De Wette's

objection that early verse, like folk-songs, is rude and

irregular. De Wette had cited the song of the witches :

Wir fliegen iiber Land und Meer
Wie der Wind durch die weite, weite Welt umher.

Saalschiitz shows that the time of each of these lines is

precisely the same. He adds that even if the words of the

ancient Hebrew melodies had been irregular at first, the

music would soon have conformed the words to itself.

Thirdly, the lengthened and shortened forms of words in

poetry are apparently assumed, as in Greek, Latin, and

German, in order that the poet may more readily fit his

metres.

Fourthly, the frequent alternation of long and short lines

in Hebrew poetry points to a metrical principle ; what else

could have occasioned it ? Fifthly (this is important), those

who assert the existence of Hebrew metre are accustomed to

advance such considerations as the foregoing, but, as a

matter of fact, their belief in it has a deeper source
; they

feel its presence as they read the poetry, and even those

who deny that any metrical principles can be formulated

often confess to just such a feeling ;

' mein Herz sagt

es mir,' says Rabbi Azarias. The sixth reason appears
in a few concessions by Greve, Anton, and Lowth, and

then the general conclusion is drawn that the presence
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of Hebrew metre has been made at least very probable.

The next step is to establish a formal prosody of the Hebrew

language.

Chapter IX, 'Of vowels, half-vowels, and their influence

upon syllable-formation/ (By an error in numbering there

is no chapter marked VIII.) With one exception this is the

longest chapter in the book
;

it is devoted principally to

wrestling with Bellermann over the sh'va.

It is a very pretty controversy. Bellermann had antici-

pated criticism on his position that the various sh'vas and

pattah furtive are not vowels and have no time equivalents.

Answering the objection that this would render Hebrew

poetry rude and repugnant through the heaping up of con-

sonants with no intervening vowel, he admits the fact but

denies the inference. The organs of speech, if trained to it,

dispose easily of remarkable combinations of consonants.

A Frenchman can do nothing with '

schwierig/ nor an Italian

with <j)06yyos, nor a German with the Polish
' rschtscha/ But

Saalschiltz replies that some Hebrew words begin with such

a combination of two consonants that the sh'va between

them must be vocal, e.g. N^p, 3pl)p. It lies in the nature

of those two consonants that they cannot be heard without

an intervening vowel or half-vowel. The case is still clearer

when the same consonant is repeated at the beginning of

a word, as K.?B, "TO?p, or when the initial consonant is N

or 5J, e.g. "itojj, flDN; how can the first letter be heard at

all unless the sh'va is sounded ? The sh'va, says Bellermann,

is nothing but the sign of a vowel-less consonant, affixed by
the punctilious care of the Massoretes lest the reader should

make the mistake of vocalizing such consonants. But if so,

answers Saalschtitz, why did they not content themselves with

a single sign instead of one simple and three compound
sh'vas? And, furthermore, why are most final letters and

aleph otiant written without sh'va ? for there is just as much
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danger of vocalizing, for instance, the N and n in

as any other vowel-less letter.

It appears reasonable to believe that two consonants with

sh'va require more time than one consonant without sh'va.

Not so, however, in Bellermann's opinion; a good speaker

or singer takes the same time for ich, sich, stich, strich, or

for ach, Dach, Schach, schwach. Here, in my opinion,

Saalschiitz gives a weak rejoinder. He contrasts the com-

binations '
erst ich

'

and '
erst strich

'

to show that strich

takes more time than ich. Of course the hiatus makes a

difference. Another fallacy lies in the suggestion that if

we pronounce slowly ich and strich we see that the latter

is appreciably longer ; the fallacy lies in the word slowly.

A singer will fill up the same unit of time for each, the

metronome proves that; he utters the longer word more

rapidly.

On this point Bellermann seems to be right; but Saal-

schiitz makes out a strong case for vocalizing sh'va, adducing

further

(i) The metheg often found with sh'va; (2) the vowel

which replaces sh'va in pause ; (3) alternate forms like urn

and UH3K, which could not be told apart without vocal

sh'va; (4) the aleph with sh'va in the alphabetical psalms;

(5) sh'va in cognate dialects and in translations. But he

acknowledges that often it builds no syllable, and he draws

this inference : sh'va is such a sound that at the speaker's

will it may either be uttered fully or passed over. Nor is

this peculiar to Hebrew, as he shows by Greek and German

examples.

Chapter X, though entitled
' Of the accents as recitation

signs/ is mainly an attempt to set down precisely, and to

connect with antiquity, the tunes of the modern Jewish

cantillation. Each word has its own proper melody, which is

indicated by the accent. Inflexional changes make this or
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that syllable more prominent and draw the accent to it,

varying the melody.

Chapter XI, 'Of the accents as pretended tone-signs/

Here the polemic aspect of the book sets in strongly, though
the style is still courteous. Accents have been shown to be

punctuation marks, and musical marks; why should they
also be tone-marks ? This third form is a priori improb-
able

;
and yet it is assumed by the grammarians as if it

were axiomatic. In that case, one would think it a simple
matter to designate the tone-syllable; but the results of

former researches are neither uniform nor satisfactory.

(Here he specifies as follows:

'Leutwein, yet without completely carrying out his sys-

tem: Anton, yet with an intermingling of many arbitrary

and incorrect principles; finally, with genuine soundness,

fairness and fullness, Bellermann/)
The Jews of to-day, Saalschiitz proceeds to argue, pro-

nounce their language according to other rules than those

of accent, and as Hebrew has never ceased to be a living

speech, it is not likely that an entirely new tone-system has

ever been foisted upon them. Looking again at the

Massoretic accents, it appears that about a third of them

(prepositives or postpositives) cannot mark the tone; for

they hold a uniform place at the beginning or the end of

a word. The poetical books have a double system of

accentuation ;
but if accent marks the tone, would not the

Massoretes have indicated which set is to be followed?

Sometimes the accent stands on sh'va which cannot have

the tone.

In fact, he proceeds, the whole accentual system is far

too artificial, and too closely intertwined with nice points of

grammar to have been a guide to the common people in

the matter of tone-stress. Besides, the majority of Hebrew
words are accented on the ultima, and it is unlikely that the
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Hebrew language differed so radically from Syriac and

Arabic where the predominant stress is on the penult.

Now this is just the practice of the Jews to-day, and pre-

sumably of their ancestors. Any one who tries to read

Hebrew will find that this is both more rhythmic and more

natural. Milra' and mil'el are also more easily explained

thus.

Chapter XII, 'Metric and grammatical value of the

accents; makkeph, metheg.' A large part of the final

syllables, in Hebrew as in other tongues, are mere inflex-

ional appendages, which would not naturally receive the

accent. Thus in T3**, the ^ as a declension-ending is out-

side the melody of the word, and the accent happens to

coincide with the tone. But in yvri, while the main tone

falls on 5, tnere is an ictus on ^> which is thus brought

within the range of the melody ;
to indicate this it receives

an accent.

Another use of the accent is to distinguish words other-

wise alike; for example, 133 'they built,' 132 'in us,' and

many more. Now it is altogether probable that \) 132

*

they built for thee,' was pronounced banu lak, though the

accent of the verb remained on the ultima. On the other
i /. ./

hand, when PN is prefixed to ^Dfl it becomes ^DH, but if

the tone was on the ultima, it is hard to see why it should

have been changed, or the vowel shortened. There are

many similar cases, leading to the conclusion that the

Hebrew relished a trochee at the end of a word. It is hard,

too, to believe that a mere euphonic appendage like nun

paragogic would change the tone of a word, as it certainly

does change the accent. The same reasoning applies to

the change of accent with prefixed makkeph. As to metheg,

it has the same relation to the ictus that the accent has

to the tone.
'
If now one gives to a Hebrew word, as is
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possible with a slow articulation, the full value of its

separate syllables as demanded by the tone, ictus, accent,

and metheg, it will sound purely trochaic or more spon-

daic, according as accent and metheg coincide or not with

the tone and ictus. The sentences will thus generally

have the rhythm of double measure, the reverse of the

iambic rhythm which they would have if tone followed

accent. (Strictly speaking, iambics do not give double

measure.)
'

The reader will perceive the sweeping character of these

suggestions, which would revolutionize the customary pro-

nunciation of Hebrew among biblical scholars all over the

world, and conform it to the practice of some (by no means

all) modern Jews. The reasons assigned, though ingenious,

are quite inadequate. For instance, if final un attracts the

accent to itself, why should it not attract the tone ? and

the same argument applies in other cases. As a matter of

fact, the theory has failed to commend itself.

Chapter XIII,
' The system of morae/ Apart from the

points already mentioned, Saalschiitz agrees fairly well with

Bellermann on this subject. To the objection that when we

give almost all syllables three morae we produce a dead

level of uniformity, he replies that there is a marked differ-

ence of time in enunciating the syllables, and even the

letters, of any language (e.g. our / and /), but that the mora

is the limit, beyond which the tone is not to be protracted.

It marks not absolute but relative time; two readers will

differ in their rapidity of utterance.

He has to meet the palpable fact that many accented

syllables have two or four morae, instead of three, and that

some unaccented syllables have two morae. But he finds

special reasons wherever possible, and allows a generous

margin for exceptions. For instance, in HBH and njn, the

last syllable is so weak that the tone-syllable is practically
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final, as evinced by the variant forms &n, ft. Though

metheg does not usually add a mora to the syllable, Beller-

mann thinks it does in
"
19^

<l

,l,
and Saalschiitz agrees with

him.

The summary is worth remembering, especially for the

apt illustration with which it closes, even though it

seems inconsistent with the previous answer to the same

objection.

'When any one sets out from these observations, and

studies the syllables of the Hebrew language, he cannot

help finding in them a certain symmetry, and this is all that

is claimed for the system of morae. If some have thought

that such a symmetry would produce monotony, their judge-

ment has been at fault
; for it is the tone and the ictus, as

already shown, that produce the rhythm of Hebrew speech ;

and the more uniform the foundation of syllables is, upon
which these conditions of rhythm are to enter, so much the

more plainly will the rhythm itself stand out. Just as light

and shade, which the painter interchanges upon a surface by
his art, will produce a better effect, and one more conform-

able to his desire, if the surface is even, and has equal light

over all, than if it is rough and irregular, so that the light

strikes it unequally/

Chapter XIV,
' On the quantity of the Hebrew syllables,'

and Chapter XV, 'On the verse-feet of the Hebrew lan-

guage/ have important titles, but unimportant and very brief

contents. Chapter XVI, 'On the rhythm of the Hebrew

poems/ is also brief, and asserts quite dogmatically that all

Hebrew poems have one and the same rhythm,
'

resembling
that of the hexameter.' He holds that the movement of this

verse, and also that of a modern German hexameter, is

f time rather than f . Several illustrations are given from

Klopstock's odes. Chapter XVII is
' On the Hebrew verse

as part of the poem, and on its other characteristics/ For
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making metrical out of Massoretic verses, our guides must

be the contents, the parallelism, and the accents. Thus

divided a whole poem is often found to be composed of

lines of equal length, mostly six-footed, which may also be

reckoned as three-footed. The variation in the length of

a verse frequently corresponds with a change in the thought.

In general we must look for a natural rhythm, not the precise

and highly artistic metre of the Greeks and Romans. For

many cases no strict rule can be laid down. For instance,

vocal sh'va may or may not form a syllable ;
we may pro-

-~ w \j \j

nounce with equal propriety sha-me-ru or sham-ru. By
elision of one vowel when two come together, a dactyl may
be read as a spondee. 'There rules herein, as I am free

to confess, almost total arbitrariness. I have followed my
ear withal, and what it offered me as the most natural and

unforced, this I have accepted/

The two chapters that follow are devoted, the first to

alphabetical, the second to non-alphabetical, psalms. Several

examples of each are given ; the Hebrew is printed solid,

with perpendicular bars between the (metrical) verses ; then

the whole is transliterated and marked off into feet, the

quantity of each syllable being indicated
;
then follow brief

notes on rhythmic peculiarities. It is a work of immense

industry, but of little value at the present day, owing to the

perverse pronunciation. Dactyls, spondees, and trochees

are everywhere ;
if a troublesome iambus or anapaest pre-

sents itself, its head is cut off and called an anacrusis. The

author is continually standing on Bellermann's shoulders

and forcing the rhythms of his predecessor into his own
moulds. The reader shall have a sample of the process,

after which he will doubtless be ready to pass on.
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Proverbs 31. 14-17.

\j \j

14 hajtha ca-
|

nioth
|

socher

mim-merchak
|

thabi
|

lachmah
v_/ W ~

15 vath-thakom be-
|

od
|| lajlah

^ \_/

vath-thitthem teref le- bethah

1 6 vchok le-
|

naa ro-
|

theha

sommah
|

sadeh vath-
|

thikka-
|

chehu

mip-pri cap- | peha |

nota
|

carem

17 chagra ba-
|

os moth-
|

neha
u \j

vath-ammez se- roo- thea.



CHAPTER III

EWALD AND ERNST MEIER

THE nineteenth century was in the midst of its fourth

decade before any other important work on our subject

appeared (with the possible exception of a book by
M. Nicolas, Forme de la potsie Mbratque, 1833, which I have

not seen). It is true that in 1831 Koster laid the foundation

of strophic theories in the Studien und Kritiken, pp. 40-131.
But I purposely defer the consideration of that topic until we
take up the system of D. H. Miiller. In 1835-9 Heinrich

Ewald published his Dichter des Alien Bundes. The first

part includes the topic of rhythm and metre. This has

never been translated into English. Both the merits and the

faults of the great Orientalist are conspicuous in this work
;

but, pursuing the plan announced, I dwell chiefly on the

former. A passing glance is due to a signal sin of omis-

sion
;

neither Bellermann nor Saalschiitz are so much as

mentioned in the discussion !

What follows here is an abstract of pp. 94-134 of the

Dichter (2nd ed., 1866). Pages 134-205 treat chiefly of

strophes, and will be examined in a later chapter.

The inner basis of Hebrew poetry is a thought and its

answering thought; its outward basis is a verse and its

answering verse, together forming a harmony, as in the song
of Deborah :

For that Israel's leaders took the lead,
For that the people showed themselves brave.
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Now if the formal principle of verse is found in the alternate

rise and fall of the tone, poetry is not sufficiently distin-

guished from prose. But in prose the alternation is subject

to chance, and differs widely in successive verses; while

poetry demands a regular movement of arsis and thesis,

which resolves these opposites into a higher unity. This

cycle of concordant members, even when completed only

once, forms a verse, and its repetition leads to an ever fuller

and higher development, which with whatever changes and

apparent deviations (song, epos, &c.) always moves in beau-

tiful harmony within the twofold law of rise and fall. In

the early stages of poetry there is no conflict between the

thoughts and the sounds of the words; and the highest

perfection of verse-rhythm would be that of expressing, with

equal power and beauty, the thought as the soul of speech

and the sound as its body; but as a matter of fact the

latter encroaches, and the more beautiful the harmony, so

much the more readily it seems to suffice alone; here is

the rock on which the spirit of poetry is in danger of being

wrecked.

But in comparison with other ancient literature, Hebrew

poetry remained at a relatively simple stage of development.

The oldest kind of verse that we know in any national

literature has the form - x x
|

^ x x
|

-. In Hebrew such

a verse-member contains on the average seven or eight

syllables.

Old languages like the Greek, Indian, and Arabic, which

permit a fixed and beautiful interchange of long and short

syllables, can carry a definite rhythm into every separate

syllable of the verse-member. The Indians did not borrow

this rhythm from the Greeks, nor the Arabs from either;

Indians and Arabs, as soon as we can trace their history, are

acquainted with the progressive rhythm x-x|x_xx[xx^,
while the Greeks have the reverse, - x

|

JL x x. And all
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alike have not only the unequal foot x _, -L x, but also the

fuller x x -Z, JL x x,orx_x-, _xJLx.
But many languages knew little or nothing of this fine

interchange of short and long syllables, and confined them-

selves in pronunciation to the most necessary sounds. In

its earliest period, the Hebrew was numbered among these.

' On that very account, then, the Hebrew was disinclined

to any syllabic rhythm in verse
;
and this finest achievement

of the poetic tone-art, whereby the entire verse-movement in

the poet's mind becomes plainly audible with the full beat of

the very first sounds, remained strange to the Hebrew verse/

True, the Spanish Jews imported into Hebrew from the

Arabs a syllabic metre, and modern German Jews have

imitated the Greek and Latin metres : but neither tendency
was native to the Hebrew. Other languages, too, abounded

in rime, alliteration, word-play and refrains; Hebrew made

but sparing use of the two last, and no use of rime and

alliteration; it was too earnest a speech, too large in its

scope.

And yet it was not unrestrained ; the members of a verse

could not be unduly protracted; the number of syllables,

though not rigidly exact, was fairly regular; extending to

seven or eight syllables on the average, it might reach to

nine or eleven, it might be shortened to five or six. There

being so few monosyllables, the voice had to mark the rise

by a stress of tone ; the simplest line would be - x
|

_ x
|
_.

Such a syllabic metre Syriac has possessed ever since it has

been known, i.e. since the early centuries of our era; later

writers added end-rime through imitating Arabic and

Persian. The rhythm may vary with the feeling of the

poet, still preserving its equality of syllables ; Syriac writers

have illustrated this fully. Since Hebrew stood near to

Syriac, one might conjecture a similar tone-law for it? verse-

structure. In truth, there was nothing of the sort. Take
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even the smoothest Hebrew verses, as Prov. 10. i-22. 16,

or Pss. Ill and 112, there is great, but not full, similarity

in the number of syllables ; but a syllabic rhythm calls for

precision.

Another possible law of rhythm prevailed in antiquity

among all Germanic peoples, and still holds in their folk-

songs. Every important word in a verse or verse-member

counts as a rise, receiving a tone-stress
;
two or three such

appear in every verse or verse-member, while the subordinate

words (more or fewer) are passed over rapidly. In spite of

its simplicity there is here a plain and definite tone-law ; any
lack of symmetry felt by the ear is supplied by the rhymes
which occur. These last are wanting in Hebrew poetry ; it

belongs to the class represented in ancient times by Egyptian
and Chinese, in modern times by languages of the very

simplest structure. Even throughout its entire manifold and

magnificent development Hebrew poetry remained charac-

terized by a rhythm of mere verse-members \ this we are now
to investigate more particularly.

I. The nature of the Hebrew verse-rhythm.

As we have seen, there is no precise law for the number

of syllables in a measure
;
when it exceeds or falls short of

the average of seven or eight we shall be able to adduce special

grounds for the fact. Usually each member, especially the

first member of a verse, forms an independent sentence;

the Hebrew language is so compressed that the average of

seven or eight syllables suffices for such a sentence.

At times the compression goes further; an independent

phrase of from three to five syllables forms a member, and

two such phrases form a line, as

Hear, ye rulers ! mark, ye princes
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or within the phrase itself a part springs up anew, as

I to Jahwe, I will sing,

_ x JL x
|

-L x ^

(will) sing to Jahwe, Israel's God.

X X I X

Had the Hebrew held by this original tone-law that every

member should consist of two smaller members, it would

have produced a regular syllabic metre. But a new tendency

soon set in to blend the subordinate with the principal

phrase, as

Jahwe I when thou didst march from Seir,

or,

Sing to Jahwe that he was high, yea high.

Now to the first member, as arsis, there is joined a corre-

sponding thesis. Languages with syllabic rhythm can indi-

cate the contrast by a tone-stress upon a given syllable in

the line; although this is impossible in Hebrew, the voice

tends upward in the arsis, and gravitates to a rest-point in

the thesis ; an example that illustrates all similar cases is

in Judges 5. 12, my in arsis, my in thesis :

Up now, up now, Deborah !

Up now, up now, sing the song !

But though two members, rising and falling, make the essential

elements of a verse, the verse is not obliged to stop at this

simplest form. There may be a mere enlargement, as from

a trochaic dimeter to a trimeter; or a composition, as a

hexameter and pentameter distich. Or there may be dimi-

nution instead. All these forms are treated freely in Hebrew,

and require close attention. Syllabic metre being absent,

the rhythmic energy of the thought must pervade the verse-

members, and as two members correspond each must express

a similar thought ; hence parallelism of members is funda-
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mental to Hebrew poetry. The methods of this expression

may vary, giving rise to different stages of the harmony. As

(1) An echoing of the whole sentence, e.g.:

Hear, my son, thy father's instruction ;

Reject not thy mother's teaching.

In prose we should put both parents in the same sentence.

(2) A less vivid, more sluggish rhythm, where the sentence

is merely too long for a single line :

Into their own nets may the wicked fall,

while I withal escape.

(3) Between these stands a rhythm that expresses harmony
of thought rather than of form :

Were I hungry, I would not tell it thee,

For mine is the world and all its fullness.

II. Extent and limits of the verse.

It has a great variety of form corresponding to the various

emotions that call it forth, but the one harmony rings

through all, perceptible even in the minutest portions.

i. Occasionally, but seldom, we find a single member

without anything to answer to it; e.g. Ps. 23. i :

2. Not only the fundamental but the most frequent verse

is in two members. An example has just been given

under 1. (i).

3. A verse containing more than two members arises

(i) By enlargement, as from two parallel and equal

members to three, for instance :

Let the enemy persecute and take my soul,

And tread my life down to the ground,
And lay my honour low in the dust.

This never proceeds beyond three clauses.

F 2
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(2) By composition ;
under this are several varieties :

(a) ab + cd, that is, four members in two pairs. This is

the grandest, most dignified rhythm :

In my distress, I call on Jahve,
Aloud I cry to my God :

He from his palace hears me calling,

My cry doth pierce his ears.

(b) two unequal parts, either a, be :

For a thousand years in thy sight
are but as yesterday when it is past,
and even as a watch in the night.

Or, ab, c :

We will triumph in thy salvation,

Magnify the name of our God ;

Jahve will grant all thy prayers.

(c) four members, two equal and two unequal ; a, be, d,

for example :

Have mercy on me, O God, have mercy on me,
For my soul is trusting in thee,

And to the shadow of thy wings I fly,

Till the peril is o'er.

(3) A verse of several members may assume new forms

through concentration or abbreviation. The first two

members of a quatrain may be united into one prolonged

member, the other two remaining as before, so that abed

becomes Acd, e.g.:

Mountains of Gilboa, no dew, no rain
||
come upon you, nor

* / /

fields of offerings !

For there the shield of heroes is denied,

The shield of Saul, not anointed with oil.

There are many such cases, in some of which we might

almost go back to a genuine quatrain, but in others this is
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clearly impossible. Again, a verse of five members, like

Ps. 17. 14, may take the form ABde, where AB = abc.

Such are the limits of verse-structure. It is plain that

even the longest verse has a fixed axis, an inner unity.

But if a single verse can develop the thought no farther,

the verses that follow it can take up the same thought, note

Pss. 96. 12, 13 ;
98. 8, 9. Cf. 8. 4-9.

The rhythm sometimes depends on a refrain taken up in

a later verse (hail-stones and coals of fire, Ps. 18. 13 f.),
and

this may be endlessly varied.

III. The verse in relation to varieties ofpoetry.

1. Gnomic or proverb-rhythm, a quiet, even measure,

comparable to the Greek dactyl or spondee. The outer form

is that of two simple, corresponding members, averaging

seven or eight syllables each ;
as to the inner form, the

verse must be independent, and compress the full thought

into this brief compass, the two halves forming sentence and

counterpart or fact and image. Only later proverbs are

more extended.

2. Lyric poetry, on the contrary, overflows with the

pressure of thought and emotion into longer and redu-

plicated forms, though these too have their fixed limits.

The unequal measure resembles the iambus or trochee, is

brilliant with varied colours, is disharmony resolved into

harmony. Hebrew song-art is extremely pictorial and

emotional.

3. We cannot say that dramatic rhythm shows itself in

the book of Job, which is of a gnomic cast, except a few

highly tragic passages, which however are lyric in form. In

the Song of Songs we find a peculiar rhythm; not the

elevated style of the cothurnus, but a free picture of every-

day life ; each verse is in two halves, none longer than five

members, two verses often uniting to form a long line.
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IV. The verse in relation to the course ofhistory.

1. In the oldest known songs, Num. 21, Exod. 15, Judges 5,

we have a springing and lively rhythm; especially in

Deborah's song one seems to hear the beat of music, the

circling dance of the singer. No later poetry attains to

such beauty, simplicity, and power. The form is in harmony
with the content ; the verse-members are short, and, though
there are exceptions to this, there is no such artificial pro-

longation as occurs at a later period.

2. In the Davidic age rhythm reaches its boldest flight

and its fullest development. In lyric poetry the first member

of a verse may be uncommonly prolonged. Toward the

close of the eighth century, with a falling off in poetic fire,

the expression also is feebler; how tame, for instance, is

Ps. 48. 8 :

With storm from the east

He shatters Tarshish-ships.

It must be granted that the age produced many graceful

verses; the book of Job furnishes the greatest example
of this artistic manner. But the inner power could not

return.

3. After so many varieties of rhythm had arisen poetry

took an eclectic turn, copying the several forms with free

selection. This is noticeable in the book of Lamentations

and the rest of the alphabetical poems. Belonging also to

the sixth century are certain other forms :

(1) The long-membered, in distinction from the many-
membered verse; a typical example is Ps. 19. 8-n; see

also Isa. 14. 4-23.

(2) What we may call a trochaic verse, the first member

standing to the second in the proportion i : i
| 2, which

inequality resolves itself by the repetition of the verses ; see

Ps. 121.
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Already, then, in the sixth century Hebrew poetry was in

course of transition to a more regular and mechanical mode

of composition, which reached its height in the philosophical

passages of Koheleth.

V. Conclusion.

1. It results from the free form of ancient Hebrew verse

that we are not to look for syllabic metre in it ; what was

before unlikely is now seen to be unreal, in fact impossible.

True, many recent writers suppose themselves to have found

this, but only from the erroneous view that all poetry of all

peoples must have a syllabic metre. Not one of them has

actually found a tolerable or even possible metre
; all such

attempts should be abandoned, for the uncertainty of the

traditional text will always prevent their success. And yet

the text cannot be so corrupt but that we could find traces

of a syllabic metre if it ever existed ; even if the true pronun-
ciation be utterly lost, our eyes tell us that the members of

many verses differ greatly in the number of their respective

syllables. But the apparent metrical defect is a real gain ;

the spirit of poetry is all the more predominant when the

form becomes secondary.

2. How ought Hebrew poetry to be rendered into lan-

guages which are acquainted only with syllabic metre ? An

attempt at too nice imitation of the original is almost sure to

sacrifice something of its true spirit ;
it is better, then, for

the translator to study thoroughly the Hebrew idioms, but

to express his version in the idioms of his own tongue.

3. Our survey sustains the Massoretic division of verses

against the occasional deviation of ancient and modern

versions, which sometimes make the verse-member the unit

instead of the verse. This practice overlooks the connex-

ions and the separations of the poet's thought. Still, as the

oldest manuscripts were written stichically, and the present
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form of printing Hebrew poetry grew out of the desire to

save space, we shall do well to return to the former method,

and also to follow the Massoretes in analysing each stichos

into its subtler divisions.

Thus far Ewald, in as full a presentation as space permits.

A few remarks may be appended before we proceed.

We have in him one of a series of writers on Hebrew

metre who devise their own systems with little regard to their

predecessors ; as Budde observes in Hastings's Dictionary of
the Bible, the several theories are in juxtaposition without

being correlated. Such a correlation, therefore, is left for

the critics to attempt. As compared with the two systems

already examined, Ewald has certainly brought us some

things that are new. The broader outlook is conspicuous,

and the keener insight; as we read him we feel ourselves

placed at the modern point of view, every part is related to

the great whole ;

'

harmony,'
'

cycles/
'

development
'

are

frequent terms. His polemic against a rhythm of syllables

is a negative judgement which may be left untouched until

we have heard from the affirmative side. Yet he him-

self does count the syllables, claims that their number is

fairly regular in each line, and gives the limits of possible

variation. He notes the various kinds of tone-stress in a

foot, though not so fully as his predecessors; on the other

hand, he groups the lines, whereas they had left them

unrelated ; but there is a gap in his system. He jumps from

the single foot to the marshalling of lines, and does not

account for the variety of ways in which the feet are com-

bined. Lines that we have learned to distinguish as 3 + 3,

4 + 4, 3 + 2, 2 + 3 he lumps indiscriminately as ab or i : i.

He would pay no regard to the great irregularities which

are found, as above, among the psalms of the middle books.

His long-membered verse is simply the kind. It is a curious
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coincidence that both he and Bellermann use the term
'
trochaic

'

as an imperfect illustration of the rhythm of

Ps. 121, although Bellermann refers to foot-measures, Ewald

to line-measures. In general, Ewald's use of symbols shows

a confusion of mathematical relations ; e. g. A = ab, but

AB = abc, instead of abed, and the like. His chapter on

the verse in relation to the course of history is quite super-

seded by modern historical criticism.

About the middle of the nineteenth century Professor

Ernst Meier of Tubingen, known as a commentator on

Isaiah and Joel, as well as on the poetical books of the Old

Testament, made a new contribution to Hebrew metrics,

which is entitled Die Form der hebrdischen Poeste, a thin

octavo volume of 120 pages, published at Tubingen in 1853.

This was succeeded by several other works which apply his

theories on a wider scale. The preface tells us that he found

the key to the system here presented by a ten years' study of

Suabian popular literature, embracing its folk-lore, legends,

manners and customs, fairy tales, songs, and nursery rhymes ;

eminent fellow countrymen like Uhland and the brothers

Grimm took the liveliest interest in his results. He then

proceeds to say:
'

Although it was only out of pure joy that I gave myself

up to this business, yet at the same time I have gained far

more for the understanding of the Old Testament through

my travels of discovery in Suabia than would ever have been

possible from a journey to Jerusalem. This may seem

strange to many, but it is really so.'

The first chapter of the book,
' The species of poetry in

general and of Hebrew poetry in particular/ opposes Hegel's

thesis that all poetry begins with the objective Epos, which is

followed by the subjective Lyric, and this by the union of

both in the Drama. Professor Meier looks sensibly at the
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facts, and shows that lyric poetry is fundamental, and that

Hebrew poetry is nothing else but lyric, if we may group
didactic or gnomic poetry under that head, and include in

the group the theologico-political popular orations of the

prophets (rhetorical lyric).

Chapter II is on * The form of Hebrew poetry in general/

Song, with which all poetry begins, is originally linked

with music. An expression of feeling which is at once vocal

and musical will manifest itself according to rhythmic rules,

that is to say, lyric song has necessarily verses and strophes.

The most essential distinction between poetry and prose is

not in the contents, the lofty thoughts, the pictorial expres-

sion, &c., but just in the form of representation, 'the rhythmi-

cal measure, the structure of verses and strophes. But the

attempts to find the original rhythmic form of Hebrew poetry

have had little success. There is no such syllabic metre in

Hebrew as in Greek, Latin, and Arabic; the accented

syllable is regarded as long whether its vowel is short or

long, and all syllables not under the tone are short.

Bellermann started correctly on this basis (says Meier), but

he adopted the misleading syllabic structure of iambi, tro-

chees, &c. SaalschUtz added the error of putting the chief

stress on the penult, and likening Hebrew poetry to classic

hexameters. He could not carry out this theory without the

greatest arbitrariness. But these writers are nearer the truth

than De Wette and Ewald, who will admit no definite

measures of time and rhythm in Hebrew poetry, but only
'

rhythmic prose
'

which is no poetry at all, and
'
the pure

movement and dance of thought
'

which gives no intelligible

idea. The ruling opinion at present (i.e. in Meier's day) is

that parallelism of members constitutes the only definite

characteristic of Hebrew poetry. Even if this were true it

would be a designation according to form rather than

thought. But it is not true ; much of what is clearly poetic,
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like Jotham's fable, presents no parallelism of structure.

Besides, in both the prose and poetry of all peoples we find

this same parallelism of members prevailing ; it is merely

more constant and regular in Hebrew than elsewhere.

Chapter III,
* The particular form of Hebrew poetry/

The Hebrew lyric has rhythmically measured verse-lines

and regular strophes, for

(1) Philo, Josephus, and other ancient writers expressly

testify to this.

(2) It is indubitable that the Hebrews had melodies. See

Amos 6. 5 ; Isa. 5. 12, &c. The "W must have been sing-

able
;

this leads at once to regularly recurring strophes.

(3) The Hebrews danced to the music of their songs.

See Exod. 15. 20, i Sam. 18. 6, &c. This implies rhyth-

mically articulated melodies and regularly constructed

strophes.

(4) The alphabetical poems are themselves strophes, each

letter introducing a rhythmic passage of equal compass with

every other. (Meier's opinions on strophes will be noticed

in Chapter VI of this book.)

The simple theory of Hebrew versification is as follows :

The rhythmic time-measure, the musical beat, which is

always present in songs, is indicated by the accent. This

is the same in poetry as in common prose. It is the position

of certain syllables in the verse which gives them the chief

tone and accent, and that position depends on the poet's

pleasure. Thus time and rhythm are duly set in relief. The

law of pausal accent, which is of a purely metrical nature,

gives the poet great freedom. Also short syllables with a

by-tone may be lengthened at will by the accent. Then,

too, the music may glide over a long syllable, or dwell on

a short one, and thus make the rough places plain. Finally,

our present Hebrew text is not always pure, but has suffered

mutilations, transpositions, glosses, and insertions ; by putting
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into operation the rules of metre foreign elements may be

more readily detected and removed.

We perceive now that in Hebrew the same simple law

holds as in German, where accent alone determines the

rhythm. More precisely, in Hebrew every verse-line has

two tone-syllables or rises. Any number of other syllables

that can be pronounced within the given duration of time

may either precede or follow these. The language can thus

become very pictorial. The time-beat and the qualitative

measure correspond in general to a double iambus and its

variations x-xA_;_xxA-; xx-^^-. It may be re-

duced to three syllables,
_ x A.

;
x -L -

; or even to two,
-^ -i- . The three and the four occur together at Ps. 33. 9 :

nrc Kin vn "IN Kin D

and in Ps. 39. 9 there are two consecutive verses of two

syllables each :

These measures may interchange at will in every line and

strophe, only the time remains always the same. To speak

musically, all Hebrew verses are in J time, the natural beat

of the march, one, two ! The same movement can be

regarded as f time. There may be additional unaccented

syllables at the beginning, or the end, or both.

For an illustration of the metre take Samson's answer in

Judges 14. 18:

nncnn

In Judges 15. 1 6 the rhythm is very precisely measured :

tfrnon -iiion niDnn *ra

JBK *N wan nionn *r&i

In the song of Lamech, Gen. 4. 23 f., there are three strophes

of four lines each ; doubtless the music prolonged the third
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line of each strophe, giving to the seghols the effect of two

rises : "]?? BO , *r^i , "pi>l .

By means of the unaccented syllables this fundamental

measure permits a very free treatment. The lines are usually

from four to eight syllables long, at times nine or ten, two

syllables being accented, the rest pronounced rapidly. A
similar rhythm prevails in the Eddas, in many German folk-

songs, and also (though this is more regular) in Greek tragic

choruses. In general the matter is very simple; a few

examples are given in the Appendix (i.e. Meier's).

(These are Psalms 9-10, 23, 34, 39, 44, 93, 114, 148,

together with Job 3. I give Psalm 114.)

Vorstrophe.

i a. Bezet Jisrae'l
w w w

/ \
^

mimmizraim ^ w

bet Jaqob w
/ \

meam Iocs, w w

hajeta Jehuda w w w w

leqodscho, w
/ \

Jisrae'l w

mamschelotav. w w

Gegenstrophe.

i b. hajjam raa, w w
/ \

vajjanos, o

hajjarden w

jissob leachor. w w w
/ \

heharim raqedu ^ w w w
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ke-elim, w
/ \

gebaot u

ki-bene zon. w ->

Vorstrophe.

2 a. ma leka hajjam w w w -

ki tanus ? w

hajjarden, w

tissob leachor ? w w w -

heharim tirqedu w o w ^

ke-elim ? w
/ \

gebaot w

ki-bene zon ? w w

Gegenstrophe.

2 b. millifne adon ^ w w -

chuli arez, w w

millifne

eloah Jaqob !

/ \

hahofki hazzur
r \

agam majim

challamisch

lemajeno majim.

Whoever cannot perceive in this fine ode, says Meier, the

marked rhythm and the precise metrical measure of verses

and strophes will never hear the same from any Arabic
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poems, for these are no more regularly measured than the

above psalm. Then follow some interesting remarks on the

strophic structure of the psalm which must be adjourned.

The alphabetic restoration of Pss. 9-10 (pp. 76-90)
resembles Bellermann's in many particulars, though it often

suggests other emendations, and always neglects to give credit

to its predecessor.

Meier's closing remarks on verse-structure are important :

'

Any one who reads and divides the Hebrew text in accord-

ance with my translation of the Psalms will readily find out

for himself the syllables to be accented. With Proverbs and

Job this is easier, owing to the close and regular structure.

But one must forget the too regular scanning that moves in

stiff precision (das im steifen Tritt und Trott fortgehende

Scandiren) ; we must put a little study first on the German

folk-songs or the Niebelungenlied, and, led by the melody, we

must discover the rhythm which fits the words. By way
of example here is a little 2-toned dance-song :

Auf der Alb hat's einen Schnee

Und im Thai hat's einen Reifen ;

Mein Schatzle will trutzen,

I au desgleichen.

Now if one should scan that, after the fashion of certain

modern song-books, in prim trochaic paces,

Auf der Alb hat's einen Schnee, &c.,

all musical euphony and genuine rhythm would be dis-

pelled.'

The critics of Meier with one voice cry out against his

breaking up of the text into such minute portions. 'The

first objection against this hypothesis/ says Kuenen (Ein-
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leitung 3. 23), 'is of an aesthetic nature; are not such short,

skipping lines as he professes to find everywhere in the Old

Testament wholly unacceptable ? If they occurred with

others we should have no reason to deny their existence,

but it seems incredible that they should have been used

exclusively.'

More curtly Schlogl (prize essay, p. 26): 'It is plain to

any one that Meier's versicles are nothing but verse-

commas/

I am inclined to reply, What of it ? If Meier has dis-

covered the true rhythmic movement of a given poem, is it

not in the main a matter of indifference whether we read

the text, with him, in 2-toned lines, or with Sievers in 4-toned

lines, or with Ley in 8-toned lines? One might as well

argue against Ginsburg's Psalter because it is printed stichi-

cally. Or, to take a closer parallel, it is only the unreflecting

who would fail to perceive that Mrs. Hemans's Bernardo

del Carpio (cited above) is in the 'common metre' of

hymnody.
There is no doubt some danger but this is a different

matter that one who looks for 2-toned measure everywhere

will insert accents where none are needed. It is really

astonishing that Meier should have started from the resem-

blance between Suabian folk-lore and some portions of

Hebrew poetry, and then have made a colossal leap to the

uniform movement of all Hebrew poetry, not scrupling to

alter the text when the theory demands it (see his
' Poetical

books,' passim). Shall we not expect to find, rather, that

each species of poetry has its most natural and appropriate

rhythm ? For my part I draw an opposite conclusion from

the sublime sentence in Ps. 33. 9 to that which Meier

presents thus in his preface :

'
It needs no argument that the Massoretic accents, in-

cluding especially the pause-accents, must often be aban-
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doned. For instance, in Ps. 33. 9 the form W stands where

plainly according to the rhythm W is to be read :

Ki hu amar

vayehi,

hu zivva x -L

vayaamod. -^ x x JL
'

If a nursery tale were before us it might be drawled out

like that. But reading for the sense, and emphasizing only

the proper words, as in English, we shall mark the energy
of the divine fiat lux :

For he spake and it was done ;

/ /

He commanded and it stood fast.

: niojn rr&r Kin
|

\TI ION Kin a

Despite this excess of uniformity and some minor defects,

Meier's system deserves more regard than it has received.

It makes an advance over Saalschiitz and Bellermann by the

freedom of its movement. In a multitude of cases it antici-

pates the metrical divisions given to the Hebrew text by the

latest writers. It comes closer to the scansion which I have

endeavoured to develop in a natural way in the inductive

chapter of this book than any of the other systems we have

thus far examined. Also it must be added, in fairness to

Meier, that he is incorrectly represented (by Kuenen, for

instance, ubi supra) to hold that the poet may put into a

single verse as many unaccented syllables as he pleases.

Schlogl (p. 26), though writing in Latin, is careful to cite

here Meier's exact words :
' as many as can be pronounced

within the given duration of time
' ' wahrend der angege-

benen Zeitdauer sich aussprechen lassen' (from Meier, p. 25).

The meaning of angegeben here is not altogether clear in

itself, but it seems to indicate the equal duration of every

COBB G
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foot in a given verse (strophe). This is made still more

probable on the next page (26):
* These measures may

interchange at will in every line and strophe ; only the time

remains always the same.' If the word Takt in this sentence

is correlative with Zeitdauer in the previous quotation, like

a musical beat and measure, this observation of Meier's is of

the first importance.



CHAPTER IV

LEY AND BUDDE

THE association of Ewald and Meier in the last chapter

was simply chronological, though to be sure there is more

of a genetic connexion than the latter is willing to admit.

But now that we have come to our own generation, I place

in the same category two names, Julius Ley and Karl Budde,

that belong together by the larger affinities of their metrical

tendency, although they are often criticizing each other in

matters of detail.

It must have been some gratification to Ley that he lived

long enough to change the current of hostile and often ill-

considered opinion which set so strongly against his theories

in their early stages, and to be recognized as a founder, if

not the founder, of present-day metrical science. Perhaps
the change was as much in the theories themselves as in his

critics; a change altogether to his honour, since it repre-

sented a continual welcome of new light ;
consistencies a

Jewell was not spoken of the soul in its apprehension of

truth.

The long succession of his books and essays on Hebrew

verse-structure extendedover thirty-fiveyears, until hislamented

death in December, 1901. Nor did it cease even then, for

elaborate papers which he had prepared on various branches

of our subject have since been published in Stade's Zeitschrift

and in the Studien und Kritiken. 'He has done more to

establish correct views of Hebrew poetry than any other

G 2
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since Lowth '

is the verdict of Professor Charles A. Briggs

{Study of Holy Scripture, p. 369).

Professor Ley's first book, which appeared in 1866, was

devoted mainly to an investigation of alliterative forms in

Hebrew poetry, which he compared with those in Old and

Middle High German. He sought to show that such forms

are strongly marked in the poetical passages of the Pentateuch

and of other pre-Davidic(I) literature, that they grow less

prominent in the psalms of the Davidic age and the proverbs

of Solomon, and that they merely survive in the latest com-

positions. The very statement of the thesis shows how far

criticism has travelled in the last four decades ; Ley himself

left this early work far behind, and indeed soon abandoned

alliteration as a cardinal principle of Hebrew verse-structure.

It is noticeable that in his latest published essay he assigns

these same '

proverbs of Solomon
'

to a later date than that

of Deutero-Isaiah 1
.

As the bibliography at the close of this book is arranged

by years, not by authors, it will be convenient to group

together here references to the principal publications of

Dr. Ley.
Articles in Reviews.

'Jahrbiicher far Philologie und Padagogik/ 1871, 1872.
* Neue Jahrbiicher fur Philologie und Padagogik/ 1891,

1893.
* Studien und Kritiken/ 1877, 1895, 1896, 1897,1899,

1903.

'Zeitschrift fur die Alttestamentliche Wissenschaft.' 1892,

1901, 1902.
Books.

Die metrischen Formen der hebrdischen Poesie. Leipzig,

1866. 8<>.

1

Apparently; see Studien und Kritiken
, 1903, p. 183. But perhaps

1 aus spaterer Zeit
'
has an indefinite meaning.
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Grundziige des Rhythmus, des Vers- und Strophenbaues in

der hebraischen Poesie. Halle, 1875. 8.

Leitfaden der Metrik der hebraischen Poesie. Halle, 1887.

In the last-named work he amends and simplifies his

system in accordance with growing experience, and with the

criticisms especially of Professors Eduard Riehm and Adolf

Merx. He also gives a metrical analysis of the entire first

book of Psalms, with copious notes.

But his chief book is the Grundziige^ which extends to 266

pages (there are but ninety in the Leitfaden]. This contains,

besides a comprehensive argument for the presence of rhythm
in the Hebrew writings, and what might be termed a grammar
of the whole subject, a thorough analysis of seventy psalms,

chosen from all the five books. Then follows a similar

treatment of Gen. 4. 23, Exod. 15, Deut. 32, Judg. 5,

2 SamJ
v

>22, and Lam. 1-4. The general position is so well

stated in the brief Introduction that I present the substance

of it at this point.

The Massoretes deserve great credit for their vast and

varied labours on the text of the Old Testament, but still

they could not give a faithful picture of the original speech,

which had been a dead language for centuries, and was

known to them only through traditional recitals and through

ceremonial songs and prayers in their schools and syna-

gogues. What they could do and did was to fix with greatest

precision in perpetual moulds every tone and syllable as

their learned predecessors had handed them down. Now
such a stereotype process contradicts the very nature of a

living, progressive speech, and it is incredible that Hebrew,

during the entire thousand years of development within

which the Old Testament was composed, preserved the

precise cast that the Massoretes have given to it. On the
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contrary, there are plain traces even in the consonantal text

of altered pronunciation and new formations.

Still, the present text offers a good foundation for investi-

gating a higher antiquity, and the Massoretic tradition is

right in the main as to the determination of the tone-

syllable a matter in which nearly all languages show great

tenacity. With regard to the vowels, it enables us to

approximate to the actual pronunciation of the last centuries

before Christ, provided we make use at the same time of the

general laws of language, the related dialects, and the

Septuagint transcription of Hebrew names and words.

But, on another side, the mischief of the Massoretic

tradition becomes evident. In taking pains to fix also by
all sorts of accent-signs the cantillation used for centuries in

divine service they have not only effaced many traces of

genuine rhythm and metre, but they have made that very

accentuation an insurmountable obstacle in the path of

subsequent inquirers who strove to discover the metre by its

means, and many of our recent savants have felt obliged to

infer that Hebrew poetry never had any rhythm or metre at all.

Fortunately, however, there have survived from the earliest

times evident marks of rhythm and metre in archaic poetical

endings and in various remnants of verse and strophe divi-

sion. On the basis of these, and of an enlarged knowledge
of metre, it has become possible to rediscover the leading

features (Grundzuge) of metre in Hebrew poetry, and to

reproduce in good degree the verses and strophes of its

original form. The metre corresponds to the peculiar genius

of the Hebrew language, for although we find analogies of

this and that sort in the classics and in the Old German, we

must distinguish carefully between analogy and essence.

Musically similar all these languages may be, and external

resemblances to anapaests and paeons do actually occur in

Hebrew, but it is characteristic of the latter that one metre
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(by which Ley means a single foot) can form a gradation of

tones which rise through the measure and culminate in the

tone-syllable. Symmetry is the fundamental principle of

verse and strophe structure. The verse shows a regular and

symmetrical articulation such as occurs in almost no other

language. The simple strophe, composed of similar verses,

bears little resemblance to the outward form of a classic

strophe, but in content it excels it by the intensity, the depth,

and the warmth of the emotion expressed, while yet it falls

short of the classic strophe in respect to the distinct articulation

of its members.

Thus reads the programme which Professor Ley sets before

us. If he can make good his claims the existence of a

Hebrew metre is established. We proceed from the promise
to the performance.

Chapter I treats of ' The rhythmic laws
'

under the fol-

lowing subdivisions : (i) Existence of rhythm. (2) The

accent as the principle of rhythm in Hebrew. (3) The

gradation in accentuation. (4) Character of rhythm. (5)

The constitutive principle of metre in Hebrew poetry.

(6) On the cadence. (7) On elision. (8) On the anacrusis

(Aufiakf).

The main argument, which did not go long unchallenged,

is in section i, which I reproduce with some fullness.

Although the testimony of the church fathers, Origen,

Eusebius, Jerome, &c., as also that of Philo and Josephus, is

explicit that hexameters and tetrameters are present in Old

Testament poetry, it must be received with caution, quite

apart from its unscientific confounding of Semitic and

classical prosody. For it has an apologetic aspect, as

though sacred must not be put below heathen poetry, and

as though the origin of classic metres must be ascribed to

Hebrew poets. But on the most general grounds it may be
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asserted that no poetry can be unrhythmical which is bound

up with song, music, or dance, and this relation in Hebrew

is witnessed by the psalm titles, and by the very words for

song, which seem to be derived from the idea of orderly

recurrence that distinguishes poetry from prose.

If one should disregard the accents and vowels as of late

origin, still the numerous consonant endings that occur

exclusively in poetry point to a rhythmical need which can

only be explained by rhythmical structure ; see Appendix 2

(Ley's) on the relation of the poetical endings to rhythm.

Looking only at the outer form of verses and verse-sections

one observes a mutual resemblance which bespeaks a certain

feeling for symmetry. On the average the number of words

in the various verses or sections is equal, often also the

number of syllables. It is not, however, the counting of

words that decides the measure of the verse-sections, for

often three long words correspond to four shorter ones, or

two longer to three or four shorter.

Again, it cannot be denied that the older poetry appealed

to the ear rather than the eye, and circulated orally for

generations before being committed to writing (compare the

Homeric poems); hence it must have had a rhythmical
measure for the ear, and the symmetry that the eye now
discovers is a result of that rhythm.

In fact, it can be asserted a priori that Hebrew poetry
must have had a rhythm, because no poetry is without it;

even the rude beginnings of poetry among savage and un-

civilized races do not lack it.

Until recently, therefore, it was the general belief that

rhythm was present in Hebrew poetry. But since all attempts
to establish it have failed, it has become the fashion, espe-

cially since De Wette, to deny it altogether.

(Then follow tempting promises of what is to be expected
from his own book.)
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Instead of giving the remaining sections in extenso I will

follow the outline which Ley inserts at the close of Part II,

and which, in the absence of index and table of contents,

may serve as finder to the telescope. If any apology is

needed for so extensive a treatment it may be found in the

popular ignorance of what is really taught by the Metriker.

OF RHYTHM.

i. Principle of rhythm.

Rhythm in Hebrew poetry, as in German, is determined

by the tone (accent)
1
. Accented syllables count as longs

or rises, unaccented &s falls. True, the accentuation is also

determined, as in German, by the significance (logical prin-

ciple) of the syllables, since that syllable which is significant

to the concept receives the tone, especially in the verb ; but

because in Hebrew the word-stems mostly consist of three

consonants and two syllables the quantity and the position of

the syllables exercise an influence on the accentuation.

2. Relation of rhythmic accentuation to that of the text.

The accentual signs have also their value for rhythm, but

only so far as they serve to determine the tone-syllable.

This determination is fully confirmed, not only by the tradi-

tion, but by the character and forms of the language itself.

To be sure the signs come from a later time, when the

language had long ceased to be a living one, and they did

not receive their final form until the end of the tenth century

A.D. ; none the less, the accentuation cannot have differed

much when the language was in full use. On the other

hand, these signs have no significance at all for actual rhythm
when they serve to indicate the height and depth of the tone,

and also to determine the relation of the word in the sentence

and in the verse-period.

1 This identification is Ley's. His words are ' durch den Ton

(Accent) bestimmt.'
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These last relations connect closely with cantillation,

a song-like recital, which gradually developed into a full

system in the early centuries of our era. Cantillation

originated in the synagogue, and was quite foreign to the

living language ;
the so-called poetical accentuation of Psalms,

Proverbs, and Job is subservient to cantillation. But cantilla-

tion knows no genuine rhythm ; often it contradicts the

latter, and it has caused it to be wholly forgotten. Its

influence, moreover, has wrought disturbance and confusion

in the matter of the tone- syllable, and while the grammatical
rules for accent are generally valid in this matter, they need

a closer investigation, to which we now proceed.

3. The rhythmic rules of accentuation.

(1) Every significant word has at least one tone-syllable.

The tone falls either on the ultima or the penult.

(2) Untoned syllables that precede the tone-syllable are

subordinated to it, and constitute with it a sort of tone-

system; they form, so to speak, a scale of rising tones,

culminating in the tone-syllable. Without respect to quan-

tity or quality the tone-syllable itself always has the most

marked accent, the high tone
; the untoned syllable standing

next before it has a higher tone than that which stands in

the third or fourth place. But such a gradation is possible

only when the distant syllable is less important than the

nearer one ; an extreme example of the rule is

Ps. 107. 27 ; an example of the exception is

Ps. 19. 7, where the vowel of the antepenult belongs to the

stem, and that of the penult is only tone-long ;
in such cases

the antepenult receives a tone of its own (deep tone).

(3) If the antepenult is of equal weight with the penult

it may take the deep tone, especially when the suffix has

the high tone and the antepenult belongs to the stem, e. g.

DnWiVBl, Ps. 107. 17. Here the tone-syllable of the suffix

is not strong enough to subordinate the antepenult which
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belongs to the stem, which hence receives the deep tone

and makes a climax for the previous syllables. But we may
call such syllables doubtful, as their accentuation usually

depends in part on their position in the verse.

(4) The preformatives 3, 1, 3, ^,
O

(for f), whether with

sh'va or a vowel, and the particles ->K,
riK (sign of ace.),

|D (DX) never have the tone, and are prefixed as proclitics

with makkeph.

(5) The poetic forms VD3, 1KD, \ch, MD, ^N, ^3, 'TJJ, ^JJ

are toneless if a tone-syllable follows, otherwise accented.

(6) The other monosyllabic particles (with which are

grouped n^X and run) and the monosyllabic pronouns are

regularly toneless and proclitic, but sometimes take the tone

when they stand before untoned syllables, and the sense gives

them a certain emphasis. If two of these occur in succession

only the second is accented.

(7) tff? in the midst of a verse-section never has the tone,

but in composition or combination with other particles, and

at the beginning of a verse-section, it may have.

(8) At the end of a verse-section, where the feeling for

rhythm is strongest, two successive tone-syllables are in-

admissible ; either the words must be united by makkeph, or

the first word throws back its accent to the previous syllable,

providing that contains a stem-consonant.

Exception. The two tone-syllables may stand if the first

is closed and has a vowel letter, since such a syllable is

regarded as containing three time-measures (morae), two

for the rise and one for the fall, e.g. i?N 1133, Ps. 19. 2.

Nun paragogic may produce the same effect.

(9) Vocal sh'va suffices to separate the two tone-syllables,

or a poetic ending like mo is sometimes inserted.

(10) When an accented monosyllable ending in a vowel

is immediately followed by a tone-syllable beginning with K

or n the first tone is elided and the two words are combined.
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The same thing may occur at the end of a section even

when the second word is a disyllabic accented on the

ultima, as DIN ^a, Ps. 31. 20.

(u) Unimportant particles, pronouns, and adverbs, voca-

tive and interjectional phrases may stand without an accent

at the beginning of a verse-section, as anacrusis (Auftakt}.

(12) The tone-syllable maybe followed by one syllable,

and only one, as a cadence. In the midst of a section such

a cadence may be wanting, but at the end it seems to be

a rhythmical necessity. To effect this the accent is thrown

back (a volatilized syllable taking a full vowel), or poetic

endings are added, or the final vowel is extended (gedehnt)

so as to make with its consonant three morae.

OF VERSE BUILDING.

(i) Every tone-syllable with the cadence that follows and

the untoned syllable that precedes makes one metre. No
attention is paid to the number of untoned syllables. Even

a single arsis may form a metre, as in Ps. 33. 9 :

rvra Kin w -IOK Kin ^

This line, with but twelve syllables, is the metrical equivalent

of Deut 32. i, which has nineteen, not counting in either

case the sh'vas and hatephs :

: *a no** Nn VD^ni mrrKi Dwn
But the character of the verses is entirely different; the

second is prolonged and pathetic, the first animated and

expressive. Accordingly the poet's art depends not only

upon establishing a metre that is correct as to the requisite

number of rises, but also upon the formation of the metre

that corresponds to the contents. Observe, for example,

in Ps. 2, the first two strophes (vv. j-6). Verse i, an

exclamation, is animated and brief; verse 2, a description, is
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more prolonged ;
verse 3 depicts the fury of the kings in

quick and decisive movement; vv. 4-6, representing Jahve
in his heavenly rest, over against their rage, have a much
more uniform movement throughout, save that the second

half of verse 5 is more rapid, as befits the divine wrath.

(2) Several metres combined in one whole form a verse.

The extent of the verse thus depends on the number of rises

or tone-syllables. In the articulation of the verse the funda-

mental principle is the symmetry of the parts. This sym-

metry of metrical members bears the same relation to form

as the so-called parallelism bears to the sense. By this

means the verse-structure presents an art-form as individual

as it is beautiful.

(3) One may regard the octametric long line, which

numbers eight rises, as the oldest verse of the Hebrews, and

in a certain way, as the fundamental form, from which the

other kinds of verse have developed themselves. The

articulation of this verse is either dichotomic, that is,

it divides itself into two equal verse-sections of four rises

each, or trichotomic, containing three parts of three, two,

and three rises. There may be still other permutations.

Examples. Ps. 89. 10-16, seven successive verses of

this type, divided in 4 and 4. Ps. 7. 9, 3 + 2+3.
Ps. 6. 7, 2 + 3 + 3. Ps. 11. 5, 3 + 3 + 2.

(4) The most frequently recurring verse is the hexameter,

which counts six rises. It is either

(a) dichotomic, in two sections of three rises each, as

Ps. 92. 2, or

(6) trichotomic, in three parts of two rises each, as

Ps. 20. 10, or

(c) less often, with a freer movement, 4 + 2 rises (Ps.

86. 8) or 2 + 4(Ps. 31. 16).

(5) The decameter counts ten rises and permits a varied

articulation :
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(a) Two halves of five tones each, subdivided into 3 + 2

(Ps. 19. 8) or 2 + 3 (Ps. 42. 5).

(&) 3 + 4 + 3 (Ps. 133. 2) or 4 + 2 -f 4 (Ps. 50. i), or some

other arrangement in threes (two different ones appear in

Ps. 42. 9, 10).

(c) Five equal parts of two tones each (Ps. 14. 4).

(6) As an independent verse the pentameter is used only
in the elegy (Lamentations) ; in the Psalms it stands in close

union with the preceding or following verse, to whose

articulation it belongs ; e. g. Ps. 14. 5, 6 is 2 + 3 3 + 2, and

Ps. 2. 10, 1 1 is 3 + 23 + 2, for pfcODBP should be joined

by makkeph.
Remark. Just so with a half verse of the octameter or

hexameter
;

it can form no verse by itself, but must always
be connected with the following verse; thus Ps. 23. i must be

read with verse 2, making a decameter 4 + 3 + 3.

(7) The octameter, hexameter, and decameter may also

be lengthened by a half line, but the full strophe keeps the

regular measure ; thus Ps. 12. 6 and 7 make three octa-

meters. (This is an error; the scansion gives only 12 + 10

tones. Corrected in Leiifaden^ In Ps. 146. 6-9 each

verse has nine tones ; thus each pair of verses forms three

hexameters.

(8) Longer verses than those just mentioned are not

known to strophic poetry. Hence we must often begin a

new line where the present text does not indicate the division
;

thus Ps. 1. i is 2 + 2 + 2 3 -I- 3.

(9) All these varieties of verses are also used catalectically,

i. e. they are shortened by one beat
; sometimes, but seldom,

by half a line. A catalexis, less often a hyper-catalexis,

serves to show the close of a strophe or poem.
The following psalm may serve to illustrate the rules that

have been given.
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Psalm 127.

'
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The psalm consists of four strophes of two hexameters each.

Note the recession of the accent in rm^ verse i, ^SK,
verse 2, to prevent a concurrence of tones, and the insertion

of the article in |D3n, verse 3, for the same reason. Observe

the ambiguity of tone in the monosyllabic particles, tfb,

W. 1,5; p,VV. 2, 4.

The remainder of the Outline treats of strophe-building,

and will come up in Chapter VI.

In his later book, Leitfaden der Metrik der hebraischen

Poesze, Ley reaffirms and illustrates the principles of the

Grundziige, often in identical words. There are some sub-

tractions, chiefly under the head of the strophe, but no

material additions, except a clearer treatment of the cesura

and an inclusion of the construct state among the frequent

proclitics.

So far as the same examples are chosen in the two books

the analyses are very similar ; compare, for example,

Ps. 2 in Grundzuge, p. 248, Leitfaden, p. 31. We must

not allow ourselves to forget that these elaborate rules for
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metre are merely assumption and hypothesis as yet, and

that they remain so unless they can be justified by the natural

reading of the Hebrew text. Apart from the theoretical prin-

ciples laid down, it is fair to ask whether the metrical

divisions and reconstructions of the eighty poems in the

Grundzttge commend themselves to the reader's ear and

judgement. The answer is of a somewhat mixed nature ;

in the homely English phrase, the author's fingers are too

often thumbs. We have already come in contact with his

arrangement of Ps. 33. 9, which improves upon Meier's eight

tones by reducing them to six ; there are, however, but four

needed for a natural and forcible delivery.

Of course such psalms as we took up first in the inductive

chapter are so obviously rhythmical that one cannot go far

astray in scanning them. It is not surprising, therefore, that

Professor Ley's conclusions on Pss. 67, 82, and 100 (he

does not examine Ps. 54) are practically identical with our

own, though his terms are different. But when he reaches

the difficulties instead of facing them boldly he evades them.

It will be remembered that out of the three middle books

the following were mentioned in our first chapter as specially

irregular: Pss. 45, 55, 62, 64, 71, 75, 79, 83, 84, 86, 95,

102. After analysing all the sixty-five psalms in those three

books, and setting aside the twelve just mentioned I was

curious to see how Ley would treat them. To my great

surprise only two of the twelve were to be found in his list,

namely, Pss. 75 and 83. It may be remarked in passing

that in Sievers' extensive collection of Textproben not one

psalm from the three middle books is considered. This

collection, it is true, was gathered by Buhl with the avowed

object of including only those poems which are most prob-

ably metrical, but even in Sievers' Stellenregister; which is

more generous in its scope, not a single reference is made

to any of the difficult psalms above named. Now, if we are
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to draw conclusions respecting Hebrew poetry as a whole

our observations must take in facts of every sort, not merely

those that are kind to a particular theory.

But let us see how Ley explains Pss. 75 and 83. The

former he makes hexameter throughout, except verse 2,

which is 4 + 4. But surely there is no stress on the r:

which opens verse 3 ; that verse is 2 + 3, and just as evidently

there is a stress on ^3 in verse 4 that verse is 4 + 3. As

athnah falls on the penult in verse 5, the next word, a word

of five syllables, most naturally has two accents, so that verse

is 3 + 4. The next two verses are the first to come under

the so-called hexameter they are 3 + 3 ;
verse 8 is 2 + 2 + 2

(so Ley). But the trouble culminates in verse 9, upon which

Ley remarks :

'According to the metre the difficult and disturbing

Ton 1^1 cannot be reckoned in ; it is either a parenthesis or

simply a gloss.'

That is to say, the metre demands something, which is out

of order, for the very question before us is whether there is

a metre to make the demand. Grant the gloss, and still the

first line is too long, 3 + 4, and the second too short, 3 + 2.

1 Two hexameters with compensation,' says Ley. But this

theory of compensation whereby a long line may be followed

by a short line, and both be regarded as the metre of the

average line, was so riddled by the critics that Ley himself

dropped it, and announced the fact thus in his preface to

the Leitfaden :
' The notion of compensations and substitu-

tions, since these indeed have given especial offence, has

been entirely given up.'

We are left, then, with the following consecutive feet in

Ps. 75. 2-9: 4 + 4, 2 + 3, 4 + 3, 3 + 4, 3 + 3, 2 + 2 + 2,

3 + 4 (+ gloss ?X 3 + 2 - One can postulate, if he will, a

certain rhythmic movement in the psalm, but we have a right

to deny a regular rhythm or metre.

COBB H
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As to Ps. 83, it is only necessary to call attention to

the fact that Ley sets out with the announcement that the

psalm contains five strophes, the first three with four hexa-

meters each, the last two with three hexameters each, and

then adds that 'compensation' occurs in verses 4, 5, 10, n,

12, 13, 14, 15, 1 8, 19, i.e. in a majority of all the verses.

But as there is no compensation, Ley himself being witness,

the psalm is left hanging in the air, with its larger portion

unexplained. If these things be done in the green tree,

what shall be done in the dry? Ps. 71 is a desperate case,

and who can fathom Pss. 86 or 95 or 102 ?

As already mentioned, the Grundziige investigates ten

passages outside the book of Psalms ;
I will say a word on

the first of these, Gen. 4. 23, 24. In his fondness for octa-

meters our author makes the song of Lamech an octameter

distich. To do this he has to make a distinct pause between

the construct *BO and the governing noun "JD$>. Surely this

is unnatural
;
there are but three tones, as in English :

Wives of Lamech, give ear to my word.

The principles assumed as the basis of Ley's system were

at once assailed in the Studien und Kritiken^ 1874, pp. 747-64,

by Professor Karl Budde, who thus, like Saalschiitz, began
to publish on this subject at the age of twenty-four. The

article, on *

pretended metrical forms in Hebrew poetry/

gives a running refutation of all previous systems from

Gomarus down, but spends its main strength upon Ley.

The Grundziige, to be sure, was not issued until the following

year, but already in 1871-3 Ley had laid down his theses,

both grammatical in general and rhythmical in particular, in

the Jahrbucherfur Philologie und P&dagogik, and had pro-

mised a book which was to present the analysis of a body of

Hebrew poetry in accordance with his system. This promise

Budde treated somewhat flippantly, remarking that others of
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the Metriker had pledged the same thing and failed, but that

doubtless we could count on success this time. Whereupon
the editor of the Studien, Professor Eduard Riehm, took

pains to set the matter right in a footnote. Ley had laid

before him the manuscript of the coming Grundzuge, and

the substance of it at least ought to be published in the

interest of science.

Budde's early criticisms are not set aside by the fact that

he afterwards partly changed his view
; they must be allowed

whatever weight belongs to them intrinsically.

Recent authors, he says, have tried to solve the problem

by postulates, and have believed themselves able to show

the necessity of metre before exhibiting its proofs. But all

such a priori reasoning is easily shown to be untenable.

One asserts that all the oldest poetry is metrical, but this

rule has exceptions, as in Old Egyptian ; the oldest German

poems, too, have only the faintest beginnings of a metre.

Analogies are unsatisfactory, for it cannot be maintained that

poetry without metre is unthinkable. No one would deny
the name of poetry to the odes of Klopstock and many
similar pieces which are destitute of metre in the sense of

a regularly measured cadence recurring according to certain

laws.

Again, it is maintained, for example by Diestel in Schen-

kel's Bibelkxicon, that Hebrew poetry must have been

metrical, because according to ancient testimony many songs

were accompanied by music and dance. But though the

music of the songs must have a settled measure, why must

the text ? There are thousands of instances to the contrary,

of which the most striking perhaps is the present practice in

the Anglican Church of singing the Psalms, translated quite

unmetrically, to the melodies of the choir, in such a fashion

that the same melody is cleverly adapted to every verse

whether short or long. (This is Budde's own illustration.)

H 2
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It is yet more useless to point to the peculiar poetical

words, word-forms, and idioms of Hebrew poetry as distin-

guished from prose. If, as is claimed, these were invented to

fit the metre, whence the multitude of such forms that are

the precise metrical equivalents of corresponding forms in

common prose ? The truth is that all elevated speech, as

well as poetry, demands its own characteristic diction, a

greater abundance of words and forms, a more melodious

diction than the language of common life. Julius Ley's

recent essay in the Jahrbiicher on the poetical endings can

only establish at most a certain melodic cadence, not a

genuine metre.

By means of postulates this question can never be settled
;

rather, we must demand that every system shall draw its

justification directly from the poems themselves.

(Budde's next ten pages criticize the earlier systems,

coming back to Ley at the close.)

In the system of Ley nothing is left to chance, everything

from greatest to least has its fixed law. We must marvel

either at the subtlety of metrical feeling among the Hebrews,

or at the acuteness which could discover such a system after

2,000 years. Every exception only makes a new rule, and

one is less inclined to object to the rules than to use them

against each other. It cannot be denied, indeed, that the Hebrew

language lends itself readily to such an attempt at metrical

system. By its compressed expression, each clause being com-

monly condensed into a word, by its frequent proclitics and

enclitics, its parallel clauses, and the like, it is quite easy to

produce symmetrical verses. But Ley's arbitrary treatment of

the material passes all bounds. It rests entirely within his

pleasure whether a given word shall have two tones or one,

whether prepositions, negatives, even significant words shall

be toned or toneless, whether an accent shall retreat or

maintain its position. We must demand of any such system
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that at least it shall preserve consistency, and not break over

its own rules with constant licences and exceptions. Now

Ley postulates, to begin with, various kinds of verse the

octameter, decameter, hexameter, and pentameter.' This is

only another way of saying what has often been noticed,

that a Hebrew verse usually contains five, six, eight, or ten

words. But at once we stumble on a host of exceptions.

The octameter is 4 + 4 tones, or 3 + 2 + 3, or 5 + 3, with

several other varieties
; clearly these are feet of different

rhythmic value. In the next place, the octameter expands
to twelve tones, or is shortened to seven, with various other

changes; the hexameter may have five, six, eight, or nine

tones. One may, with Ley, extol the manifoldness of

Hebrew verse-forms, but not the system that has to adopt

such a manifoldness, say rather lawlessness. (Here Budde

brings a strong indictment against the principles of compen-
sation and substitution, both of which Ley afterwards

surrendered.) One advantage, certainly, cannot be denied

to his exceedingly laborious and subtile work. He has called

attention to the frequency in Hebrew poetry of a certain equi-

poise of rhythm, which is very grateful to the ear, although

we must stand decidedly on the defensive if one would

make a metrical system out of this freely-moving rhythm.

So Budde wrote in 1874. One who reads his article

'

Poetry' in Hastings' Dictionary of the Bible (1902) will find

an entire change of tone, marked by great courtesy to the

author whom he then criticized so severely. Each had

approached the other perhaps in equal degree.

The analyses in Ley's two books are almost confined to

the Psalms. In later years he applied his theories to other

fields.
' The metrical condition of the book of Job' was

considered in Studien und Kritiken for 1895 and 1897.

A similar treatment of Isaiah, chap. 1, may be found in the

Zeitschrift fur die Alttestamentliche Wissenschaft for 1902,
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Part II, and of Deutero-Isaiah in Studien und Kritiken for

1899 and 1903. During these years his theories were being

gradually modified under criticism. 'Ley has constantly

sought to perfect his system/ said Budde in 1902.

Starting with the octameter as the unit of measure, which

expanded and contracted in the most elaborate fashion,

the manifest product of a modern professor's study rather

than of an ancient poetic genius, he has yielded point after

point till we find in his latest article on Deutero-Isaiah

a concession which has not yet received the attention it

deserves. ' In the following analysis I have adopted, after

Grimme, two 4-toned lines in place of what I have called

an octameter ; moreover, in opposition to him, five 2-toned

stichoi instead of my earlier decameter.'

So, then, after fighting all his life for these complicated

rhythms, the protagonist of modern metrical science sends

us a message after his departure which reduces the whole

matter to a welcome simplicity. The life work of Ley now

joins on to that of Meier and Bellermann. How he also

comes to terms with Grimme we shall see further on.

A short specimen is here appended of the natural and

reasonable rhythm which Ley now finds in Deutero-Isaiah.

The only remark he makes on these five lines is that both

sense and metre call for a word after D^JPD, and he suggests

Visb . Not even this is necessary, as the former word may
well have two tones.

Isaiah 40. 21, 22.

n/n #n
|

lyom #n linn to!?n 2 i

HDIO trfiran #n

i?y 2&n 22

"i3 noun
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As the reader perceives, the common text gives three perfect

4-toned lines and two perfect 6-toned lines. Deutero-Isaiah

as a whole is much more regular than the Psalms.

In 1874 Budde closed his polemic which we have been

following in these words :
' Perchance this attempt (i.

e. Ley's)

to point out fixed rhythmical forms in Hebrew will be the last ?

The future must reveal. The possible methods appear to be

about exhausted, and at all events a shattering of any one of

them may serve as a warning for successors, and as a summons

to caution for those before whom a new system is laid.'

The glove thus thrown down was taken up in 1882 by
Budde himself. He begins his article in the second volume

of the Zeitschrift fiir die Alttestamentliche Wissenschafl by

alluding pleasantly to this change of base. Since 1874 a new

king had arisen who knew not Joseph ; a system which we

shall examine in the next chapter had entered the arena, and

had caused Budde to react in Ley's direction. Also, more

light had broken forth from the Word, for Budde himself had

discovered a 'fixed rhythmical form' in Hebrew poetry.

The book of Lamentations, he tells us, is a work of high

art, not on account of its acrostic form, which is merely

outward and mechanical, but from the peculiar poetic struc-

ture of its verses. This characteristic form was noticed in

a general way by Lowth and others, but was first described

accurately by Keil. (This is an error; see Introduction.)

In Havernick's Einleitung, 1849, Keil gives a true account

of the metre ;
it has been more precisely analysed by Ley.

Each verse falls into two stichoi with plainly-marked cesura ;

usually there are three tones in the first member, and two

in the second. Thus Lam. 3. 4 :

-DP

(Budde here analyses the first four chapters of Lamentations,

showing the great preponderance of the 3 + 2 line.)
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Chapter 5 has only verses 2, 3, 14 in this measure;

perhaps the author intended to work it over. We will call

the measure kind. There are three modifications of the

scheme which the poet himself seems to have considered

allowable, besides an occasional irregularity, like 4 + 3, which

may be due to an imperfect text.

(i) 4 + 2, as Lam. 2. 13 a :

D^T nan TOIK no -piyK no

or 2 + 4, as Lam. 3. 56 :

(2) 2 + 2, when the first two words are long and weighty,

as Lam. 1. i c:

;Di? nivn nunoa Tnt?

(3) Apparently 2 + 3, but helped by a rhetorical pause after

the third beat, as Lam. 1. ice:

:ii? ^npa iKa^ t6 nrm IPX

As to the first four chapters of Lamentations, then, it may
be asserted that the writer intended the kind verse throughout,

not simply
' as a rule/ or '

for the most part/ Later editors

overlooked this, hence occasional lapses in our text. The

question now arises (Budde continues), what induced the

adoption of this especial form ? Is it arbitrary, or are there

appropriate grounds for this and no other rhythm just here ?

We must compare its occurrence elsewhere.

Isa. 14. 4-21 has just this same rhythm, which is carried

through with most painstaking diligence, e.g. in vv. 13-15 :

||
n&K Dwn

i
-pub mDK nrito i3

ay

j-na
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Ezekiel has a whole group of such pieces ; chaps. 19. i, 14;

26. 17; 27. 2, 32; 28. 12; 32. 2, 16. He uses the very

term kind. A large part of these chapters is in 3 + 2 measure.

Jeremiah has it in chapter 9, which refers to the professional

mourning women. Examine carefully vv. 9-21. In ver. 20

the kind is plainly audible :

2 wjii>rn nio r6y o

jrnarno Dmra pno

There are similar
'

Klagelieder
'

in Jer. 22; Amos 5. i;

8. 10
; Mic. 2. 4, &c.; Hos. 6. 9 ff.; Isa. 1. 21 ff.; 22. 3, 4;

23. 16; Obad. 6. 7, &c. ; Nahum 2. 1-3; Zeph. 1. 4, 5;

2. 12 ff.; Isa. 47; Ps. 137. A like rhythm appears in

other poems that are not lamentations, as Pss. 42-43
;

19. 8ff.; 27. i-io; 66.5-8; 84; 101; 121; 126-131.

It is admitted, on the other hand, that David's lamentations

over Saul and Abner are not in this rhythm, but perhaps the

only official kina was that of the mourning women. When
the kina" was once established, it may have been used as

a mere form (like any verse-form with us) for other com-

positions.

To sum up: we have recognized, and separated clearly

from all others, a definite sharp-cut verse-form
;
the known

use of this distinct form reaches back into far antiquity.

The members of this verse are separated in sense
t
not by

a merely formal metre. The parallelism of members becomes

here a sub-parallelism, the two members uniting to form one

meaning. But the kina verse must have arisen through a

modification of the even-membered verse. So, then, the

Hebrew verse in general (as well as the stichos) must have

had poetical form, not merely rhetorical character ; a decisive

refutation of strophe-building on the stichos.

(The remainder of Budde's paper argues against strophic

theories as a whole, and closes with the wish that scholars
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would desist from that branch of investigation until we have

penetrated more into the nature of the Hebrew verse.)

This article, which fills fifty-two solid pages of the Zeit-

schrtft, produced a profound impression, and brought to a

belief in that variety of Hebrew metre some who had been

as sceptical as Budde was at the outset. Doubtless Paul

Ruben goes too far in the way of needlessly disparaging other

workers, when he uses the following language (Jewish

Quarterly Review, 1899, pp. 432 f.)
: 'In the midst of all the

sleepers, one man has remained awake : Budde, whom we

may justly style the discoverer of the Qina-metre.' But there

will be larger assent to what he says directly afterward :

'

Nobody who really wants to grapple with the difficulties

of Old Testament criticism can afford to neglect the study

of these epoch-making articles/ The plural in this last word

points to other papers by Budde in the same Journal. In

1883, he devotes seven pages to an examination of Jer.

38. 14 ff., which fortifies his position materially. For ver. 22

introduces the mourning women, and gives their very kind,

which is in 3 -f 2 measure.

In the volume for 1891, pp. 234-47, Budde finds fifteen

verses of 3 -f 2 form in Deutero-Isaiah, including the whole

of chapter 47. '

Only the form of the kind remains,' as

most of these are triumph songs. But Isa. 1. 21-31 is

genuine kina" in substance as well as form.

In the volume for 1892, pp. 261-75, ne answers Duhm's

criticisms in his fesaia, and goes through each verse of

Lam. 1-4, marking every verse-member, and emending the

text where he thinks it necessary. Often he defends the

received text, for example at Lam. 2. 20 :

ro ry *t ntyam mrv ntn

y nna atw n&aftcn DK
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'Endings, H3, D'nBB; halves, HB'am, D^D, n. Lohr

would cancel D'HB, I see not why: it is neither contrary to

the metre (necessary rather), nor to the grammatical form,

see Gesenius-Kaulzsch, 135, 5. Rem. i, &c. Instead of

D:t33 ns (Ewald), Dna should stand, even for the metre's

sake.'

Ley always claimed that Budde's kina verse was his own

elegiac pentameter ;
whereas Budde always held that it was

an important variety. For the latest arguments of Budde,
see Hastings' Dictionary (Poetry); for those of Ley, see

Siudien und Kritiken, 1903, p. 183. To an onlooker the

two contestants seem to agree better than they think
; for

the question before us does not concern the history of a

custom, but the form of a verse. As to priority, both go
back to Bellermann, as I have shown in the Introduction,

since writing which I find that Konig (Stilistik, p. 3 1 5), who

attempts to show that Bellermann anticipated Budde, has

cited, oddly enough, a quite general remark of the former

on Lam. 1, instead of the crucial passage on Lam. 3, which

occurs at p. 137. On the whole, the metrical points in

which Ley and Budde came to a final agreement are more

numerous and weighty than their differences, and we may
continue to consider them together as marking an important

epoch in the study of Hebrew rhythm.



CHAPTER V

BICKELL AND THE SYLLABLE

WE have reached the parting of the ways between the

advocates of accentual and of syllabic metre; it may be

advisable to look back and see what connective threads of

progress can be traced thus far. In the first place, Beller-

mann's forward step has never had to be retracted, namely,

that which broke with the tendency to scan Hebrew verse by

quantity after the fashion of the classic metres. Though for

convenience' sake, he continues to use the terms hexameter,

accent, &c., he is careful to explain that they indicate only

SL. general resemblance, while Hebrew has its own peculiar

verse-measures, which developed according to its own laws.

He is remarkably catholic, also, in avoiding insistence on

a rigorous uniformity of structure :

' There is probably not

a single long poem, with always equal, precisely correspond-

ing poetic feet.' Of the other authors examined, Saalschiitz

only says that Hebrew rhythm resembles hexameters, while

Ewald, Meier, Ley, and Budde agree more closely with

Bellermann.

In the second place, each verse is composed of feet whose

rhythm is marked by the accent, the prevailing foot re-

sembling the iambus (x -). Saalschiitz's attempt to prove

a predominant dactylic or trochaic metre has failed
;
but his

criticism is valid against the slurring over of sh'va and pattah

furtive
;

so x J- exchanges with x x -, x - x
,
x x - x

,
as

the main variations; which is precisely what we find to be
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commonest in English verse. In Ewald's system, as shown

above, there is a gap between the single foot and the verse-

groups. He pays very little attention to the inner rhythm
of the verse ; still, his affinities are with Bellermann rather

than Saalschutz. He contrasts the primitive Greek -^ x
|

-L x x

with the '

progressive
'

Oriental rhythm x x
|

x-^xx
|

x x -^,

and although he denies that primitive Hebrew knew 'this

fine interchange of short and long syllables/ the examples
he gives from Deborah's song, and David's lament, are

prevailingly iambic or anapaestic.

Meier's basis is a ' double iambus and its variations.'

Ley's general principle places the tone on the ultima, or the

penult, and his 'gradation,' 'tone-system/ and 'cadence/

produce the various feet symbolized by x -^, x x _, xx-Zx.

Budde's most regular kinas, as Isa. 14 and Lam. 3, are of

the same order.

In the third place, there is perfect uniformity as to the

formal principle of the rhythm, which is found in the stress

of the tones, not in the number of the syllables. Beller;-

mann's language on Ps. 119 deserves to be cited again.
' Since the Hebrew does not count syllables, but weighs

feet, not even these octostichs can be named by syllables,

or else it would be obvious to term them dodecasyllables,

the majority consisting of six-foot lines, with two syllables

to the iambic foot
'

(which is precisely Bickell's arrangement

in the Carmina).
' But this/ Bellermann continues,

' would

be to mistake the genius of the Hebrew language/

Saalschutz, so far from holding to an exact syllabic metre,

remarks that for many cases no strict rule can be laid down.
' There reigns herein, as I am free to confess, almost total

arbitrariness. I have followed my ear withal, and what it

offered me as most natural and unforced, this I have

accepted.'

Ewald is very earnest and repeated in his opposition to
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syllabic metre. Although he states that a Hebrew verse

averages eight or nine syllables, his range of variation runs

from five to eleven. Meier says,
' There is no such syllabic

metre in Hebrew, as in Greek, Latin, and Arabic
'

; on this

point, Bellermann is not quite orthodox enough to suit Meier,

who fails to see that the former's '

iambi/ &c. are so-called

feet, not strictly metrical feet.

Ley goes so far in disregard of syllabic rhythm that he

counts only the rises, and permits any number of unaccented

syllables with them *. Budde, in Hastings' Dictionary of the

Bible, distinctly ascribes to this opinion of Ley's
'
the over-

whelming weight of probability/

We come to the consideration of Professor Gustav Bickell's

syllabic metre, therefore, with a mass of authorities, if not

of evidence, against him. There is to be added also on

the same side whatever value attaches to the investigation

of the three middle books of the Psalms in the first chapter of

this treatise; for even such regularity as we found would

have been greatly diminished had we insisted on syllabic

uniformity.

But then, Professor Bickell would accept heartily what

was said near the close of that chapter :

'

If all Hebrew

poetry is metrical, its metrical principles are not yet manifest,

and at all events are very different from those of English

poetry.' He would observe that this is exactly what we

ought to expect; that Oriental poetry should be compared
with its own kind, not with Occidental; and he would

proceed to draw out, with great ingenuity, the parallels

between Hebrew and Syriac verse. We have the testimony

of an opponent (Dr. Schlogl, in the Litterarisches Centralblatt,

1902, no. i) that no one can hear Professor Bickell recite

Hebrew poetry without being impressed with the wonderful

1 A posthumous article of Ley's takes the contrary position.
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smoothness and melody of the verses as he divides them.

Another opponent (Professor Briggs, Biblical Study, pp. 258 f.)

makes the following frank acknowledgement:
' Dr. Bickell,

whose familiarity with Syriac literature and Hebrew scholar-

ship are well known, has, as must be admitted, carried out

his theory with a degree of moderation and thoroughness

which must command admiration and respect. The theory

is attractive, and demands fuller consideration than can be

given to it here.'

Turning from opponents to advocates, we might refer

(see lists in Doller and Schlogl) to a dozen or more scholars

who have espoused some of them warmly the contention

of Bickell ; and we should not need to include the name of

Merx, whom Bickell partially follows, or those of Gietmann

and Duhm, who partially follow him. It must not be for-

gotten, however, that we are concerned rather with evidence

than with authorities, and primarily with the truths of a

system instead of its errors.

Bickell, like Ley, has written three principal books, and

many periodical articles, on Hebrew metre.

Books.

Metrices biblicae regulae exemplis illustratae. 1879.

Carmina Veteris Testamenti metrice. 1882.

Die Dichtung der Hebraer. 1882.

Periodical Articles.

'

Zeitschrift fur katholische Theologie.' 1878, 1880, 1882,

1885, 1886.
'

Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenlandischen Gesellschaft.'

1879, 1880, 1881.
' Wiener Zeitschrift fur die Kunde des Morgenlandes.'

1891, 1892, 1893, 1894.
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It is interesting to trace the origin of a system that has

had so wide consequences. In the preface to his earliest

book, Bickell gives the needed information.

'Already in the year 1868 Cardinal Pitra had pointed

out the right way, in his most learned book, Hymnographie
de VEglise grecque. For while he proved that the ecclesiastical

odes of the Greeks are metrical, and are derived from the

madraschi of the Syrians, he conjectured that these very odes

originated from the sacred poetry of the Hebrews. He was

persuaded to this opinion, especially by the resemblance of

the madraschi to the hymns of the Therapeutae described

by Philo. Following this path, therefore, I have compared
as closely as possible the poetry of the Hebrews with that

of the Syrians a kindred and neighbouring people and

I have adapted (adapfavi) the same metrical rules to the

Hebrew songs which I had proved to belong to the Syriac

(S. Ephraemi Syri Carmina Nisibena, pp. 31-35).'

At the close of Bickell's second book, he gives two

extended specimens of these hymns of Nisibis, the metre of

which closely resembles that of our modern English church

hymns, the first in 7. 4, the second in 6. 6. I give a stanza

of each:
, ,

Zu', mavto, men barnoSo,

Dof kad 'abdav,

Niro d'moruteh mamlekh
C

A1 beryoto !

Mo dome leh "nido

L'hav damko sekhibo,

V'dome mavto 1'chelmo,

Of nuchomo l^afro !

It will be observed that the first example is iambic, the

second trochaic. The simplest way to state the chief con-
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tention of Dr. Bickell is to say that all Hebrew poetry may
be arranged (and should be) under one or the other of these

types. Nothing could be more revolutionary, or more

important if true. In the Zeitschrift der d. m. Gesellschaft,

1 88 1, p. 415, Dr. Bickell states his general principles more

fully, but yet succeeds in condensing them into a single

sentence (the italics are his, the figures mine) :

'Hebrew Metric rests on the same foundations as the

Syrian, and the Christian-Greek that arose from the latter;

namely, (i) on the counting of syllables, (2) the disregarding

of quantity, (3) the regular interchange of toned and untoned

syllables, (4) the identity of metrical and grammatical accent,

(5) the coincidence of the verse-lines (stichoi) with the

divisions of the sense, and (6) the connecting of homogeneous
or heterogeneous stichoi into symmetrical and mutually equi-

valent strophes.'

Points (2) and (5) agree with all the systems we have

examined
; point (4) favours Bellermann and the rest against

Saalschiitz
; point (6) goes over to the next chapter ; points

(i) and (3) constitute the peculiarity of the system of Bickell.

By far the greater part of his books is devoted (and wisely)

to illustrative examples ; the rules themselves, and the special

cases and exceptions under them, have to be picked out from

his various writings, especially the Carmina Veteris Testamenti

Metrice. But this work has been admirably done already

by Professor Johann Doller (pp. 42-6 of his Rhythmus,
Metrik und Strophik in der biblisch-hebrdischen Poeste,

Paderborn, 1899); it is best, then, simply to follow his lead.

General rules for counting the syllables.

Helping vowels (e. g. the seghol in pKil) and half vowels

(vocal sh'va, compound sh'va) are regularly uncounted.

Pattah furtive is never counted.

A helping vowel can never receive the accent; a half
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vowel only when in the same word a second syllable follows

with the accent, and with a full vowel; thus in Psalm 1. 3

rpm is pronounced vthajd.

Rulesfor the metrical accent.

In general it coincides with the Massoretic accent, but

there are certain deviations :

1. At the end of the verse the accent is regularly drawn

back to the penult, hence verses with an even number of

syllables are trochaic, with an odd number iambic.

Exception (not given in Doller, but see Carmina, p. 228):
A verse of four syllables joined with one of seven syllables

in either of the schemes 7. 4 | 7. 4 or 7. 7. 7 | 7. 4 is

assimilated to the iambic rhythm, and admits the accent on

the last syllable.

2. The first and second persons singular of the Perfect

may take the accent on the ultima, not only after vau conver-

sive, but also in other cases.

3. The masculine plural Imperfect of verbs ayin vau and

ayin yodh in the Kal and Hiphil forms may have the tone

on the ultima even without appended nun ; e.g. iy>y in

Psalm 28. 5 is pronounced in two syllables, j'binu.

4. The imperfect singular feminine Kal of verbs ayin vau,

ayin yodh, and ayin doubled is oxytone. Isa. 23. 1 6 ^sobi.

5. But also the imperfect plural masculine Kal of the

same classes of verbs may have the tone on the ultima. The
same is true of the third person plural and third singular

feminine perfect Kal of verbs ayin doubled, even when no

vau conversive precedes.

Rulesfor appending syllables.

i. The he of the Hiphil form is often retained in the

Imperfect and Participle; e.g. Ps. 1. 3 n^tf1 is pronounced
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jehdlslich] Ps. 14. 2 35HD mehdskil. Less often the he of

the article is retained after prepositions.

2. At the end of the construct singular the vowel i is

appended; at the end of the construct plural feminine the

vowel e; as Ps. 4. 7 TIN ori\ Ps. 12. 7 nviDK imrothe.

3. The full forms ahu or ehu are put in place of the

suffix-forms o and av
;

also emo may be read for em, or em

for 7#0. Similarly we are often to read minni, I'mo, Vmo for

mm, I', b\ Examples: Ps. 21. 10 DS?^ fvdlleemo. Ps.

12. 8 JO ;02;zf'.

4. The vowel j'is resolved into its original */, as Ps. 17-7

JW3 bijemine'kha.

5. In a similar manner the contracted forms v'Elohim,

b'Elohim, v'Adonai, &c., are put in place of the original

forms ve-Elohim, be-Elohim, va-Adonai, &c. By suppression

of the initial vowel these forms may be contracted still

further to v'- -lohim, &c.

6. The article may be inserted where it does not stand

in the Massoretic text, e.g. Ps. 4. 7 D*nDK is to be read

ha- 6m 'rim.

7. Am' and anokhi are often mutually exchanged, e.g.

Ps. 73. 23 ''JM van6khi. So, too, lebh and lebhabh, e. g. Ps.

13. 6 ^ lebhdbhi. Very often the same exchange occurs

between Jahve and Jah.

Rulesfor neglecting or rejecting syllables.

A few such rules appear under the previous head in (3),

(5), and (7). In addition :

i. Vowels that have been inserted on account of the

accent following in the next syllable may be resolved again

into the half vowel, as

(a) With the proclitic particles b', T, k', v', e.g. Ps. 1. 2

v'ldjla \ This never takes place before suffixes.

1 Dollar's vlaja is an obvious error.

I 2
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(&} Similarly, the vowel a of the Imperfect forms before

suffixes, e.g. Ps. 18. 43 DpriW) v'estiqem. Especially before

afformatives, e.g. Ps. 14. 4 IN^P qarti.

2. In like manner the vowel reduces to a helping vowel

(and is then elided) in the plural forms panim, damtm,jamim,
and in the dual jadhajim, especially if suffixes follow, e. g.

D^a p'ntm, "pa p'ntka ;
so too the preposition ?y if joined

with a suffix, ^y 'taj.

3. The vowel a of the stem syllable, followed by a syllable

of inflection, gives place to a half vowel if an immutable

stem syllable precedes, D'33to kokfibhtm.

4. Pausal forms are not permitted in the midst of the

stichoi, and are to be discarded, if they appear in the Masso-

retic pointing ;
on the contrary, at the end of the stichoi

they are to be supplied (as a rule) when the Massoretes have

omitted them.

5. The initial vowel of a word may be suppressed after N

if not more than two consonants precede the next full vowel,

e.g. Ps. 4. 5 n&N mru. But the only monosyllables that

can lose their vowel are flN
(sign of accusative), ?y, ?,

DN, IK, P|K; thus in Ps. 2. 5 W TN is read in two sylla-

bles -z fdhdbber; and in verse 3 lETmDIDVlK has four

syllables -th m6s 'rothemo.

6. The proclitic particles va
t min, she may dispense with

the doubling of a following consonant, and exchange their

full vowel for a half vowel
; not, however (except she), before

suffixes or the article.

7. Final 2, as sign of the first person, may fall away unless

in a monosyllable or preceded by a half vowel, e.g. Ps. 2. 5

TODJ ndsakht-.

8. All suffixes (not simply those of the third person plural)

may be annexed directly to the feminine plural, e.g. Ps. 55.

1 1 JTrWin homotha.
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9. The * sound characteristic of the Hiphil is rejected, e.g.

Ps. 2. 10 lijwn hdsk'lu.

10. The copula 1 does not alwaysbecome u before b, f,and m.

The student who is familiar with Syriac will recognize the

source of many (by no means all) of these rules and excep-

tions. It is alleged by his opponents that Bickell makes

countless other exceptions in a purely arbitrary fashion.

An elementary treatise like the present is hardly the place

to go into that matter in detail. It is more to the purpose

to give a few specimens of the results attained. Here it will

be necessary to reproduce Bickell's transliterations pretty

closely; the Hebrew text does not sufficiently suggest the

peculiar forms adopted. The examples are to be found in

the Carmina, except those from the Book of Lamentations,

which the Carmina printed in dodecasyllables. Bickell sub-

sequently came halfway to Budde's view of these kin

passages, and urged the latter to meet him by recognizing

the syllabic relation of 7 + 5 throughout these pieces. His

contention (in the Wiener Zeitschrift for 1894) is that much
less violence is done thus to the text than Budde had found

necessary. The paper is well worth reading; I shall return

to it.

Psalm 54. 7- 7 | 7- 7-

V / / V /

3 Jah, b'sim 'kha hosi 'eni,

V'big' burat 'kha t'dineni !

/
"

/ /

4 Elohim, s'ma' t'fillati,

/ / /

Ha'zina Timere fi.

/ / /

5 Ki zarim qamu 'alaj,
/ / v / v

V'ari9im biq'su nafsi ;

Lo samu 'Lohim 1'negdam.
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6 Hinne 'Lohim 'ozer li,

/ / / V

Adonaj b'som 'khe nafsi !

V / / V /

7 Jasub hara' lesor raj.

Ba 'mittekha ha9mitem !

8 Bin'daba ezbecha llakh ;

Oda sim'kha, Jah, ki thob.

9 Ki mikkol 9ara hi99 'Jan-

Ub'oj'baj ra'ta 'eni.

Psalm 100. 7- 7 | 7- 7.

1 Hari'u 1 -Jah, kol haar9 ;

2 'Ib'du et Jahva b'simcha !

Bou Tfanav bir'nana !

3 D"u, kf Jahva hu' 'Lohim !

'Asanu, v'lo anachnu,

'Ammo ve9on mar'ito.

/ v / /

4 Bou s 'arav betoda,

Cha9erotav bit'hilla !

/ / / v

Hodu lo, barekhu s'mo !

5 Ki thob Jah, T 'olam chasdo,

V 'ad dor vador munato.
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Psalm 80. 8. 8
|

8. 8
||
8. 8

|

8. 8.

(I give the first three verses only.)

Ro'e Jisrael, ha'zina,

Noheg keha?9on Jehosef !

/ v / / /

Joseb hakk'rubim, hofi'a

/ / / / v v

Lifne -Frajm v'-Binjamin -M'nassa !

'Orera et g'buratakha,

Ul'kha lisu'ata llanu !

/ / / v /

Jahva Qebaot, h'sibenu,
/ / / v /

V'haer p'nakha v'nivvase'a !

Psalm 64. 7- 7 I 7- 7 II 7- 7 I 7- 7-

(Verses 6 and 7 only. Conjectural additions in italics.)

/ / t

6 Jechazz'qu lam dabar ra
e

,

/ / / v

Jesapp'ru lithmon moq'sim.
/ / /

Am'ru : mi jir'a lanu ?

/ / /

Akhen Jah jir*a lamo !

7 Jachp'su
'

Tammonu chefes m'chuppas !

/ / v /

Veqareb 'is * cheqer,
/

t
/ /

Velibbi 'adam 'amoq.
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Canticles 4. 4. 4. 6.

(Verses 12-14, f denotes emended words. The letters

under 14 indicate transposed clauses.)

/ /

1 2 Gan na'ul ait,

'Choti khalla,

Gal na'ul, t'ajn tch'tuma !

v/ /

13 Selachajikh

Pardes trimmon

elm peri megadim.

14 K'farim, tv'radim,
/ /

a Nerd vekharkom,
/ / /

c Mm kol
'

'56 lebona.

b Qana v'qinn'mon,
/ /

d Mor va'halot,
/ / V /

e
elm kol rase b'samim.

Lam. 3. 7. 5 | 7. 5 | 7. 5.

(Verses i to 6.)

1 'Ni hagg'bar, raa 'oni,
v / /

Besebt 'ebrato ;

2 Oti nahag vajjolakh-
/ V /

Lechosekh v'lo 'or;

3 'Akh bi jasub, jehafekh,

Jado kol hajjom.
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4 Billa b'sari ve'ori,
v / /

Sibbar a9'motaj.

5 Bana 'alaj vajjaqqaf ;

v/ /

Rosi, utlao.

V /
^

/ V /

6 B'machsakkim hosibani,

Kemete 'olam.

Lam. 4. 7. 5 | 7. 5.

(Verses 20 to 22.)

/ v / /

20 Ruch -ppenu, m'sich Jah, nilkad,
v / /

Bis 'chitotamo,
v/ / /

Aser amarnu b'^illo :

Nichja baggojim.

21 Sisi vesim'chi, bat- Dom,
v / /

Josabt baare$ !

Gam *alajk ta'bor kos Jah ;

Tisk'ri v'tit
f

ari.

22 Tarn 'avonekh, bat ^ijjon,
/ /

Lo 'lehaglotekh ;

Paqad 'avonekh, bat 'Dom,

'Al chattotajikh.

The question that comes now before us is, as always:

What are the truths in this whole system which connect it

with those that preceded, and form a positive addition to the
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sum of knowledge on the subject ? Having ascertained the

agreements, the divergences can be passed upon more

intelligently.

At the beginning of this chapter the main points of agree-

ment had been three, (i) Hebrew verse is not measured by

quantity. Bickell accepts this without reservation ;
it is his

point 2, as above. (2) As the result of combining the

opinions of Bickell's predecessors the prevailing foot of

Hebrew metre was asserted to be the iambus or anapaest ;

less often the trochee or dactyl. Bickell gives equal place to

both iambus and trochee
;

this is a difference of degree rather

than of kind. How far from vital it is appears from Bickell's

volte-face respecting the Book of Lamentations, as we shall

presently see. (3) The formal principle of rhythm was

found in the stress of the tones, not in the number of the

syllables.

It is very commonly supposed that Bickell counts syllables

and not tones, but this is an utter mistake
;
he counts both,

and the entire melody of his rhythm is derived from the

sequence of tones, not syllables ; whether consciously or

otherwise, the only advantage he secures by making the

syllables regular is to make the tones more regular. Now
he is right against Ley and Budde so far as this, that poetry

cannot be measured by simply counting the rises and dis-

regarding the falls. Every one who knows poetry well

enough to recognize it will assent to this after a little thought ;

in fact, one variety of English burlesque used to turn on the

absurdity of the contrary opinion. I may perhaps be for-

given by my graver readers for the barest allusion to a piece

that was current some forty or fifty years ago, and that began :

' In Manchester a maiden lived.'

It is too long to quote, but I will venture to set down here

a trimeter distich (!)
which is much older :
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Wasn't Pharaoh a rascal ?

He wouldn't let the children of Israel go three days'

journey into the wilderness to eat the Paschal.

So far as this bears against the doctrine of Ley and Budde,

it is only meant to show that they have been incautious in

statement. Evidently they do not mean to say that no account

is to be made of the thesis in a foot, but that the exact

number of syllables passed over between the rises is im-

material, because the voice either hurries or lingers as the

case may demand, the attention being fixed on the next arsis

and not on the intervening syllables. But is it not true that

metre is measure, i. e. definite measure ? What is it, then,

that is measured if not the number of syllables in a foot ?

The analogy of music gives the answer. It is not syllables

or even accents. It is time
; strictly speaking, the flow of

time, its waves. Take a piece of dry prose like Euclid's pons
asinorum (English version). Accent it according to any
scheme you choose to adopt you cannot make rhythm or

metre out of it. But rhythm in music is a regular recur-

rence, a pulse-beat that can be measured in terms of time.

The composer hurries or lingers at will, writing two half-

notes, or twelve sixteenth-notes and a quarter rest, but the

inexorable law of time governs him; against its bars he

dashes in vain. He may indeed change the time in the course

of his composition, but if so he must indicate the change,

and adhere to the new measure until he indicates another

change. The poet is under the same law. In place of

writing a symbol like f or | at the beginning of his poem
he so arranges the first lines that they show the rhythm
he intends to follow. In Tennyson's

' Break break break
'

the three syllables of the first line are precisely equivalent

to the nine syllables of the third line. Would Kuenen
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have denied that the poem is metrical, though he so often

identified metre with quantitative metre? or would Bickell

undertake to cut line 3 to match line i ? That which is alike

in both lines is the flow of time. This whole matter is

expounded admirably in Lanier's Science of English Verse,

chap. iii.

It is now plain that in all the books and systems of

Hebrew metre which we have examined the one statement

that gives the exact truth in this particular is the brief phrase

already quoted from Meier's Form der hebraischen Poesie,

p. 25 :
'

Any number of syllables that can be pronounced in

the given duration of time/ The reason just alleged for

calling Pharaoh a rascal does not miss being metrical because

it has many more syllables than the question, but because it

has too many to be properly uttered in the same space of

time. Condensed as follows it might serve, even though

having about twice as many syllables as the question :

For not letting Moses celebrate the Paschal.

Returning now to Bickell, he is to be commended, as well

as Ley, for mellowing with the years and approaching the

position of his opponents. When he prints the Klagelieder

in alternate lines of seven and five syllables each, instead of

in solid twelve-syllable lines, it looks at first like the same

thing in two forms
;
and so it would be if this were all. But

examination reveals the fact that he has reversed his measure ;

the trochees have become iambics. In the Carmina the first

line of Lam. 3 ran thus :

/ / / / v/ /

Ni haggaber, raa
c

ni besebth 'ebrato.

This reminds us of Browning's
' One Word More/ being

in the same rhythm, with one foot added :

' Rafael made a century of sonnets/
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But the new version of Lam. 3. i, as before quoted from the

Wiener Zeilschrifl^ reminds us of some of Paul Gerhard's

hymns.
I make bold to claim that not even Ecker, the fierce

antagonist of Bickell, who has * counted the syllables
'

and

found more than 6,000 textual alterations of the Psalter in

Bickell's version, has damaged the system before us so

seriously as has the author himself by means of this remark-

able change of base. There are 242 lines in Lam. 1-4.

In every line the metre has been radically altered, while yet

all of Bickell's rhythmical principles have been retained,

a clear indication that the permanent element in those prin-

ciples consists not in the assignment of trochees and iambics,

but in what the author holds in common with his prede-

cessors. In Dr. Bickell's article on the book of Lamenta-

tions, to which reference has been made (Kritische Bearbeiiung

der Klagelieder\ he gives great praise to Budde for
'

estab-

lishing the kind metre with discretion and consistency/

adding :

* So far as I see he has found universal agreement

in respect to this matter.' He distinctly gives up the 1 2-line

verse not only in Lamentations but elsewhere, giving no hint,

however, of the radical change in the character of his verses.

1

My deviations from Budde,' he proceeds,
' are of a secondary

nature. First, I apportion seven syllables to every long verse,

five to every short verse, while he, as also Max Lohr, the

latest commentator, counts instead of the syllables the (so

unlike) words, and in case the second part of the verse has

an equal or a greater number of words than the first he is

led to needless alterations of the text. Besides, he adopts the

arbitrary rule that the shorter verse cannot be comprised in

a single word. Further, I consider both members not as

segments of a long verse, but as independent, mutually

parallel stichoi, although the second because of its brevity

may often resume only a part of the first; a fact indeed
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which also occurs in parallel verses of an equal number of

syllables.'

To be sure these matters are secondary, but the charge of

altering the text comes with very ill grace from one who
has done the same thing in so many thousands of cases.

His late sensitiveness to the purity of the text is an en-

couraging sign.

As to the primary matter, it is certainly noteworthy that

Bickell's tests so often come out at the same result with

those of his opponents. The first examples that I have

copied above in his transliterated forms are perfectly regular,

and are among the very psalms which went so smoothly
in our inductive chapter. Psalm 64 gave us trouble,

especially in vv. 6, 7 ;
but Bickell, who always carries his

system through at whatever cost, secures the needed uni-

formity by means of eight conjectural changes in those

two verses. Psalm 71 is simplified more easily by making
ver. 21 telescope into ver. 20, and Psalm 79 by dropping
vv. 5 c to 7 as inserted from Jer. 10. 25.

This last point is well taken, and is one of many wherein

even hostile critics have recognized the value of Bickell's

researches for the restoration of the original text.

In regard to his syllabic theory in general, three things are

to be said.

(i) The chief argument he adduces in support of it,

namely, the analogy of the Syriac language, proves too much

for his purpose. A late branch of the Aramaic, developing

in comparatively modern times, and under the varied influ-

ences of the Roman empire and the Christian Church,

cannot give the law for the ancient Hebrew, nor confine the

living spirit of that freer tongue within its own uniform

moulds. Professor Briggs has put this in a nutshell, in

a passage directly succeeding the commendation quoted
before (Biblical Study, p. 259): 'Dr. Bickell's theory must
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be rejected on the ground that it does away with the differ-

ence between the Hebrew and the Aramaic families of the

Shemitic languages ;
and would virtually reduce the Hebrew

to a mere dialect of the Aramaic/

(2) The text is adapted to the system, not the system to

the text. As was just now seen in the case of the Lamenta-

tions, Bickell does not read for the sense and draw out his

theory inductively ; he has a number of set forms, and the

text is like wax, to be shaped into one or another. No
doubt a certain ingenuity is displayed in discovering by

inspection the leading trend of syllables in a poem, but then

great violence is applied in curtailing or inserting others to

fit the measure. Kuenen criticizes this well (Einlettung,

vol. iii, pp. 21, 24): 'Manifestly, a complete change in the

vocalization and accentuation must go hand in hand with

this system. That is just what has been effected by Bickell,

who besides goes to work with great freedom in elisions and

in the counting in or out of syllables. . . . The altered

vocalization of the text, with which the metric of Bickell and

Gietmann stands and falls, would have to be independent of

this metric in order to serve as its foundation. But this is

by no means the case. The rules for elision, &c., which

serve as a complement to the vocalization, are a part of

the scheme which Bickell has contrived for the sake of the

metric itself, and has repeatedly modified in detail for the

same end. As a whole it is improbable; in many points,

plainly, it is most arbitrary/

(3) By their fruits ye shall know them. If everything

were granted to the system, it must be acknowledged that

it results in a very inferior sort of poetry, which smacks

rather of the midnight oil than of the free air of Palestine.

Who can believe that a poet ever recited Ps. 80. 3 after this

fashion ?

/ / / /vv
Lifne -Frajm v'Binjamin -M nassa !
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or that the author of 'Old Hundred* was guilty of a line that

would sound like this in English ?

Know that ]&hve is ZVvine !

or that the bride in Canticles warbled thus to her beloved

(4-i6)?

Jizz 'hi b'samav;

Jabo' dod- 1'gann-

V'jokhal p'ri megadav!

To touch upon a single point, the last word is one of a

multitude in which a full vowel has replaced sh'va. It

w /

would matter little if the word were pronounced megadhav.

But the first syllable has a secondary tone, and this is just as

long as the previous tone : p'ri me, which gives a drawling

effect, that recurs throughout these transliterated texts.

With regard to BickeU's system as a whole, we should

discard entirely the syllabic feature, restore the lines to their

usual length, and accent them after the manner of Beller-

mann, Meier, and Ley. A valuable by-product will then

remain, in a goodly number of text-critical suggestions, and

happy restorations of presumably primitive forms.

The successful Metriker, if he ever appears, will patiently

go through the entire mass of these emendations, selecting

such only as approve themselves on rational grounds and

being fully persuaded that they have no more genetic con-

nexion with the syllabic theory than Tenterden steeple

with Goodwin Sands.



CHAPTER VI

MULLER AND THE STROPHE

No doubt it would be a more logical procedure to con-

tinue the analysis of purely metrical and rhythmical theories

until the limit is reached in the twentieth century ; but it

seems better on the whole to take up at this point the

deferred subject of strophes. The chronological succession

has brought us to their chief exponent at the present day,

Professor David H. Miiller, of Vienna, whose results however

were prepared for by a series of predecessors. So the title

of this chapter would be more accurate if its terms were

reversed.

While Bellermann is the father of modern theories of verse-

measure, the epochal work on the strophe and its structure

was published in 1831 by Dr. Friedrich Koster, Professor

in the University of Kiel. It fills pp. 40-114 of the

Studien und Kritiken for that year. Its leading thesis is that

the same relation which parallelism bears to the members of

the verse is borne by the strophe to the verses themselves.

The strophe he defines in general as any union of several

verses according to definite laws. The analogy to parallel-

ism he draws out in particular (p. 48). The resemblance

between verses, like that between their members, may be

merely verbal, as in the alphabetical poems ;
oftener it con-

cerns the thought. Parallel verses, as well as members, may
occur in combination with those not parallel. Further, the

succession of parts may be direct or in certain cross rela-

tions
; it is not common to find more than from two to four

COBB E
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parts uniting to form the whole ;
on the other hand the parts

may be subdivided. ' But lastly, strophes, like verses, seek

to avoid all uniformity both in the measure of their length

and in the number of their verses
;
and in this freedom by

the side of regularity lies not only the beauty but even the

character of their structure. Freedom in the midst of order

was indispensable in the poetic symmetry of the Hebrews,

on account of the poverty of their language and the noble

simplicity of their ideas
;

it is only a language very rich in

vocabulary and poetic thoughts which can bind itself closely

to symmetrical forms without becoming tedious. Conse-

quently this is the point at which we must especially refrain

from systematically applying the measuring-rod of our

present-day poetry to the biblical writers/

Elsewhere he gives a similar warning against demanding

from Hebrew strophes the regularity of classical composition.

We must keep in mind these admissions, even though Koster

seems to ignore them in his general summary.
I have thus far said nothing about the propriety of

assuming that parallelism of members is the underlying

characteristic of Hebrew poetry. The century and a half

of discussion since Lowth's great essay has modified his

conclusions somewhat. Parallelism is found to be too

narrow a conception to fit the facts. By no just use of

the term can it be stretched so as to cover all Hebrew

poetry. Lowth got over the difficulty by making the sub-

division which he called 'synthetic' parallelism so elastic

that all poetry not synonymous or antithetic could be

embraced under it
1

. But as has often been shown, this

1
(Praelectiones, p. 221): 'Tertia species est parallelorum, cum

sententiae invicem respondent, non eiusdem rei iteratione, aut opposi-

tione diversarum, sed sola constructionis forma ;
in quam itaque referri

possunt caetera, quae in duas priores species non cadunt; parallela

synthetica libet appellate.'
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surrenders the parallelism in a multitude of cases. I do

not know that the suggestion has been made before, but

it seems to me at least possible that the confusion arose

unconsciously from the geometrical conception of parallel

lines. When any two lines are rhythmical, and together

make complete sense, if the second is placed under the first,

a parallelism of members is supposed to result, as in Ps. 2. 6

(one of Lowth's examples) :

Yet have I set my King

Upon Zion, the mount of my holiness.

We may be ready to grant to Koster that strophes can be

found almost anywhere in Hebrew poetry by combining
verses that are parallel in the same sense as such members.

He himself, as already shown, is far from claiming a fully

regular structure for the strophe system. Later in the essay

(p. 71) he observes that the strophic symmetry of Exodus 15

varies
* so as not to become too painstaking/ Again on

Job 3 (p. 78): 'Such a sufferer could not complain in

methodical strophes/ and once more on Zech. 9 (p. 108) :

'

Contents, language and form of this oracle have some-

thing wavering or jerky ;
and upon this especially rests its

obscurity. Accordingly, the strophe formation is not quite

correct/ But he pays too little heed to such limitations in

his concluding remarks, where he claims to have shown
'

that by the side of the parallelism of verse-members there

is found also a parallelism of verses
;
that the one necessarily

goes with the other; that consequently all Hebrew poetry is

more or less of a strophic nature/ The qualifying phrase
' more or less

'

is the saving salt here.

What now exactly is a strophe ? The definition already

cited from Koster does not define: 'any union of several

verses according to definite laws.' What laws? The first

criterion which Koster finds is the refrain (p. 52 f.).
It

indicates either the beginning or the end of the strophe,

K 2
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One recognizes at the first glance, for instance, the three

equal divisions of Micah 3 by the opening words in vv. i,

5, 9. In the same way it is proved that Psalms 42 and 43

form a single whole by the repeated burden, Pss. 42. 5, 12
;

43. 5. Another clear case is Isa. 9. 7 10. 4, where the

breaks occur at 9. n, 16, 20; 10. 4, and thus according

to the verse-scheme 5, 5, 4, 4. But poems with refrains

are very few, and occasionally they are misleading, since

the phrase that is repeated may come in the midst of

a strophe, as in Psalms 56, 59. Accordingly the reliable

means for discovering strophic symmetry lies in the divisions

of the sense. On looking carefully at almost any piece, one

or more portions naturally separate themselves from the rest.

Using such a portion as a measure, the whole poem will

often be found to consist of several equal or nearly equal

parts, each forming a lesser whole. Look, for instance, at

Psalm 2
; the last three verses are an address to the kings.

Three goes in twelve four times, and there are, as a matter of

fact, four regular strophes, of three Massoretic verses each.

Turn to the oracle on Tyre in Isa. 23
;
the opening refrain

is repeated in ver. 1 4, which thus marks the end of a strophe.

Using the remaining verses, 15-18, as a measure, we gain

four equal strophes, of four verses each, viz. 2-5, 6-9,

10-13, 15-18 (note the similar beginning of vv. 6, 10).

Where the matter is not so plain, other indications should

be looked for ; as, the apparent turning-point of the whole,

the synthesis or antithesis of the thoughts, the change of

persons, or even repeated catch-words, like hark! see! wo!

when, because, thus saith Jahve, in that day, &c. See Isa. 1,

5, Psalm 68, &c. It need not disturb us that some

strophes are more sharply separated by the unity of their

contents than are others.

Koster has thus given a working description, if not a pre-

cise definition, of the strophe. The bulk of the article,
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pp. 55-108, is devoted to illustrative passages given in a

German translation, each one being followed by a brief

comment. These examples are drawn from the Psalms, the

historical books, the book of Job, and the prophets. They
are selected with care and the divisions are natural; the

Massoretic text, with scarcely any changes, forms the basis

of the translations given. It may be said of the passages as

a whole, and of most of them separately, that they carry

conviction so far as this : the text breaks up easily into these

sections, which are often of equal extent, and where it is

otherwise, as in Psalms 110, 45, 90, Judges 5, the author has

a good reason to assign. If such a sectional paragraph is

all that is meant by a strophe, Koster has proved his case as

far as he has gone ; though he takes a great leap into the

unknown when he reasons from these few data to the whole

of Hebrew poetry. The examples which he analyses, in the

order in which he presents them, are these : Pss. 2, 139, 110,

46,45,27,90,124; Exod. 15; Judges 5; Job 3, 4; Mic. 4;

Hab. 1, 2, 3; Isa. 5. 1-7, 11, 21. i-io, 47, 52. 13 53. 12
;

Jer. 9. 1-12
;
Zech. 9.

What Koster has shown, as is universally conceded, is that

each of these passages falls apart into subdivisions of nearly the

same length. The internal harmony of the parts is usually,

but not always, plain ;
at times one of these sections might be

personified as saying : If I be a strophe, where is my strepho ?

The next author to be examined is Ewald, who carries

the matter a little further. Returning to his Dichter des Alien

Bundes, I give an abstract of pp. 138 ff.

Nothing would be so perverse as to fail to recognize, by
reason of self-conceived presuppositions, the extraordinary

mobility and plasticity of Hebrew poetry. In any composi-

tion, one must be well on his guard against forcing through

a division into strophes. But where it lies visible in the very

sense and life of a song, we must not overlook it, for indeed
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the whole song loses its clarity so long as one does not see

into its articulation and development. To be sure, these

strophe divisions are not marked in the common text
;

selah

cannot be the chief or only sign of the end of a strophe.

The refrain doubtless is such a mark, but we must by no

means confine strophes to those so indicated.

It is difficult, in short, to recognize these divisions; one

must have a keen appreciation of every turn of the thought

in the author's mind; no general principle will solve the

case, for each new song is a problem in itself. Still, with

these inner signs, there often concur outer marks of the

strophe division, like the repeated c&\\Jahve\ Ps. 31. 2, 10,

15 ;
or even a whole verse alike at the beginning or the end

of each strophe. Similarly the
' Bless Jahve !' at Judges 5. 2

(followed by the actual blessing in verse 3, and the animated

passage, vv. 4 ff.)
is resumed in verse 9 ;

10 f. being parallel to

3, and 1 1 ff. to 4 ff. Practice soon enables one to recognize

the genuine marks of a true Hebrew strophe.

(1) The Song-Turn (Strophe) in itself.

(I am still condensing Ewald's book.) An example of

a two-line strophe is 2 Sam. 3. 33 f., where the second line is

expanded into three members. Another and a favourite kind

developed two lines into five members, see the succession in

Psalm 29. A series of three lines appears in Gen. 4. 23 f.,

9. 25-7. In Ps. 2. 4-6 seven members alternate with six;

cf. w. 7 ff. In David's last words, 2 Sam. 23. 1-7, four

introductory lines of unusual length, befitting the unusual

occasion, lead up to three strophes of evenly balanced long

lines. The three are distinctly marked and yet bound to-

gether a fine example of a true strophe.

Strophes of from five to six lines each are relatively long,

so that true strophes seldom exceed that length ; if they do,

the oratorical prevails over the musical element ; Isaiah and
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his fellow prophets commonly form strophes of seven or

eight lines. Even in the Job speeches the strophes do not

exceed ten lines each save in the incomparable fullness of

Jahve's address, where they reach twelve lines. An excep-

tion is when the song-piece is part of a larger whole, as in

the thirteen strophes of the Song of Songs.

(2) Strophes in their composition.

The one thought of the poet does not exhaust itself at

the first outpouring ;
after each flow of expression comes a

pause of repose. Both from the variety of poetic emotion,

and from the extent of time covered by Hebrew poetry,

we must expect the strophe to develop itself in its relations

very variously.

(a) An apparently unequal structure of the strophes in

a song is possible. Emotion, though not entirely unregulated,

cannot be confined within equal bars and lines; there are

times when it demands an unrestricted outburst. But over

all this must hover a comprehending unity.

The best examples are the laments, especially David's over

Saul and Jonathan, 2 Sam. 1. 19-27 (swelling to six long

verses, sinking to two short ones). In Job, too, we have

in chapter 3 two long strophes followed by one short one ;

in 13. 23-14. 20, three long strophes followed by two shorter,

which cannot be accidental
(!).

The song of joy or praise

takes just the reverse course; first brief, then fuller, see

Psalms 30 and 45.

(6) But by far the greater number of songs are composed
of equal strophes, (i) Songs in two strophes, which may
have two verses each, as Ps. 28. 6-9 ; or three verses each,

Pss. 31. 20-25; 1; 23; or four, Ps. 101; Job 11. 13-

20. Occasionally we find longer strophes ;
Psalm 91 has two

of eight verses each; Job 27. 14-23 has two of five verses

each.
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(2) Oftenest the song has three equal divisions, compare
the Greek strophe, antistrophe, and epode. Thus Pss. 7 ;

31. 2-19 (six lines each); 22; 35 (nine to ten lines

each).

(3) Sometimes there are four equal strophes, as Pss. 2
;

12; i Sam. 2. i-io; Isa. 38. 10-20.

(3) Antiphonal songs.

Examples : Exod. 1 5 ; Judges 5.

These are very fully treated, but are not essential to our

present purpose, as they give no additional light upon

strophic formation.

It is noticeable that Ewald recognizes as 'genuine* or

'true* strophes such as those in 2 Sam. 23. 2-7, which are

'distinctly marked, and yet bound together/ Also, while

claiming that practice soon enables one to recognize the true

strophe, he admits that this is very difficult, and that it

demands a keen appreciation of every turn of thought in

the author's mind. Well may his humble followers ask,

'Who is sufficient for these things?'

Next in chronological order comes Sommer, whose Bi-

blische Abhandlungen, published at Bonn in 1846, treat at

large of the strophe ;
see the essay entitled

' Die alphabe-

tischen Lieder von Seiten ihrer Structur und Integritat.' He
classifies the strophes, with respect to the number of verses

contained in each, into distichs, hexastichs, heptastichs, and

octastichs. One of the common objections to regarding an

alphabetical couplet or triplet as a strophe is that in Psalms

111, 112, the alphabetizing is carried down to the single

stichos instead of stopping with the line. This objection

Sommer meets by presenting and defending the view that

it is the stichos, not the verse, which is the metrical unit

by whose combinations strophes are formed.

This thesis has been earnestly opposed, for example, by
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Ley, Budde, Kuenen, and Schlogl, who hold that the verse,

not the stichos, should be taken as the basis of the strophe.

On the other hand, Sommer's theory is supported by Meier,

Merx, Bickell, Delitzsch, and Miiller. The case against it

is thus stated by Kuenen (Einleitung, vol. iii, p. 52) whom

Schlogl simply copies and condenses :

'That the verse is the unit seems to be prescribed by
the nature of the case; the single stichos is nil; it waits,

so to speak, for its complement, which is contained in the

verse-lines that follow; only when the thesis has answered

to the arsis does the voice of the speaker or singer arrive

at a rest-point, from which it may take up the song anew.

All this is overlooked and left out of consideration by
Sommer/

But perhaps not; for it may be fairly replied that while

the stichos cannot form a logical basis, it may and does

form a metrical basis. Just because it expects its complement,
the stichos is to be multiplied, and as the poet's thought

is often not fully expressed in the single verse, the multi-

plication goes on until the point of rest is reached at the

close of the strophe. In our own language in any modem

language no one would think of taking a distich or a

quatrain as a metrical unit, alleging that a single stichos

gives an incomplete thought. I hold, then, that Sommer has

made an important contribution to the theory of the strophe.

Ernst Meier takes this subject up, and contributes to its

development, on pp. 30-49 of his Form der hebratschen

Poesie. He mingles with it a ridiculous theory about the

derivation of the psalm-titles, which deserves no more notice

than Hengstenberg's notion that strophes are built on the

sacred numbers, and which has made this book of Meier's

a target for later writers, to an extent that has drawn off

attention from the real merits of his system, which in fact

may be regarded as the germ of Miiller's. According to
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Meier, the shortest strophes occupy four of his brief lines

(which Schlogl calls commas), and the longest only twelve.

Examples of the former are the two prayers in Num. 10. 35 f.,

uttered whenever the ark led forth the camp of Israel, and

whenever it came to the halting-place.

/ \

Quma, Jahve, 2.<u J-^j

veyafuzu ojebeka ww
/ \

veyanusu mesaneka ww
/ \

mippaneka ! J.^

r \

Schuba, Jahve, -f- w
/ \

ribabot w
/ \

alfe -L J.

Jisrae'l ! -L w -L

An example in twelve-line strophes is Job 3, of which I give

the first strophe.

I

w w
I

www ww| w w
I

w
:-oj mn -IDK nWm n ni>iK ni 11 naN'1

3

W W

ovn 4

I

ww -/

w w w
I

w w

jnii^jn i^n ini>w* 5

Meier reckons in all seven kinds of strophes, those namely
with 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, and 12 lines. His division and scansion

of Psalm 114, in eight-line strophes, I gave in chapter iii.

Careful attention is solicited to the general remarks which

here follow (pp. 40-2).
'

Finally, it is still to be noticed as characteristic of the
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Hebrew strophe-structure, that a song only seldom consists

of but a single strophe ;
as in short speeches, in folk-songs,

and in manifest fragments. . . . The governing law in all

larger complete songs requires rather that two strophes

always come nearer together, and correspond as theme

and counter-strophe. Thus, what we met before as the

so-called parallelism of members, appears again in fuller

extent and completion in the strophe-structure. Only this law

of part and counterpart is never carried through in absolute

stiffness; it appears in each case definite or indefinite

according to the greater or less power and skill of the poet.

'To these two mutually corresponding strophes there is

often added a conclusion-strophe, embracing a comprehensive

thought to end with. We should have here in general the

logical law of a thought-development, which completes itself

in theme, counter-theme, and end-theme. But in particular,

the basis of this strophe-division lies perhaps in the nature

of the ancient choruses, with which however that logical

thought-development may be regarded in general as co-

operating. The first semi-chorus sang, let us say, the

fore-strophe, the second, standing opposite, sang the counter-

strophe, which contained moreover a counter-theme, an

antithetic thought. Finally, both united choruses sang the

conclusion-strophe, reminding one of the dances of children

in circles, wherein we may still discern a weak imitation

of those ancient choral processions/

In the examples which Meier then adduces, the second

Psalm gives a twelve-line fore-strophe and counter-strophe,

twice repeated, but with no conclusion-strophe; Psalm 137

gives all three; each has one twelve-line strophe. The

double Psalm 42-43 is in ten-line strophes, of the three

varieties, each twice repeated. The same is true of the

prayer of Habakkuk, save that these are twelve-line strophes ;

I give the second counter-strophe.
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Hdbakkuk 3. 90-11.

2 b. neharot tebaqqa

arez: rauka

jachilu harim,

serem majim abar

natan tehom qolo
/ \

rom jadihu nasa.

schemesch, jareach

amad sebula

leor chizzeka

jehalleku

lenogah beraq

chaniteka.

Ley and Bickell, while treating extensively of the strophe,

add little to the theory of its development. The same is

true of Merx (Commentary on Job, Jena, 1871, pp. Ixxxivff.),

and Delitzsch (Commentary on the Psalms, Introduction,

chap. vi). The latter has some excellent remarks on the

nature of the strophe, from which I borrow a sentence or

two. *

Strophes are recurring sections, consisting of a

measured and indeed symmetrical number of lines. At the

same time, the movement of the thought in parallel lines

is not interfered with. The peculiarity of the Hebrew strophe

does not consist in a flow of definite metres combined into

one harmonic whole, but in a relatively complete train of

thought being developed in accordance with the distichic

and tristichic ground-form of the rhythmic period/

Ley gives five marks for recognizing the strophe (Lett/aden,

p. 17):
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(a) By the sense: since a definite course of thought is

carried out, and completed in a definite number of verses.

(<$) By the refrains, which in several psalms enter after

equal sections. (As his list is so much fuller than Roster's,

I give it entire.) Pss. 39, 42-3, 46, 49, 56, 57, 59, 62, 67,

78, 80, 99, 107, 144.

(c) By the end-word Selah, which in most passages stands

at the conclusion of the strophe ;
in several psalms, as the

LXX shows us, it stands in the wrong place. (I do not

give these two lists, for we cannot now build on this view

of Selah.)

(d) By the catalexis, which at the end of the first strophe

may always be considered as giving a measure for the whole

poem. The catalexis consists in the shortening of the final

verse by one beat, less often by a verse-section. A similar

end is served by the hypercatalexis, which consists in the

lengthening of the final verse by one beat, less often by a

verse-section
;
as e. g. in Pss. 33. 5 ;

34. n
; 125. 2, &c.

(e) By the middle verse, and the middle strophe. Through
the insertion of a significant intercalary verse just in the

middle of the poem, or through an especial indication of

the particular strophe that stands in the middle of the poem,
the strophe-division becomes recognizable, since from this

middle-point as a centre, the division can be carried on

equally both forwards and backwards; as e.g. in Pss. 11, 24,

48, 60, 67, &c.

Before passing to Miiller's books, it is right to call attention

to an important series of articles by Professor Charles A. Briggs,

of Union Theological Seminary, New York, which were

published in Hebraica (Chicago, 1 886-8). They expound
in very readable and consecutive fashion the author's con-

ception of Hebrew poetry, especially in its strophical

relations; beginning with the trimeter, and proceeding

through the tetrameter and pentameter to the hexameter.
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Professor Briggs is in closer accord with Professor Ley than

with any other of the Germans, but in some points he

anticipates the work of Professor Muller. With these articles

should be coupled another, which is in entire sympathy with

Professor Briggs's view-point that of his fellow Professor,

Francis Brown : The measurements of Hebrew poetry as

an aid to literary analysis
'

{Journal of Biblical Literature^

vol. ix, 1890, pp. 71-106).

Both Briggs and Brown have an advantage over some

other Metriker in a certain native shrewdness and dexterous

tact, which gives them insight into the delicate business of

separating the probable out of the maze of the doubtful.

Some of Professor Briggs's most satisfactory work is on the

(so-called) pentameters of the Pilgrim Psalms, and on Isa. 4 7

(Hebraica, vol. iv, pp. 132-9). Professor Brown's article

makes a good number of important suggestions on the book

of Micah, and on Isa. 1-12. It closes in words which are

prophetic of the trend of criticism in the last dozen years :

' All these considerations are new reasons why the literary

activity of the Hebrews in and after the Exile should receive

constant and unwearied study, until the scope of editorial

work is better understood; and, to hint at an immense

subject in a single line, the relation of editors to copyists,

and of literary criticism to textual criticism, is more fully

grasped/
In 1896, Professor Muller published at Vienna in two

large volumes, Die Propheten in ihrer urspriinglichen Form.

Two years later, he sent out a much smaller book which

is perhaps of equal importance to his system, Strophenbau

und Responsion. The value of this system can hardly be

exaggerated if we are to adopt the estimate of the author

himself, who gives it to the world with the calm consciousness

(Propheten^ i. 252) 'that the laws therein laid down flow

from the nature of things, and disclose new truths that had
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remained concealed through thousands of years.' This is

as interesting from the standpoint of psychology as of

philology, and the same is true of the personal communi-

cations in the Introduction. It is really impossible to judge

the system fairly without noting these peculiarities ;
the

author says the same thing in so many words (p. 2) :

'
I hold

it to be suitable, and in fact necessary for understanding

the whole investigation, to point out here in brief how I

arrived at the knowledge of this truth.' So we must review

with him the critical day 'in mid-November of last year/

when for the first time strophic structure in connexion with

Responsion burst upon his sight ;
and the '

sleepless night

in December/ when it occurred to him that the cuneiform

literature had a like poetical form
;
and the memorable Ides

of February, when he was explaining to his class the fifty-sixth

Sura of the Koran, and '
as I came to verses 59-72 (strophic

structure 1 + 5 + 4 + 3 + 2 + 1) there fell from my eyes as

it were scales.'

These revelations, so carefully dated like Mohammed's,
lack after all (in Oriental fashion) the essential temporal

element; from internal evidence the general reader would

fix them in the year of grace 1895-6, but there is invincible

external proof that they occurred in the previous year.

It is hard to be serious, not to say patient, with such

pretensions ;
but we must be both, and challenge this system

as well as the others, to show its importance and its fresh-

ness. As to the last matter, Professor Schlogl, in his prize

essay, reminds us that Ewald, Meier, and Delitzsch have

essentially the same strophical theory ; and Professor Briggs,

who has borne his part in the storm and stress of modern

metrical controversy, has this to say in his General Intro-

duction, 1899 (p. 399): 'There is nothing new in his

(Miiller's) theory but the terminology and some of the

illustrations. I have taught all these to my classes for
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years, and references to them will be found in my earlier

writings/

But if not quite fresh, the system may still be important.

To determine this, we need to know just what '

Responsion
'

signifies. Professor Miiller, however, in his Introduction,

explicitly refuses to tell us, until we shall have gone through
the whole book inductively. He excites our curiosity at the

outset.
' In Semitic philology, where "

Responsion," in con-

nexion with strophic structure, whose crystallization-element

it really forms, must be regarded as the expression of the

spirit of poetry and oratory, it is itself neither recognized nor

named. The phenomenon, so long unrecognized, must first

be found, and for the old-Semitic Thing a foreign name
must be borrowed. In Hebrew, indeed, we are wont to

speak of the parallelismus membrorum in verse, but this

expression, so often used and yet oftener misused, may be

said to designate the germ of Responsion, and yet it does

not enable us to conjecture in the remotest degree the great

and far-reaching law of Responsion, which sways in quite

peculiar fashion the productions of ancient literature.

'It is not my intention to give prematurely a precise

characterization and definite conception of Responsion.

I am a foe of abstract statements, and accordingly I shall

bring into view and analyse the phenomenon only by means

of examples from the three provinces of literature already

announced. Only then after it
'

(i.e.
the phenomenon)

'
shall

have been observed in manifold ways, illuminated on all

sides, and apprehended in its causes and operations only

then will the time have arrived to abstract and to deter-

mine the concept of Responsion in its peculiarity and

multiformity.'

It was due to our author to present this extended extract,

for the style cannot be separated from the man. Who,
since Carlyle, has given us anything like it? But even as
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Carlyle is forgiven on account of the substance of his

thought, Dr. Muller must have the benefit of the doubt.

We shall be perverse enough, however, to turn in femi-

nine fashion to the last chapter of his first volume, in

order to ascertain what Responsion is. And truly the

material is so rich that it must be given still in the author's

own words (pp. ipoff.): 'We gain a deep insight into

the creative quality of those men, from whom the divine

word was spoken. We can follow precisely the course of

thought of their oracles, and the inmost emotions of their

hearts which come to expression in their works, and we can

clothe these in determinate forms of poetry and art. Even

the peculiarity of the several prophets and poets, their human

individuality, establishes itself by precise, one might say

algebraic, formulae.
' We are able now to abstract the nature of Responsion

from these examples, so abundant and various, drawn from

three ancient literatures, and to project an image of this

phenomenon, which so manifold, multiform, and Proteus-

like interpenetrates and inhabits the entire prophetic

literature.'

(Skipping the biological illustration of a cell and its organ-

ism, we read next) :
* The germ of this phenomenon is the

parallelismus membrorum, which in Semitic, and quite es-

pecially in Hebrew, forms the living element in sentence

and verse.' (Here he gives the usual divisions and illustra-

tions, after Lowth, and then proceeds thus) :

'

Now, what the

parallelism of members is in the verse, Responsion is in

the strophe and in the oration. The strophe consists of

a complex of verses, which combine into a larger unity ; it

contains a bundle of thoughts that represent one Thought,
as a pencil of rays form together one Light. The neighbour

or counter strophe represents a similar or antithetic Thought,
which like the first is the sum or product of another bundle
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of thoughts, which also corresponds to the first in some or

all of its elements. The formal expression of these relations

of two or more strophes to each other is Responsion.
' When Responsion is carried through strictly, each line of

the one strophe corresponds with the answering line of the

second strophe, either word for word or thought for thought,

either in parallel or antithetic structure. By the similarity of

the majority of mutually corresponding lines, the difference

in particular lines becomes so much the more sharply

marked, and operates all the more powerfully and pene-

tratingly.

'Examples of this strict Responsion are furnished by

Amos 1 and 2, 7 and 8
; Jer. 1; Ezek. 14. 12-23, 21. 1-12.'

Parturiunt monies / this mystical Responsion turns out to

be just the correspondence of strophes, either general (simple

Responsio) or chain-like, binding one strophe to its prede-

cessor (Concatenatio\ or introverted, when the beginning and

the end of a strophe are similar (Inclusio).

Abundant examples are found in the ' three literatures
'

of

all these forms. But holding to the Hebrew alone, accord-

ing to our programme, we may safely assert that no one has

ever shown, or is ever likely to show, that this Responsion

is a regular feature of Hebrew poetry. The average Hebraist

will always be too stubborn to take a part for the whole. It

requires all Professor Mailer's ingenuity, with an occasional

alteration of the text, to sustain the examples he has gathered,

and many of these are far from convincing. I should be

tempted to take up and analyse his first specimen of strict

responsion, Amos 1. 2 2. 5, had not Konig done this already

in his Stilistik, Rhetorik, Poetik (p. 348 f.),
and shown the

unsatisfactory nature of some of the correspondences, and

the trifling character of others, which constantly suggest the

question cut bono ? Still it was not these
'
strict

'

responsions,
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but those in Isa. 47 which first attracted the adhesion of

Dr. Paul Ruben to Muller's theory, and led him to declare

(in the Jewish Quarterly Review, vol. xi, 1899, p. 431):
'I wish to impress strongly upon my readers the great

amount of evidence which may be adduced in support of

D. H. Muller's theory/

Let us print the chapter, then, in parallel strophes, as

Ruben presents it, including his few emendations (see next

page), and compare this form of the text with that given by
Muller (Propheten, vol. ii, pp. 16, 17). Muller's text has five

strophes instead of six, and hence cannot be printed so as to

show the responsions by parallel lines. His divisions fall at

the end of vv. 3, 7, 10 a, 12, the strophic scheme being 8, 8,, 7,

8, 8, while Ruben's is 7, 7, 6, 6, 5, 5. Either of these groups, as

mere numbers, might be defended on the score of symmetry.
It is clear at the outset that both cannot be right, and that a

subjective element has entered already. But a second glance

shows that Ruben's strophes are formed by reading for the

sense, as strophes always should be, while each deviation of

Muller's joins things that belong apart and parts things that

belong together. How plain it is, for instance, that ver. 1 2

begins a new strophe ! Let us see how Muller defends him-

self (Propheten, vol. i, p. 179, which comments on this same

chapter) :

* In regard to the division of the last three strophes

apart from the ideas in question I have been led by the

sharply-stamped art-forms. Strophe 3 is indicated as a unity

by a kind of indusio, formed by the word secure in lines

i and 7/

But why is it not as well, on his own principles, to make
it a case of simple responsion between the opening lines of

strophes 3 and 4? and how much better sense would be

made by that division, which is Ruben's. The more one

studies the grouping adopted by Muller, the more plainly it

appears that the form stands indeed '

apart from the ideas
'

L 2
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and has been contrived, in some cases, for the very purpose

of bringing corresponding words or thoughts into equivalent

lines in the strophic scheme. Of course the count comes

out wrong in Ruben's arrangement, and he is frank enough
to say so (p. 438 f.)

: 'A glance at the text as I have printed

it convinces us that there is also verbal corresponsto, but

exceptionally the corresponding words do not always

stand in the corresponding lines/

But this is to fail at the experimenium cruets. What

becomes of M tiller's favourite argument against the emenda-

tions of Duhm and others, namely, that the author has pro-

tected the text by the art-form ? And in this case the lines

would go still more awry if ver. 4, recognized as an interpo-

lation by most commentators, were expunged.
In the next volume of the Jewish Quarterly Review (vol. xii,

Jan., 1900, pp. 377-9), Muller refers to Ruben's essay,

from which he admits having received many useful hints,

instancing in particular Isa. 47.
' As a whole/ he proceeds,

1
1 adhere to my former division of the passage; but on

various minor points I partly accept Dr. Ruben's sugges-

tions, and partly propose some fresh ones, induced thereto

by Dr. Ruben's remarks.'

The most important change is a reconstruction of the

stanzas, making five strophes of seven lines each, instead of

8
1 8, 7, 8, 8. The reduction from thirty-nine lines to thirty-

five is effected partly by excisions from the text, partly by

lengthening some lines. The first four strophes are now

printed in parallel couplets, so that the responsions are

visible to the eye. To this result everything is sacrificed, for

it is still true that the strophes give infelicitous unions and

separations. Thus Ruben properly begins a strophe with

ver. 10 :
' For thou hast trusted in thy wickedness,' &c., but

Muller begins in the middle of this verse with '

thy wisdom,'

before which he repeats
* thou hast trusted in,' thus securing
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a new responsion. He closes the strophe with ver. 12,

whereas, as remarked above, the sense requires it to stand

at the head of a new division. It is evident, as before, that

the text is manipulated in the interest of the theory. One is

reminded of Ignatius Donnelly's great cryptogram, proving
the identity of Bacon and Shakespeare.

The net result is that the author of the ode in Isa. 47 has

expressed his thought in evident groups of verses, which we

may call strophes if we choose ; and within these bounds he

has very naturally repeated certain words and ideas, some-

times at equal, sometimes at unequal intervals. The same

thing may be observed in more than 'three literatures';

Muller himself extends it to the Greek Testament 1

,
and could

doubtless find striking examples in English or German

poetry. At any rate Bevan makes a good beginning by
the quotation from Heine in his review of Muller (Critical

Review, July, 1896, p. 243). The ponderous attempt to

make a uniform law out of this free movement, a metrical

Procrustes' bed to which even the text must be stretched or

pruned, is manifestly doomed to failure. In the very article

which Ruben wrote to adduce evidence in support of Muller,

he was careful to say (p. 436) :

' He has overshot his mark by

claiming many more instances for his theory than he should

have done. . . . There are at least twenty-three examples,

which will, I am sure, stand the severest critical test.'

Not all scholars are so sure of even a score of examples
out of the whole body of Hebrew poetry ;

and it is to be

remarked that on receipt of M tiller's second book, Strophen-

bau und Responsion^ Ruben wrote :
' we are widely at diver-

gence with respect to several important points, notably to the

restoration of the texts/

1 So too Prof. Friedrich Blass, SK., 1902, pp. 420 ff.; cf. his book,

Brief an die Hebraer, Halle, 1903. Rev. H. J. Gladder has made a

strophical study of Jude, in/TASt., 1904, pp. 589 ff.
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On the whole it is my conviction that Muller's learned

and somewhat rhapsodical books, like those of Saalschiitz,

are out of the true line of development of metrical science.

As to the strophes themselves, my faith is like a certain

clergyman's faith in one of the points of Calvinism: 'I

believe in the perseverance of the saints in theory; and

in practice, I believe in it when I see it I

f l

1 Zenner's Chorgesdnge has excited some interest in England and

America. As he follows Miiller in principle, the same general reply

is valid against his position. I have already quoted the following from

Bellermann :
' The Hebrews have strophes of three to eight verses,

which link themselves to one another in a certain manner by parallel

lines/ Yet Bellermann would by no means have claimed any uniform
structure of that sort.

It should be borne in mind constantly that our arbiter is the ear, not

the eye. To print parallel columns of cold type, with certain cor-

respondences across the columns, is an easy thing ; to believe that the

poet expected all these to be marked by his hearers, is a difficult thing.

For details, I need only refer to the searching analysis of Zenner's

book in Konig's Stilistik, pp. 351-5.

[Since the above was written, a Commentary on Isaiah by P. Albert

Condamin, S. J., has appeared (Paris, 1905), in which the system of

Zenner is followed throughout.]



CHAPTER VII

GRIMME AND THE MORAE

IN 1897 the theological faculty of the University of Vienna

offered a prize for the best essay on the metres, rhythms, and

strophes of the Old Testament. Among the fruits of this

contest were the two treatises of Johann Doller and Nivardus

Schlogl, to which I have referred so often. Doller came out

with a universal denial of the presence of metre ; Schlogl (who
received the prize) after criticizing very fully and carefully all

previous writers on the subject, summed up as follows :

1 We hold the true metrical system to be that which

observes the so-called parallelism of members, and leaves

the Massoretic text entire, as far as possible, and finally

comprehends in itself all the merits in which one or another

of the systems examined above excels the rest. And such

we deem to be the system of Professor Hubert Grimme/
which he then proceeds to expound.
And yet Grimme seems to be almost unknown in England

and America, although he has been publishing on this subject

for a decade. In the Encyclopaedia Biblica he is barely

mentioned
('
Poetical Literature/ bracketed additions to

Duhm's article). Budde, in Hastings' Dictionary of the Bible,

tells us a little more, and makes known his hostility to

the system, but only in a summary fashion. Briggs,

in the section of his General Introduction which discusses

'The Measurements of Hebrew Poetry/ has much to say

of Bickell and Ley, but nothing of Grimme. I must frankly

confess that when I wrote my article entitled 'Primary
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Hebrew Rhythm' {Journal of Biblical Literature, 1901,

part ii),
in which I professed (p. 173) to have made myself

acquainted with the leading modern authorities on the subject

of Hebrew metre, I had never studied the works of Grimme.

Dr. James Kennedy, of Edinburgh, published in 1903 a book

of prodigious learning on the note-line Paseq in apparent

ignorance of the fact that Grimme's Psalmenprobleme (1902)
has a monograph on the same subject which comes to some-

what similar conclusions.

If there is an adequate review of Grimme's works in any

English or American periodical aside from Professor Toy's

page and a third in the AmericanJournal ofSemitic Languages,

Oct., 1902 it has escaped my notice. There is good reason,

then, for setting down here the titles of Grimme's various

publications which bear on the subject before us, so far as

they have come to my knowledge.

BOOKS. Der Strophenbau in den Gedichten Ephraems des

Syrers, 1893 ; Grundziige der hebraischen Akzent- und Vocal-

lehre, 1896; Psalmenprobleme, 1902. The three books were

published in CollectaneaFriburgensia. The first has an appendix
on the connexion between Syrian and Byzantine hymn-forms ;

the second has one on the form of the name '

Jahwae.'

PAMPHLETS. Durchgereimte Gedichte im Allen Testament

(in Biblische Studien, vi, 1901, pp. 39-56); Metres et strophes

dans lesfragments he'breux du Manuscrit A de VEccUsiastique,

1901 (63 pp.).

ARTICLES IN PERIODICALS. '

Grundziige der syrischen

Betonungs- und Verslehre/ in Zeiischrift der d, m. Gesellschaft,

i893,pp.276ff.; 'Abriss der biblisch-hebraischenMetrik,' /<$/</.,

1896, pp. 529 ff., 1897, pp. 683 ff. ;

' Nochmals zur syrischen

Betonungs- und Verslehre,' Ibid., 1899, pp. 102 ff.; 'Metrisch-

kritische Emendationen zum Buche Hiob/ Theologische Quar-

talschrift^ 1898, pp. 225!"., 42 iff.; Ibid., 1899, pp. ii2ff.,
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259ff. ;
'Zur Frage nach den Psalmenuberschriften/ Ibid.,

1901, pp. 580 ff.;
' Wilhelm Meyer und die syrische Metrik/

Zeitschrififur A ssyriologie, 1902, pp. 273 if.; 'Gedanken iiber

hebraische Metrik/ VierteljahrsschriftfUr Bibelkunde, 1903,

pp. 1-14.

The excellent summaries of Doller (pp. 70-4) and

Schlogl (pp. 36-8) are now superseded by Grimme's own

compendium of his system, in Psalmenprobleme, pp. 3-12.

This is followed by examples for practice in determining

the accent, pp. 12-20. The chief part of the book (pp. 20-

131) is on 'Emendations with special reference to their

metrical form/ The second part, 'Psalms with variable

metre/ covers pp. 132-46 ; part three, 'On strophes in the

Psalms" (Zur Psalmenstrophik), pp. 147-65; part four,
'

Paseq-Legarmah in the Psalms/ pp. 166-93.
Scholars who would follow Grimme through all the intri-

cacies and profundities of his subjects will be glad to study

the whole list of books, pamphlets, and articles above noted ;

it will probably be sufficient in an elementary treatise to

examine the system as set forth in Psalmenprobleme. I

abridge the rules in most cases.

Hebrew metre, says Grimme, must be confessed to have

a certain individual character ;
it will not do to force it into

the moulds of old-classical or even of new-German metre.

Greek and Latin rhythms are of great variety, forming verses

partly through mere repetition of the same metrical figure,

partly through mingling forms of various character. German

metre differs from classical, obtaining its peculiar colouring

from the interchange of syllables with more or less stress,

according to the strongly expiratory accent of the German

tongue, and the quantity of these syllables has only slight

estimation in metre. The New German poetry almost con-

fines itself to the iambus and trochee, with an occasional
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dactyl or anapaest. Given the opening measure of a verse,

one can generally scan the whole poem ; verses with variable

rhythms are a puzzle to the average man.

Hebrew metre differs from both. Its basis is the Hebrew

accent of speech, which is far more expiratory than musical.

Let it suffice to refer to the interchange which usually occurs

between tone-long vowels, short vowels, and sh'va, in conse-

quence of every shifting or diminution of the tone.

We are to distinguish three grades of tone.

1. Main tone.

This is borne by the strongest tone-syllable of every word,

considered apart from its connexion in the sentence ; and, in

the sentence itself, by every prominent word, such as verb-

forms, nouns in the absolute state, adverbs like'HX, !?, &c.

2. Secondary tone.

(a) Counter tone to main tone. This is never the first

syllable before the main tone, but often the second, e. g. if it

is long, and no long syllable precedes, as niTO
;
or if both

preceding and following syllables are long, as mipplkkudhav.

In some cases it may fall on the third syllable from the main

tone, as mehammathd, bcflohim.

(fj)
Counter tone to counter tone. This is on the second

or (rarely) on the third syllable before the first counter tone

if it is long, e. g. mtmm*tsukbthehe'm.

(c) Main tone diminished. The strongest tone-syllable of

every noun in the construct state, of the imperative before

a vocative, of personal pronouns strengthening the finite verb,

of all prepositions and conjunctions, of weak adverbs, espe-

cially negations.

3. Weak tone.

(a) Fully vocal syllables that immediately precede or follow

a main or secondary tone.

() Syllables with movable sh'va.
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While these grades of tone prefer an upward succession

(commonly in the order weak tone, secondary tone, main

tone), yet in the connexion of words this may be reversed.

For if in a phrase-group (Sprechtakt) the chief tones of two

words come together, the tone of the first word may retreat

to the previous syllable, or if that has movable sh'va, one step

farther back, the sh'va then becoming quiescent. But this

retraction of the tone (called Nesiga) is only possible with

words whose final syllable is not a closed syllable with a long

vowel ; it is therefore most frequent in the inflection of verbs,

e.g. jfsm'hu If. But the quantity of syllables (i.e. the length

of time required to pronounce vowels and consonants) is

more important to correct pronunciation than the grades of

tone; it is measured by morae. (Grimme defines and

characterizes these as Bellermann had done.) Accordingly

we have the following classes :

1. Syllables with four morae = closed syllables with a long

vowel and syllables with a long diphthong.

2. With three morae = closed syllables with a short vowel,

the first part of sharpened syllables, short diphthongal

syllables, open syllables with a long vowel, and either the

first or the second syllable of segholate forms (e. g. the first

syllable of melek^ the second of erets).

3. With two morae = open syllables with short vowel,

especially pretonic syllables with garnets and tsere
;
also the

first or second syllable of segholates, and sh'va immediately

before a main or secondary tone.

4. With one mora = sh'va syllables before a weak tone.

This is certainly an improvement in the way of consistency

over Bellermann's exposition of the morae. Grimme adds

many details, and resolves a number of apparent exceptions,

but we need not go into those particulars. The main point

is the use that is made of the morae, and this comes out

a little later.
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Usually several words are joined by their sound-relations

into a phrase-group
1

,
which is to be regarded syntactically

as a whole sentence, or at least as a complete section of a

sentence. The succession of sounds in the Hebrew Sprech-

takt corresponds to that of the single word so far that here

also the tone-series ascends, as a rule, and accordingly the

last word is most strongly accented, while the others have

a diminished main tone, a secondary tone, or a weak tone.

For instance, a noun in the construct state takes a secondary

tone, as uh e
l6him, a subject before a pronominal or nominal

predicate takes a diminished main tone, zsjismah melek.

Verse is distinguished from prose especially by the

rhythmizing (Rhythmisierung) of its parts. To the word that

falls to the accented part of the measure is given an especial

stress; those which fall to the unaccented part are made

especially light ; these tone-contrasts are termed the rise and

fatfall. In Hebrew the rises and falls are united in dipodies

and tripodies. A dipody consists of two rises with one to

three falls between ; there may be also an anacrusis of one

to three falls, and a single fall at the end. The tripody has

three rises, with one to three falls between each pair, and the

same anacrusis and final fall.

The simplest form of dipody is -1 x JL '// nose, Ps. 99. 8
;

the fullest form is xxx_xxx-x TdJior vadhor *mund-

theka, Ps. 119. 90. The simplest form of tripody sounds

thus -^x^x^ tobh Jahve lakkol, Ps. 145. 9; the fullest

isxxx-xxx-xxx-jCx vlo 'ebhosh tfeshta 'shct b'mits-

votheka.Vs. 119. 46, 47.

At the close of the dipody or tripody comes the slight

pause of the cesura, which on the one hand prevents an

accumulation of falls that would be rhythmically inadmissible,

1
Literally, speech-measure (Sprechtakt). I cannot find a good

English word for this compound, so I shall use the German word

hereafter.
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and on the other hand permits two rises to come together,

since the cesura separates them sufficiently.

Pausal tones express the independence of the dipody or

tripody, brought most readily to the ear by this halt at the

close of a verse. In 4-toned verse, arising from the union

of two dipodies, and in 5-toned verse, which is either a

tripody plus a dipody or vice versa, the first pause is briefer

than the second ; but it is proved that the former was not

unmarked by the numerous cases of pausal vocalization in

the midst of the verse.

The organization of strong, medium, and weak-toned

syllables into groups by rises and falls does not take place

arbitrarily. There must have been a limit within the tone-

group (i.
e. the rise with its preceding and following falls up

to the next rise) below which the number of morae could

not fall, and this would naturally be connected with the

strong tone.

Now remembering that the strongest tone-syllable of a

Sprechtakt is always a rise, and that a weak-toned syllable

is never a rise, we have only to determine (i) when the less

strong main-toned syllables, and (2) when the secondary tone-

syllables are to be reckoned rises.

(1) This case occurs :

(a) When the main-toned syllable, coming at the beginning

of a dipody or tripody counts with the following less-toned

syllables up to the next rise at least seven morae.

(6) When less-toned syllables both precede and follow, and

the sum of these, with the main-toned syllable, makes at least

eight morae.

(2) This case occurs :

(a) When, under the same conditions as in (i) (a), the

count is at least eight morae.

() When, under the conditions of (i) (), the count is at

least nine morae.
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These are the main rules ; there are unimportant exceptions.

As a counterpart to the throwing back of the tone by

Nesiga, protraction of the tone (Zerdehnung) may occur, as

follows : Within a dipody or tripody a main-toned closed

syllable with a long vowel (or a long diphthongal syllable)

preceding a tone-syllable is decomposed into a main-toned

open syllable plus a sh'va-toned syllable (3 + 2 morae), for

example : Ps. 25. 6 b, iron x D^iyo ^k\ me 'old- me
he'mmd.

On the basis of dipody and tripody Hebrew poetry has

formed three verse measures:

(1) The trimeter (Dretheber, literally, three-riser), i. e. the

tripody used as a full verse measure ; (2) the tetrameter, i. e.

the dipody taken twice ; (3) the pentameter, i. e. the union of

tripody and dipody, less often of dipody and tripody.

The trimeter is the favourite metre of the choir-lyric, but

also of every quiet lyric representation, whereby, through the

parallelism of members, the poet likes to give in the second

verse an echo of the contents of the first verse. The frequent

employment of the trimeter characterizes especially the later

periods of the literature.

(2) The tetrameter is occasionally shorn of its fourth beat,

which is transferred to the breathing-pause. In that case

there is only a slight cesura after the second beat. The
tetrameter is the metre especially belonging to the powerful

individual lyric of earlier times ;
in the prophetic dialect it

seems to have been unusual before the appearance of the

writing prophets. The parallelism of members never became

quite at home in this measure.

(3) The pentameter's earliest appearance was in connexion

with the priestly Urim oracles, and the inspired dicta of the

primitive prophets ; later it is used in every kind of individual

emotional poetry, especially in the elegy, kind. As the

longest verse, it had least need of the parallelism of members

to complete its thought.
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On the syntactical side, every Hebrew verse contains a full

sentence, or at least a Sprechtakt.

Seldom do we meet with a solitary stichos; commonly
they go in pairs, sometimes in triplets. Hebrew metre never

tolerates a mingling of verses of different length within the

compass of a whole poem ; wherever such cases occur in our

present text they are due to corruption or to inorganic

amalgamation of heterogeneous pieces.

Grimme gives many examples for finding the rises in the

various metres. The first is the trimeter, Ps. 2. 10 a :

&wn D^D nnjn

The first tone-group must extend from the beginning up to

(but not including) the second main tone; hence it is

J>D nrijn. i
:

= i; ny= 3; nn = 3; tp= I; b = 2 . AS the

group begins with an anacrusis it must contain at least

eight morae, or it has no rise. There are actually ten, as

above; so the syllable
HJR counts as a rise. The second

group, being built in the same way, overlaps the first : M^D
t?n, ten morae, making E 1

*? a rise. The last group, v*3lw
t

needs no count of morae, for 7*3 is the strongest main tone

in the whole Sprechtakt. So the verse is accented thus :

iW&rn D'ota nriyi

x x -1
| x-^| x -^ x

||

A different case occurs in Ps. 18. 25 b :

: wy -uA *r 1133

Here 3 counts one mora, and "in four morae, making five,

which being less than seven, leads us to the next main tone ;

we accent the group :

Similarly in the tetrameter, Ps. 1. 3 a :

D'D 'J&B by i>W *
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the morae in B~^y amount to only eight, but since the

first syllable of v6a has a secondary tone, and follows a

less-toned syllable, nine morae are needed for a rise; we

must pass on then to D^O and accent thus :

DV3 ^Er^ WP
A good example of a pentameter is Ps. 19. 13 :

opi nnnwo r^ ^ rnawp

The final letter of the first word is protracted (main tone

before main tone), so an extra fall is appended, oth *mi\ this

has seven morae, and just escapes being a rise; the tone-

group therefore is extended to include miya, and has in all

fourteen morae. The full scansion is :

PJM nrinDJo ^

i. e. a dipody plus a tripody.

It is comparatively an easy thing for any system to pick

out illustrative verses here and there
;

let us see how Grimme
deals with an entire poem. I select the short Psalm 130, as

given in 'Abriss der bib. heb. Metrik' (Zeitschrift der d. m.

Geselhchaft, 1896, p. 568 f.)
:

5 : "OIK fThT
I
TflKTp ttpOPOD i

2 + 5 : wnn h^h
\

rnaa^ ^^w nawi
|

#ip3 nyo^ 2

5

5 : Ki
f

nno ^c 3 4

5 rrtn^ ^BJ nnip
|

mn* ^n^p 5

5 : TP& nnc^
|

nin^ ^D: ni/nin

5 + 5 ||

rrirr i? Wn^ W 1

*

|

npni? nno^a 7

:nna icy rnvn
|

nonn nvT ny *a

5 : vnwiy ^D
|

^KT^ nx HIB wm s

COBB M
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The first thing observable is that ver. 2 is irregular, being
in 2 4- 5 metre, but when Grimme wrote the ' Abriss

'

he had

not yet formulated the rule that in the same poem no change
of rhythm can be tolerated. The variation here is but slight

compared with those which he posits on almost every page
of his examples in the '

Abriss.' Thus, the seven verses of

Psalm 11 have respectively the following lines : 5 + 3, 5 + 5,

5> 3 + 3 + 5> 3 + 5> 3 + 5, 2 + 5. Yet this is reckoned among
the Funfheber, and in Psalmenprobleme it is reduced to

absolute uniformity.

But the next thing observable is that the variations in

Psalm 130 would be numerous if the text had not already

been treated by metrical emendation.

Ver. i is made a pentameter
J
by withdrawing ^1N from

ver. 2, which is excused by the combination *J*IK iT in ver. 3.

But this last gives a pentameter with the singular division

4 + 1, as Grimme confesses. In vv. 5 and 6 soph pasuk is

thrown aside, and by a few rearrangements, as mn* for "OIN,

five pentameters are gained for vv. 5 to 7. Now let us turn

to Psalmenprobleme, p. 1 1 7 f. At the end of ver. i 'riK mrP

is dropped as an insertion, soph pasuk is overridden, and the

verse is carried on through ^1p3. If one asks why, no

answer is given save that the metre demands it. If one asks

whence came the rule that there must be no blending of

metres in the same poem, there seems to be no answer

whatever outside the subjectivity of the system. The diffi-

culties of vv. 6 ff. are surmounted by other means than those

employed in the 'Abriss.' WZ) is dropped as a repetition

from ver. 5, and whereas in the 'Abriss' 'JIK was changed to

nirp for the declared purpose of getting rid of the extra fall,

it is restored here because the fall is needed. Everything

1 Or rather, a 5-toned line. Prof. Toy suggests the terms quinary,

binary, &c. The simplest notation would be to speak of a verse in 5", in

2 s
, &c. Cf. Sievers's

'

Fiinfer,'
'

Zweier/ &c.
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after the first Ipni? is thrown out as an addition of the

redactor, who changed this purely individual psalm to an
'
Israel

'

psalm. The reader may be curious to know how

the six irregular feet out of the total fourteen which were

just noted in Psalm 11 are brought up to concert pitch.

The process is as follows : In ver. i,
'
flee as a bird to your

mountain
'

is pronounced an insertion ; strike this out, and

a pure pentameter is left. Ver. 2,
' The Massoretic verse

division seems untenable, since it creates two unequal verses

of seven and four rises.' But here again the question is

begged ; the very thing to be proved before the present jury

is the law of inviolable equality.
'
I put the diaeresis before

DVn, so that wip refers to the bow, as in Ps. 7. 13.'

This reason is assigned also in the 'Abriss,' but is there

preceded by a weightier one :
' because in the first place

the metre demands it' weil zundchst das Metrum hierzu

zwmgt,
' In ver. 3 (read 4) is one mrp too much.' Too much for

what? evidently for the metre, and specially for this new

interpretation that makes the metre rigid ; for in the
'

Abriss
'

Grimme defends this very mrp against Kautzsch. But by

giving it up he now transforms 3 + 3 + 5 into 5 + 5. 'In

ver. 5 the first three words now excite in me suspicions of

their genuineness.' They were all right in the '

Abriss,' where

the metre of the verse was 3 + 5 ; they are all right as to

sense, marking as they do the familiar contrast between *]H

and y&H; but they must be sacrificed to the pentameter.

Grimme has overlooked after all the 3 + 5 measure of ver. 7,

but it would be easy for him to reject the first clause. How-

ever, the verse is more naturally read as 4 + 3.

The body of Psalmenprobleme^ pp. 20-131, 'Emendations

with special regard to metrical form/ is full of suggestions

like these, many of them valuable on other grounds, but

all assuming that the metrical theory can be used as a critical

M 2
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help, whereas the shoe is on the other foot ; for the emenda-

tions, so far as they commend themselves, do no doubt give

plausibility to Grimme's view; but whether this qualifying

clause covers fifty per cent, of the whole, or more, or less,

is a matter to be referred to the consensus of scholars ;
and

the decision of it, if ever to be reached, is a long way in

the future. With a mens conscia recti, Grimme makes the

appeal to such a tribunal at the opening of his articles on

Job in the Theologische Quartalschrift (1898, p. 300) :

' There

lie before us just now, from the pen of each of the modern

Metriker, comprehensive works upon the book of Job ; by

J. Ley, the study of " The metrical condition of the book

of Job" (Studien und Kritiken, 1895, pp. 635-92); by
G. Bickell, "Critical treatment of the Job dialogue" (Wiener

Zeitschriftfur die Kunde des Morgenl., 1892); finally, by
P. Vetter, the accurate metric-analytic investigation, "The
metre of the book of Job" (Bibl Stud., vol. ii, part 4, 1897).

And now, whoever sees in the subject of Hebrew metre

more than an idle pastime, and desires to make a standing-

place for himself in it, will do well to put the above-named

writings in constant comparison with this essay of mine,

and to ask himself in which of them is found the least degree

of violent interference with the text, the largest measure of

consistency, and the richest dividend for exegetical science/

These are brave words, and it is possible that the issue

will justify the implied claim; but meanwhile it is to be

noticed that the opposite page, treating of the brief section,

Job 3. 1 7 4. 1 8, has the following remark with respect to more

than a dozen different passages :

' the verse is too long ;
strike

out
'

this or that
;

also that the pages which follow contain

hundreds of similar suggestions, and scores of the contrasted

'too short; insert' this or that. It is to be hoped that

the dividend will prove as rich as it is abundant
;
but the

riches will not accrue from putting the metrical system at
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interest, until this particular theory becomes current coin

among metrical scholars. Now since it is almost a truism

among the modern Metriker that Job is written in hexa-

meters throughout, and since Grimme recognizes nothing
but trimeters, tetrameters, and pentameters, it is easy to

see, on the one hand, why so many feet are 'too long/
and on the other hand, why it will be so difficult for the

dividend to accrue.

Many of the emendations in Psalmenprobleme are intro-

duced by the exclamation 'Paseq!' In the last division

of this book, Grimme defends with much ability the thesis

that Paseq indicates a corruption in the text
; accordingly he

feels warranted in emending any passage so marked l
.

Dr. Kennedy, whose book I noticed above, gives a much
fuller induction of the material, from which he draws the

inferences that Paseq frequently marks the position of textual

difficulties, but that inexplicable insertions sometimes appear,

and that there is a want of uniformity in the use of the line.

Sometimes it is strikingly absent when it might have been

expected. Different manuscripts and printed editions vary,

parallel passages vary, and even the mood of the scribe also

varied. The .data give a mixed result, not a simple one
;

and consequently Paseq cannot be regarded as always

marking a corrupt text.

Before leaving Grimme's system, let us observe its appli-

cation to some passages from the psalms of the three middle

books which we examined in chapter i. In many respects

it shows a clear gain over that rough and ready method.

It is a coincidence, which I did not notice when preparing
the chapter, that Grimme also begins his examples in the

'Abriss' with Psalm 54; it is all the more striking therefore

that the two scansions agree in almost every measure. The
1 Cf. his article

'

Pasekstudien,' Biblische Zeitschrift, 1903, pp. 337 f.;

1904, pp. 28 ff.
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editorial insertion of niJT in many unauthorized places is

a matter of common belief among modern critics ; by

dropping that word from the last half of ver. 8, Grimme

secures three regular feet:

It is true that when reading for the sense in English, we

should say, 'I'll praise thy name' *pp mK, rather than Til

praise name thy
1

'; but the latter is no more awkward in

English than the former is in Hebrew.

We will take up next a psalm which appeared very irregular.

In Psalm 64 we found twenty-two feet, of which three were

five-toned, seven were four-toned, eight were three-toned,

and four were two-toned. Grimme makes it four-toned

throughout. 4 b he calls
'

metrically correct/ in accordance

with his rule that the last beat of a tetrameter or pentameter

may be absorbed in the pause accent a most convenient

rule, utilized again at the end of ver. 6. In the earlier part

of that verse comes the warning
'

Paseq \

'

and so the tetra-

meter is saved by throwing out as editorial the words jn "UT

TlDD 11
. This seems a plausible conjecture. Still better is

ver. 8, emended with the help of the Peshitta, which begins,
' God arouses himself and shoots at them an arrow,' pointing

to a play upon words in the original, tff\ mrP tn1. Compare
ver. 5: ttO"

fc$5] toT.

In view of many such helpful suggestions, it is a pity

that Grimme felt obliged to force through everywhere a

uniform metre for each poem.
In the matter of strophes, Grimme is more moderate than

some of his fellow workers. In the ' Abriss
'

he was wont to

call each Massoretic verse a strophe. At present, he recog-

nizes the selah and the refrain as the two distinguishing marks

of a strophe ;
he goes through the Psalter and finds that

about fifty of the one hundred and fifty psalms are strophically
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organized in whole or in part. But he is somewhat too free

in his manipulation of selah ; now following, now transposing,

and again discarding it. In his Preface a remark is made

on the subject of strophes, which is worth quoting, if only

for its neat witticism :

*

Though often in well-attested strophical pieces, encroach-

ments on the text must be ventured, which run decidedly

counter to Philology as " love for the word," still there fails

me quite the courage or the indiscretion to pursue strophics at

cost of the text, where the safe and regular track has been lost/

It is refreshing to pass from the ponderosities of Miiller

to an author who possesses the saving sense of humour.

Moreover, Grimme recognizes the tentative character of

much of his own work. He is often saying, in effect :
' Not

that I have already attained, but I follow after/ Thus in

Psalmenprobleme, p. vi :
' But until our knowledge has embraced

the entire circle of Semitic metrical forms, and connected

them with their centre in primitive Semitic verse, we shall

remain in the epoch of attempts, which are ill calculated

to convince the stubborn sceptic/ Recognizing Ley as his

master (so he distinctly declared in 1896 'Abriss/ p. 530)
Grimme has yet sought to improve upon him by making
the system of the former 'more sharply precise and well

grounded/ While he professes to have learned almost

nothing from Bickell, the two agree in one of the most

important recent developments of metrical theory namely,
in insistence not merely upon accent, but upon some definite

limits, outside of which a Sprechtakt cannot be recognized

as such. As between the two, Grimme's system is prefer-

able; he seems to be pointed in the right direction; but

his system of morae is still too subjective to solve all the

problems which it raises. And besides, while Professor

Toy's criticism is probably too sweeping, there is some

foundation for it:
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It is noteworthy that in his (Grimme's) emendations, he

makes almost no use of his mora-system, which in his

introduction (pp. 920) he illustrates at length' (Am.Journal

of Semitic Languages, vol. ix, p. 60). Ley, in his latest

article, Studien und Kritiken, 1903, pp. 184-6, rejects

Grimme's morae, but counts the falls instead.

One cannot take leave of this genial author more fittingly

than in his own recent words ( Vierteljahrsschriftfiir Bibel-

kunde, vol. i, p. 14):

'At all events, I am very far from the opinion that at

the point where metrics and text-criticism play into each

other's hands, a biblical text can arise, which will bear upon
kself the stamp of genuineness. While metrics is well

adapted to put us on the watch for certain blemishes in

the text, especially for the presence of gaps or insertions

within the verses, still it possesses no real power of positive

emendation. Already in our day, however, there has been

put forth in the name of metrics a torrent of emendations,

which are called metrical only by courtesy. So we are

obliged betimes to pour water into the fiery wine of certain

Metriker, and to recommend strongly to students of the new

tendency a cool self-possession as the primary virtue.

'But even if biblical criticism should have little profit,

or none at all, from Hebrew metrics, still the latter would

be by no means worthless
;

in any case, it is an important

supplement to Hebrew linguistics, a preliminary condition

for the understanding of general Semitic metrics, a character-

istic discipline for essential Semitic criticism.'



CHAPTER VIII

SIEVERS AND THE ANAPAEST

DR. EDUARD SIEVERS, Professor of the German language
and literature in the University of Leipzig, has laid the

English-speaking world, as well as his fellow countrymen,
under lasting obligations by his profound and valuable

researches in various departments of philology. His interest

in Hebrew metrics is very recent, and came about on this

wise. In January, 1898, his friend Frants Buhl, the well-

known editor of Gesenius's Lexicon, with whom he had

often discussed metrical questions, named over to him a

few Hebrew poems that seemed reasonably regular in their

metrical form, and asked him to investigate them from his

own standpoint. The passages were Deut. 32, Lam. 3, Job 3,

Ezek. 15, and Ezek. 19. Up to that time, Sievers states,

his knowledge of Hebrew poetry had been merely ele-

mentary, and he had shared the conviction which is still

the prevailing one in scholarly circles, and which was

formulated so baldly by Kuenen : metrisch ist die hebraische

Poesie nicht. Accordingly he was much surprised upon

reading through the first passage, Deut. 32, to find it clearly

and almost completely metrical, falling readily into the

forms of anapaestic verse.

It may be remarked parenthetically, that Professor Sievers

was exceedingly fortunate in this first acquaintance, and that

Professor Buhl showed the wisdom of the serpent in offering

a passage which has been recognized for centuries as one

of the most regular poems in its structure
;
had he asked
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his friend to open the book of Psalms at random, the

chances are that the scepticism of the latter would have

been deepened. But in that case, the world might have

lost one of the ablest contributions to our subject which

has ever been written.

Professor Sievers went on through his list of passages

with increasing wonder and delight. More material was

then suggested to him; for the most part of the same

typically regular class; though he soon began to discover

and classify irregularities and exceptions. As early, how-

ever, as February 5, 1898, he was able to present the first-

fruits of his new studies before the philological-historical

section of the Academy of Science, in a paper 'On the

rhythmic foundations of Hebrew verse-structure/ Thereafter,

in the intervals of pressing duties, the subject was eagerly

pursued ; by the spring of the following year, the first draft

had grown to a great treatise, which, as finally printed in

1901, fills 600 pages of imperial octavo. The extent of the

undertaking, the fame of the author, and the novelty but

for his evident modesty, one would say the mere audacity

of this sudden transition from the Aryan to the Semitic field,

caused the achievement to be noised abroad, even in England
and America, as a piece of news, though it was coupled with

very little information as to the contents of the book. The

name of Sievers became familiar in biblical as well as philo-

logical circles, but to the most of the former class it was

merely a name. Up to the present time, Professor Sievers

has issued only this one book on Hebrew metre ;
if any critic

were disposed to make a disparaging contrast between this

and the numerous productions of other Metriker, our author

might well reply, unum sed leonem. The title reads thus :

Studien zur hebraischen Metrik. Erster Theil: Untersuch-

ungen, Zweiter Theil : Textproben. Leipzig, 1901.

The second part of the book, which comprises a third
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of the whole, gives on each left-hand page the unpointed

Hebrew text of the various passages, and on the opposite

page a transliteration and metrical arrangement with ex-

planatory footnotes. The passages number ninety-three ;

there are ten from the Pentateuch, six from the historical

books, thirty-four from the Prophets, twenty from the Psalms,

four from the Proverbs, five from Job, four from Lamenta-

tions, two from Ecclesiastes, and eight from the Song of

Songs (the entire book). The Psalms examined are, 1-15,

18, 25, 37, 111, 112. Outside the first book of Psalms, thus,

only the alphabetical 111 and 112 come up for consideration.

This second, or practical, part of the volume is based upon
the preceding

'

investigations.' The contents of Part I are

as follows. After the introductory division, and a second,

which explains in detail the method of transcription adopted,

we have, in order :

*

Preliminary discussions on universal rhythm/ pp. 25-72 ;

' Problems of Hebrew Metre in general, and previous attempts

to solve them/ pp. 73-88; 'Foundations of Hebrew Metre/

pp. 89-400. Under this last chap, i,

' Form and relation

of the sources/ pp. 89-98; chap, ii, 'Lines and periods/

pp. 98-115; chap, iii, 'The use of different periods in

Hebrew/ pp. 115-28; chap, iv, 'Smooth metres and mixed

metres/ pp. 129-34; chap, v, 'Periods and strophes/

pp. 134-41; chap, vi, 'The rhythm of Hebrew verses/

pp. 142-76; chap, vii, 'Verse-ictus and speech-accent/

pp. 176-288; chap, viii, 'Verse-structure and speech-form,'

pp. 288-358; chap, ix, 'Metre and text-criticism/ pp. 359-

71 ; chap, x, 'Results and outlook/ pp. 372-400.
The weightiest part of the book, in my judgement, is found

in Division III
;

'

Preliminary discussions on universal rhythm/
where the author's foot is on his native heath. He grapples,

at the outset, with the supposed difference between metre

and rhythm, which he denies; rhythm has been assumed
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to relate to accent, and metre to quantity in the classical

sense ;
but this distinction will not hold to-day. Poetry as

well as music requires for its full expression an external

representation, a movement in time. So far as this is regular

and articulated, we call it rhythm. The substratum of the

movement what Aristoxenus calls the rhythmizomenon
consists of the sounds of speech, succeeding each other at

intervals in a given time, part of which may be filled by
silence instead of sound. These portions of sound (phases)

and of silence (pauses) together make a rhythmical or metrical

series. A single phase in music is a sound; in poetry a

syllable.

When the different phases and pauses are combined by

groups into separate unities, rhythm arises. The simplest

rhythmic groups are/?*/ in verse, measures in music. Above

the feet are rhythmic groups of a higher order, namely,

(in ascending series) sections, lines, periods (stanzas), strophes.

Not all are present in every metrical form ;
and stanzas are

infrequent.

Each foot divides into two ideal parts, the rise and the

fall, thesis and arsis. (Sievers here charges the common
nomenclature with error. He makes thesis the rise and arsis

the
fall.)

The two most important factors of rhythm are the division

of time and the gradation of stress. As to the former, music

is more strict than poetry; it gives the so-called rational,

poetry the irrational, rhythm. In music the natural time-

values are brought under the yoke of rhythmic time-values
;

all tones are in the exact relations of i, 2, 4, &c., with

no fractions; but every good ear can verify the statement

that the natural time-values in language are longer or

shorter according to circumstances; and yet we are con-

stantly confusing the two provinces, and repeating such

statements as that a long syllable has twice the time of a
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short syllable. It is impossible to represent accurately, by
means of musical notation, the time-relations of the syllables

in a modern spoken sentence.

A verse of poetry has but one principal kind of division,

that into feet; and while the feet are theoretically of equal

duration, this is true in practice only of some of the more

elevated emotional compositions, where one can beat time

from foot to foot
;
when ordinary recital follows closely the

shades of the sense, the duration of the feet varies
; some

are protracted, others shortened.

Despite all this, our modern poetry is often described as

measured by
*

iambi/
'

trochees/ &c., but herein is a manifest

persistence of the age-long confusion about the nature of

metre. All such terms have their origin in musical rhythmics.

A trochee was originally a '

falling
'

measure
(i.

e. moving
from long to short) in f time, an iambus a 'rising'

measure of the same form, a dactyl was a falling ,
an

anapaest a rising J. But these measures at the same time

had definite relations to the forms of the language that was

to be rhythmized. By the side of the musical trochee, for

instance, there stood a two-syllable falling foot as language-

substratum ; for each word-syllable there was a definite and

uniform quantity. But when strict musical rhythm is given

up in vocal delivery the time-beat vanishes, and only the

language-feet remain. Quantity has yielded to accent,

trochee and spondee are alike x x, dactyl x x x, anapaest

xxx, &c. For these external schemes the old time-beat

names are then senselessly dragged in, and definitions, too,

which only fit the measure of rational rhythm, by no means

the irrational feet of spoken verse. The number of syllables

in the foot now plays the role of constitutive factor. The

ancients designated the foot as consisting of a certain number

of morae, the mora being the xP vo* ^p^s, not an absolute

time-value like ^ of a minute, but a certain fraction of the
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time assumed for the whole foot, as in time J of the

measure, &c. We, on the other hand, designate the foot

as a compound of two, three, or four syllables.

It scarcely needs to be added that between genuine song

(rational rhythm) and verse recitation (irrational rhythm)
there are intermediate gradations and transitional forms, as

musical recitative, intonation, and cantillation.

As in music there are different forms of coupling the

measures (compare f and f time), so in poetry we have

feet united in a monopodic or a dipodic way. The differ-

ence between these is manifested in three directions; tone-

strength, tone-height, and tempo.

1. In a simply monopodic line there are but two grades

of tone-strength, the rise and the fall, in constant alternation

from heavy to light, as

will sich
|

Hektor
| ewig |

von mir
|
wenden.

On the other hand, the dipody has at least three contrasted

grades of tone-strength ;
that of the stronger (predominant)

rise, that of the weaker (subordinate) rise, and that of the

two falls, which may also besides be of different grades with

respect to each other, thus :

Als ich
I
noch ein

|

Knabe
|
war (pause) ||

sperrte i man mich
|

ein (pause) ||

In the dipody, as a rule, the dynamic intervals are greater

than in the monopody; the former also gives the verse a

livelier movement.

2. As to tone-height, we are to notice especially the mutual

relation of the rises. In the monopody this relation is free,

the syllables may be uttered on the same level of pitch, or

they may vary in this respect without any definite order of

succession. But in the dipody one rise is always higher than

the next ; if the first rise is low the next in the same dipody
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is high, and vice versa. If we use the symbol for a high

tone and . for a low tone, our last example will read thus :

A'ls ich
j
no.ch ein

|

Kna'be I wa.r (p) |

/ \ /

spe'rrte j ma.n mich
|

ern (p) ||

3. Concerning tempo, it is to be noted that in the normal

rate of utterance the total duration of a foot is appreciably

less than the product of the number of syllables by the time

of the single syllable ;
thus a six-syllable foot takes less than

sixfold the time of its average syllable pronounced alone.

This can be proved by the metronome. Now the same

relation holds between monopody and dipody ; the latter is

spoken faster than the former. A distich like

Phylax, der so manche Nacht

Haus und Hof getreu bewacht,

can be prolonged almost ad libitum without losing its effect,

but if one tries the same thing with

/ \ / ^

Als ich noch ein Knabe war
' ^ f

sperrte man mich em

it breaks up into prose.

Like the rise in a single foot, the stronger tone in a dipody

may take either the first or the second place ; there may be

falling dipodies
' v or rising

v
'. The former is seen in the

last example, the latter in

Sie war so fromm, |
sie war so gut. ||

The two may be blended in the same verse (broken rhythm), as

Ein frommer Knecht
|

war Fridolin.

What is commonly called a verse may correspond rhythmi-

cally to a line or a period ; there are verses of 2, 3, 4, 5, and

6 feet (or beats, if one counts by beats). But the 5-foot line

may be regarded as a period of 3 -f 2 lines, and the 6-foot
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line as a period of 3 + 3 lines. All longer verses are periods,

not single lines.

At the end of each line stands a cesura ; often also a

similar section is made within the line by a mid-cesura.

In that case the 6-toned line becomes 2 + 4, less often 4 + 2,

or even 2 + 2 + 2.

Lines do not occur singly, but in groups ; hence each line

has to be regarded as the component part of a period, and

often of a higher group. The line as an element in the

period is called a member. The real rhythmical time-value

of a line is not always to be found by simply adding its

vocal elements; the pauses must also be reckoned, for

example in

sperrte j
man mich

|

ein
(
x ! A- x

)

the pause equals one and a half feet. Such a line is called

brachycatalectic.

The original form of the period is two-membered, con-

sisting of fore-sentence and after-sentence. It does not

necessarily extend to a strophe; periods may follow each

other naturally without being articulated symmetrically.

Accent may be either that of the word or the sentence.

In each case we must take account of the gradation both in

stress and in heightening of the tone, distinguishing accord-

ingly the dynamic (or expiratory) and the musical accent.

Every known language mingles these elements, but in different

proportions, so that for instance the Teutonic languages are

characteristically expiratory, the Romance languages musical.

Some forms of poetry are not sensitive to disturbances of

the word-accent in any form, and so they present the pure

type of accentual verse-structure. Such was the ancient

Greek poetry, built upon quantity. Then there are transi-

tional forms, like the Latin, which though quantitative pre-

serves the word-accent in the last half of most hexameter
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verses. On this account we must not in doubtful cases adopt

the hard-and-fast distinctions ' accentual
'

or '
non-accentual.'

Such transitional forms are not strange, for since a verse

comes to the condition of rhythmizomenon by means of a

certain equalizing of the rhythmic scheme and the accentual

scheme, a compromise is as conceivable as a full victory. In

all such cases of compromise we must sift the material

critically and keep within the bounds of those deviations

from natural accentuation that are technically permissible;

we should attempt also to ascertain the causes of the devia-

tion. One of the commonest causes is that certain word-

forms fit badly with their natural accent into the prescribed

metres or metrical positions. For instance, the rising

character of the accentual anapaest in German is disturbed

by the occasional entrance within the verse of forms like

Ji A. or -i *- x
;
in such cases the accent is shifted to ^ J. or

i. - x, as

anstimmend gejauchzt in des Sieges Festschritt,

but still the last two stresses are almost equalized, and the

result is what may be called the 'hovering* or suspended
tone (schwebende Betonung). No a priori rules can be given

to cover such cases ; experiment must guide us. One can

only say that such an equalizing is easier as the difficulties to

be overcome are less; easier, for example, in a conflict

between main and secondary tones than between main tone

and tonelessness.

The sentence accent also must sometimes be modified by

suspended tone, and by the same means as the word accent.

But apart from these occasional shiftings the natural sentence

accent is as important in accentual poetry as the word accent.

On its varieties of gradation and articulation rests the differ-

ence not only between monopodic and dipodic connexion in

general, but also that of the different sub-classes of these
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connective forms. The forms themselves are ascertainable

from the sentence accent, when they are not directly handed

down. But two things are to be noted.

(1) It cannot be expected that all passages will be equally

plain as to their connective form. For example, in

Nun verlass' ich diese Hiitte,

meinen liebsten Aufenthalt,

wandle mit verhulKem Schritte

durch den oden, finstern Wald

the first two lines, apartfrom the others, might be monopody
or dipody, but the last two show that the whole is dipodic.

(2) The same example illustrates an important general

rule. Lines i and 2 have each four feet, two of which would

be less prominent than the others if the piece were read as

prose, but in their rhythmic connexion they are elevated to

an equality, it matters not whether by stress or pitch. On
the other hand, the three important words in each of the two

last lines cannot be brought down to the level of the others.

Hence the general rule prose depressions can be elevated in

verse, but prose elevations cannot be depressed.

We come now to Division 4 :
' Problems of Hebrew Metre

in general, and previous attempts to solve them/

Every
'

Metrik/ including Hebrew, has to contemplate

certain leading questions, such as the mode or modes of

representing the poetry (song, recital, or both), and the

form of the rhythm. How is the rhythmizomenon to be

rhythmized? We cannot take up a poem with the pre-

judgement
'
it must be

'

thus or thus ; there is but one proper

method, that of cautiously testing everything by audible

recitation. If one can carry naturally through long stretches

of the text a form of direct rhythm which satisfies general

metrical laws, and also the rhythmical feeling of speaker and

hearer, he may believe with some confidence that he has at
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least made a close approximation to the metre intended by
the author. The less preliminary theory the better outside

these laws of universal rhythm ;
theories are to be deduced

from groups of facts obtained by constant and intelligent

practice.

The course of Hebrew metrical investigation has been

sadly hampered by confounding two things that belong apart,

rhythmical form and poetical style. The '

parallelism of

members '

is a case in point ; it is a connexion of thought

more than of form ; we must lay aside all these matters of

style. With respect to the rhythmical form, the Metriker

fall into several groups.

(a) Quantitative systems. These confound rational and

irrational rhythm, and have been already answered. They
include, too, the ancient systems of morae. Grimme has

revived the term and connected it with his own predomi-

nantly accentual system, but the objection seems fatal that

the addition of the morae from beat to beat gives different

sums, and so breaks the indispensable equality of time-

measure between the feet.

(3) Syllable-counting systems: of these only BickelFs

deserves mention at the present day. Besides his Syriac

parallels, we might draw others from the Vedas, where we

have something similar to this constant alternation between

trochee and iambus. But the essential difference is that in

the Vedas the number of the syllables in most of the verses

is handed down and incorporated in the text; in the Old

Testament it is only theoretically postulated by Bickell, and

it cannot be applied to the text without countless manipula-

tions and corrections ; moreover, the result is an impossible

text which has no right to the name of Hebrew.

(c) The only other group consists of accentual systems,

and these clearly hold the field in principle; only the

method is debatable. To be sure, accent is only one of the

N 2
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cardinal principles of verse structure, but it is well to

emphasize it in reaction from the quantitative conceptions

that preceded. Merx started on the true line in the

Introduction to his Commentary on Job (1871), but con-

tented himself with a few hints. Ley has worked indepen-

dently of Merx, and has won the lasting merit of creating

for the first time a needful basis for further discussion, on

which basis rest the only tenable positions relating to the

length of the verse, &c. But there is an essential gap in his

system, which Grimme attempts unsuccessfully to fill up with

the morae. By counting only the rises and disregarding the

falls in a verse he leaves himself no control over the verse

as a whole
;
he simply brings together a conglomerate of

counted syllable-heaps of rhythmically indifferent form and

duration. His verses must be fully rhythmized, and both

constants accounted for before they can become genuine

metrical forms l
.

In his fifth and final division,
c Foundations of Hebrew

Metre/ Sievers shows in the first place that Hebrew songs

were not like our modern songs, but were song-like recita-

tions in
'

irrational
'

rhythm ;
that we can therefore examine

all their poetry under the head of spoken rather than of

musical verse.

Under the caption lines and periods
'

he declares that

the arguments of Ley and his followers seem to prove con-

clusively that Hebrew metre is only possible under the pre-

supposition that its verses were in essence accentual. Hence

two practical rules :

(1) The position of the rises within the verse is determined

by the position of the natural word accents, apart from some

subordinate rhythmical shiftings of tone.

(2) The number of rises to be assigned to a single verse

1 Of course this criticism is superseded by Ley's latest article, in

which he came over to the counting of the falls.
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depends on the natural accent of the sentence and of the

sense.

(Sievers here adds a rule which he is to prove later
:)

(3) The most normal form of the verse-foot is the tri-

syllabic x x J- or its resolution x x \L x
;
with this, in conse-

quence of a different phasing, may enter -, or x -, or

x x x -, with their resolutions.

Now as this is the most characteristic feature of the system

we will turn at once to the evidence, pp. 143 ff. : 'A glance

at any Hebrew text shows that the overwhelming majority of

all poetic lines begin with one or more untoned syllables

and end with a toned syllable.' The example adduced

(p. 143) is Deut. 32 again, where of course all is plain

sailing. The most frequent feet are found (p. 149) to be

x - and x x -, with their resolutions x J^ and x x \Jw.

Once more, Deut. 32 furnishes the pattern, and all the per-

mutations of the normal foot are found to tally with its

metres. But (p. 1 50) since x JL and x x - are mingled,

which is primary ?
' One falls into hasty stumbling if he

tries to speak all the verses in the average movement of

two-syllable feet ; on the other hand, the verses sound right

and dignified if recited according to the scheme of the three-

syllable foot, like the German anapaest. The trial decides

therefore for x x JL as the ground form^ i.e.for the anapaest-

like character of these verses' The italics are Sievers's.

(P. 151): 'On this theory is based the whole further investi-

gation, as well as a good part of the preceding.'

This witness is true. The theory results from a proper

empirical observation, but it ought not to have been made to

cover so much unsurveyed territory. The author goes on

to account for x -L by the protraction (Ueberdehnung) of a

previous rise and for - by resolving it into o^, and for other

exceptions by the hovering rhythm, and so on through 250

pages, all resting on the assumption that because x x - is
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a frequent form, all other forms must be somehow derived

from it or connected with it. It is to be remembered that

Sievers repeatedly expresses regret for his limited vocabulary,

and declares that his results are to be taken with that

limitation. Suppose he had begun with Grimme's simplest

dipody-^ |

x - El nose, or with Ewald'stripody |

x -L
|

x-

Tobh Jahwe 1'kol ; would it not have been possible to for-

mulate rules and exceptions that would have brought all into

harmony with some other fundamental foot ? Would it not

be better still to acknowledge frankly that Hebrew metre is

as free as the German to which he constantly compares it,

and that a Hebrew poet was at liberty to employ x JL or - x

without any previous protraction or other device? As a

matter of common observation, it is true, x x -L is one of

the feet most often used. But it is simply Bellermann's x -

with the prefixed sh'va which he discarded.

The reader who has the curiosity and the patience may
choose to go through all this vast accumulation of material,

as I myself did, slowly and thoroughly, in the summer of

1902, and if his experience is like mine, he will be constantly

protesting OVK fan. ravra, OVK cart. We are under the greatest

obligations to Sievers for rectifying in many particulars the

foundations of Hebrew metrics, for which needed work he

was fully competent; but it was his misfortune to have at

command only the most regular examples of Hebrew poetry

rather than the whole body of it, and to become dominated

by a theory which cannot be applied universally.

One valuable feature of his book must not be forgotten ;

the brief section on periods and strophes, chap. 5, of book v.

D. H. Miiller's responsion system he rejects decidedly.

Miiller's strophes, he says, are nothing but prose-texts ; even

his lines or verses are not really rhythmical forms, and so we

lose every objective measure for the judgement of his strophes.
'

If Miiller has found something here and there which is
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undoubtedly correct, that has happened, to my thinking, not

on the basis of his system, but despite it/

In the summary of this chapter, he expresses doubt as to

the validity of strophes that extend beyond two or three

periods. Rather, the whole mass of Hebrew poetry seems

to divide itself into sections or divisions according to the

sense, often bounded by the soph pasuk. Strophes in the

narrower sense are not excluded; only one must proceed

cautiously from case to case, and constitute strophes only

when they spring up as it were of themselves.

As a general rule, Hebrew technic stops with periodic

articulation; groups of these periods may sometimes have

the function of strophes. 'At all events the great freedom

of the form of Hebrew poetry secures at the same time an

advantage not to be undervalued, that it can follow when

it will all gradations of the thoughts without restraint, and

so can help the thoughts themselves to their most natural

expression. Yet in and with this freedom, Hebrew poetry

is and remains genuine even according to its form, that

is, it is in the widest sense a metrical or verse-measured

poetry.*

This same freedom Sievers vindicates (against Grimme's

present view) as regards the multiform grouping of the feet

into verses. Would that he had carried the principle a step

further downward !

He is hardly convincing when he attempts to show the

poetical and metrical character of many passages which are

commonly regarded as prose. What kind of poetry results

I can best indicate by an example. A few betterments are

given in the Nachwort.

Jonah i. 3
c-5b.

wajjitte'n s'charah
| wajje'red bah

|
labo 'immah^m [tarslsa

millifne jahwe] || (6)
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we
jahwe hetil^rux [-g

e
dola] 'el-hajjdm || waihiwsa'ar-gad61

t>9jjam || 3 (4 ?)
: 3

wajj'ireu hammallaxim wajjiz'aqu |

'is 'el-'elohau
|| 5 (?)

wajjatilu 'e]>hakkelim [('aer ba'onijja)] 'el-hajjdm |

lehaqe*l

me'SUehem
|| (5?)

I have yet to learn of a competent authority on Hebrew

metrics who believes in x x JL as the pattern upon which

Hebrew verses are built. Professors Schlogl, Toy, Grimme,
and Ley are among those who have expressed themselves

distinctly against Sievers in this and in some other particulars.

See especially Schlogl's thorough and damaging review from

the standpoint of Grimme's system (Litterarisches Central-

blatt, 1902, col. 22
ff.).

The fact cannot be charged to the

exclusive interest of each one in his own system ; for we are

to add one more to the remarkable concessions of Ley in his

latest published article to which I have referred so often. He
takes pains to refute D6ller's charge that every Metriker stands

for himself alone ; he shows that the investigators on different

lines are approaching each other, and he takes occasion to

bestow high praise upon Sievers's
' bahnbrechend

'

work,

though condemning the onesidedness of his anapaestic

theory.

Even Schlogl cannot conclude his severe arraignment

without confessing how much he has learned from Sievers,

and commending the Studien to all students of Hebrew

metrics.



CHAPTER IX

RESULTS

THE distinction between rhythm and metre cannot be

maintained ; it is one of the merits of Sievers to have shown

this clearly. So far as Hebrew poetry has come down to us

by tradition, a portion of it is fully metrical, another portion

is unmetrical, and a third is partially metrical. It may be

possible at some future day, through textual criticism, higher

criticism, and ingenious devices of various sorts, to bring

the bulk of the two last classes under the first class
;
but

not one of the metrical systems thus far put forth has accom-

plished this result. If it is ever reached, it will only be by
the labour of many workmen for many years ;

and even then

there will probably remain a large unexplained residuum.

Still, the systems already devised have been by no means

in vain ; when one reviews them sympathetically, aiming to

extract and combine the good in each, it is remarkable to

what a degree the light grows ;
the theories so often regarded

as isolated or antagonistic are found to be really connected

and to some degree progressive. The progress, to be sure,

is not in a straight line, but rather in an irregular spiral,

which seems to recede only to advance. Fortunately the

spiral may be considered as winding upward around a cone ;

the diameter is ever narrowing, and some future climber may
be able to put his hat over the apex perhaps about the time

some other climber discovers the north pole !

The father of genuine Hebrew metrics is Bellermann
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(1813). His predecessors were subjective and fanciful;

he built soberly on the basis of the Massoretic text, but

was not averse to occasional emendations. He recognized

as the prevailing Hebrew metre the so-called iambus, which

is accentual, not quantitative; he perceived the difference

between Hebrew and classical poetry. He held that sh'va

was to be altogether neglected in rhythm; and so his

iambics would often correspond to what others have called

anapaests.

Saalschiitz (1825) corrected some of Bellermann's minor

errors, notably in the system of morae and the force of sh'va,

but gave the spiral a twist in the wrong direction by main-

taining that the Hebrew foot is descending rather than

ascending :

-L x or - x x, not x - or x x JL.

His attempt to prove this was very elaborate and earnest

and was renewed in 1853; but it has utterly failed. His

first book, however, will always be useful for its very full and

thorough refutation of all the writers on Hebrew metre who

preceded Bellermann.

Ewald (1835-9) is the first writer on our topic who

sounds the modern note of development, and relates Hebrew

metrics to all the departments of Oriental learning in which

he was a past-master. Narrowly regarded, he adds little to

the special investigations of his predecessors; he is more

concerned with the relations of lines than of feet, and in this

department (strophic) he was anticipated by Koster (1831).

But broadly regarded, the Dichter des Alien Bundes is most

stimulating and inspiring; it cannot be neglected by any
faithful student of the literature of Hebrew metre.

Ernst Meier (1853), ^^ n*s simple folk-lore theory, which

measures all Hebrew poetry as it were with a two-foot rule,

has received far less credit than he merits. His Suabian

holiday-studies took him close to the very roots of all poetry
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in nature and life. He brought to the investigation of our

subject the simplicity of Bellermann without his stiffness.

There was a genuine advance, not in kind but in degree, in

the contribution he made ; the naturalness and animation of

his scansion have never been surpassed. Kuenen hesitates,

it is true, about including Meier among the Metriker at all
;

but that is because Kuenen was wedded to the false equation,

metre = quantitative metre.

With Julius Ley (1866-1903) we come to the most im-

portant name in the last fifty years of metrical development.

No one has ever illustrated better than he the motto,

'Forgetting those things that are behind.' His first book,

The Metrical Forms ofHebrew Poetry (1866), which centred

about alliteration, was soon left behind and quite forgotten.

His great book, Leading Features ofHebrew Rhythm (1875),

contains many principles and illustrations which are still as

useful as ever, but also these : (i) Compensation; (2) sub-

stitution ; (3) the octameter as the fundamental foot ; (4) dis-

regard of the falls in a verse. In 1887 he gave up the first

and second of these; in 1900, the third and fourth. (The
last date refers to the composition of his Metre of Deutero-

Isaiah, which was published posthumously.) Every one

of these subtractions was an addition; his system as he

finally left it may challenge comparison with all others. It

preserves the merits and avoids the defects of Bellermann

and Meier.

Gustav Bickell (1878-94), 'to whose work we are far

more indebted than to that of any other for our understand-

ing of Hebrew metrics' (Duhm, in Encyclopaedia BiUica,

article, 'Poetical Literature'), has produced a theory which

is very attractive by its smoothness and simplicity, and which

he has carried through the whole range of Old Testament

poetry. Reduced to its simplest form, it is this :
'

Every line

of Hebrew poetry is either iambic or trochaic without varia-
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tion
;
whether this or that is decided by counting back from

the final stress/

But though the simplicity of the theory attracts, its vio-

lence to the text and its prosaic results repel ;
in the course

of a generation the repellent features have so predominated,
that the system, once largely followed, is now almost every-

where discredited. Two of its features, however, represent

permanent gains ;
the emphasis laid on reckoning with the

falls as well as the rises of a verse, and the accumulation

of plausible emendations of the text
; this last offsetting the

* violence
'

just noted.

We come next to Hubert Grimme (1893-1903). I have

passed over D. H. M tiller and his Responsions, which do not

seem to be in the line of ascent of our spiral, irregular though
it be. I omit Budde and Roster for a different reason ; it is

because in this concluding summary I am treating only of

the authors of systems of Hebrew metre, and while the

strophe, the cesura, and the kina-verse are important
branches of the subject, which receive due attention in the

body of the treatise, they do not extend over the whole

ground.

Grimme is certainly one of the most learned, energetic,

and prolific of the Metriker. Building avowedly on Ley's

basis, he has sent out a transept which does not seem to

stand on so firm a foundation. The system of morae would

authenticate itself if it took in easily and assimilated the

biblical material; but in too many cases the material is

warped to fit the system. One of its happiest results, how-

ever, was to suggest to Ley, as the latter acknowledges, the

counting of the theses instead of the morae, which does not

differ greatly from Sievers's plan in principle, though yielding

different results. And inasmuch as Grimme makes no claim

to have produced as yet a system that satisfies the require-

ments of the problem a task, he believes, that requires the
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co-operation of many labourers in different fields we may
look upon him as one of the most hopeful investigators in

the whole department of Hebrew metrics.

The latest system is that of Sievers (1901). Its author has

won great success in rhythmical researches outside the

Semitic province. He is the first to take over, in a

thoroughly workmanlike fashion, the varied problems of our

subject into affiliation with general metrics. He has a clear

eye for what is essential to a proper investigation of these

problems, and he cuts off non-essentials with an unsparing
hand. His own book is acknowledged on all hands to be

a great book, abounding in principles clearly deduced and

examples cleverly applied. But he has not yet attained to

what has been called 'a self-denying and theory-denying

hypothesis.'

Enamoured of his own creation, he too tampers with the

text,
'

protracting
'

or '

suspending
'

or '

diminishing
'

until it

sometimes comes out as little recognizable as Bickell's

Syriac-Hebrew. Sievers is a warm advocate of the 'free-

dom '

of Hebrew poetry ; may he stand fast in that liberty,

and no longer be entangled in the yoke of uniformity. His

system must pass through the fire and lose its wood, hay,

and stubble ; the pure gold that remains will be as valuable

as that of any preceding system.

A consummation devoutly to be wished is the union of

scholars like Grimme and Sievers on the platform of Ley's

system, with his last improvements ;
the result would be of

immense worth to biblical science. On the one hand, a

profound acquaintance with general philology ; on the other

with Semitic philology. The one side would consent to

sacrifice its exclusive anapaests, the other its cherished

morae
;
but the ' theses

'

would compensate for the latter

loss, and a new ' freedom
'

for the former.

The suggestion came to me independently; but I find
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in Baentsch's review of Grimme's Psalmenprobleme (Theo-

logischer Jahresbericht, 1903, vol. ii, p. 173) the following

important sentence :

* With Sievers, whose system, as com-

pared with the author's complicated morae-theory, points

to a greater simplicity, Grimme has not yet come to terms,

unfortunately/

If some genuinely mediating investigator could bring the

two schools into harmony, he would inherit the blessing

pronounced on the peacemakers.
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APPENDIX

THE body of this treatise was completed in December,

1903. The third edition of Baethgen's Psalms, in Nowack's

Handkommentar (1904), seems to call for a separate notice.

For although the author gives in the Preface a half promise

of a more technical work, which is to present a metrically

arranged critical text of the Psalms, with as complete an

apparatus as possible, he gives us meanwhile a metrical

analysis of every psalm, much more available and helpful

than those of Duhm and Grimme, since not only the leading

metres but the variations under them are carefully noted.

In fact, the chief difference between the third and the second

edition of Baethgen's book is in these sections, and is due

to the appearance of Sievers's magnum opus. To him

Baethgen confesses his deep obligations, mingled with a

touch of shame that a
' Nicht-Hebraist

'

should have to teach

Old Testament Professors how to read Hebrew verses. For

all that, he often takes issue with his master, and in the

majority of cases he has to strike out independently; for

as we have seen, Sievers glided over, without touching,

all the real difficulties of the Psalter, while Duhm announced

a solution in each case, but put in a general caveat in his

Preface.

That these difficulties are still real, and abundant, even

in Baethgen's own mind, is evident from the multitude of

exceptions and qualifications in the course of the exposition.

A reader whose eye is caught by the phrase which precedes
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the detailed treatment of most of the psalms :

l

Metre, double

threes/ or 'fours/ or 'fives/ may suppose that at last we

are approaching a scientific basis on which to erect the

structure of all Hebrew poetry. But such hopes are grievously

disappointed ; for a closer scrutiny discovers the following

among many similar statements :

Psalms 9, 10. 'I cannot make out a consistent metre.

Sievers thinks the original psalm was in sevens; Ley in

fours.'

Psalm 17. 'Although particular verses give the scheme

4 + 4, 4 + 3, 3 + 3, still I cannot recognize a regular, even

though a mixed, metre/

Psalm 20.
' The metre is impenetrable.'

Psalm 28.
' The metre can hardly be discovered. Ley

takes vv. 2, 5, 9 for octameters, the rest for hexameters.

Double threes mixed with sixes and single threes seem

preferable to me, and even then we cannot avoid several

alterations.'

Psalm 32. * The metre shows single fours and double

fours, and with these apparently sixes and threes. At present

I must give up more precise indications.'

Thus far I have cited only from the first book of the

Psalms. As the fifth book is the most regular of all, let

us see how Baethgen meets the chief stumbling-blocks that

arrested us in the three middle books. They were found

in the following Psalms, and several others might have been

included: 45, 55, 62, 64, 71, 75, 79, 83, 84, 86, 95, 102.

It is very interesting to note that in every case Baethgen

recognizes, and remarks upon, the irregularities of these

poems, now suggesting explanations, again confessing that

the problem is too deep for him. By following him through,

one gains a new conception of the immense improbability

of Grimme's thesis, that each psalm preserves the same

metre throughout. While I have duly acknowledged the
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value of some of Grimme's 'emendations with the help of

the Metre/ I can by no means accept his theory of a uniform

rhythmical structure, which might be called 'Metre with

the help of emendations/ The cautious path trodden by

Baethgen seems better; and though it shows that we are

still far from the goal, some approximation to concord is

evident from the fact that Baethgen's analysis of the first

ten psalms which are examined in Chapter I of this treatise

agrees with my own in almost every detail. I proceed to

quote his metrical comments on the twelve psalms from

the three middle books which were just referred to, and

then to compare, verse by verse, his measurements of

Psalms 64 and 71 with those given in our Chapter I.

Psalm 45.
' Double fours are frequent, and with them

sometimes single fours may be plainly recognized, especially

vv- 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, u, 17, 18 (if we elide
*!$}). Cf. also Ley,

ZATW., 1901, p. 343. In other verses I cannot perceive

a definite metre. Accordingly, only the divisions of the sense

are indicated in the translation.'

Psalm 55.
' Metre : mixed. At the beginning double fours

(vv. 2, 3, 5, 6, 9, 10, 15) exchange with fives, which are

almost exclusively employed in the second half of the psalm.

Vv. 19 c, 246 are single threes. Vv. 16, 18, 20 are dubious/

Psalm 62. 'Metre: vv. 3, 7, 8, 9ab, double threes; vv. 2,

4b, 5b, 6, 10 a, 12, 13, sixes; vv. 4 a, 5 a, 9C, lob, single

threes; ver. n, an extraordinary double four.'

(My own scansion makes this psalm still more complex.)
Psalm 64.

' The original psalm appears to have been

composed in regularly alternating double fours (vv. 2, 4, 6, 9,

n) and double threes (vv. 3, 5, 8, 10 though ver. 10 is a

six-toned line). In 5 b DKHQ is superfluous, and probably

inserted from ver. 8. In 6 b TON is not to be counted in

the metre. The second lrf>, which is objectionable on

account of style as well as metre, would better be dropped.
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Ver. 7 appears also on grounds of diction and contents

to have suffered a more serious corruption. We should

expect here a double three and a double four, whose remnants

are perhaps preserved in the present text of ver. 7.'

Psalm 71.
' Metre : double threes

;
vv. 3 c, 6 c, 15 c, single

threes. After ver. 20 (19 c) no metre is recognizable. Here

a very serious text corruption seems to be present ;
see the

Commentary/
Psalm 75. 'Metre: double threes; ver. 9, two sixes. In

ver. 4 a, perhaps we should strike out 73 as a gloss, in

ver. 9b, tflB*. On ver. 2, see the Commentary' (which is

to this effect : following the LXX cai rcaXe0-o>f0a TO oVo/za

crov, I formerly proposed *JP3 [for ^1P)] ^1- * st^ regard

this textual alteration as essentially right. But since thereby

the metre does not come to its rights, we are to assume

a still further corruption).

Psalm 79. c Metre : double threes
;
vv. 6 c, 9 c, 13 a, sixes;

vv. i c, 2c, 8 a, I3b, single threes; w. n, 12, double fours.

But often the lines seem to be too long or too short.'

Psalm 83. ' Metre : double threes; vv. 7, 13, sixes. Ver. 5 a

is outside the metre. Some irregularities are perhaps to be

removed thus: ver. 5b, cancel liy; ver. lob, p3 (Duhm);
ver. 12, HDDTU; ver. ip> *pP and 73. Ver. i8b, supply

D71V7, or the like.'

Psalm 84. ' Metre : vv. 2-7 a b, 9 a b, fives
;

vv. 7 c, 9 c,

12 a, threes; vv. 8, 10, double threes; ver. 13, sixes; ver. 12 be,

double fours
;
ver. 1 1, a four and a seven. Probably the metre,

from 7 c on, is variously disturbed. Ver. 3, read D2 without ].'

Psalm 86.
' There are recognizable, among other metres,

double fours, double threes, and sixes; but it is not in

my power to reduce the whole psalm to a stable scheme/

Psalm 95.
' Metre : double threes ; ver. 7 a, sixes

;
ver. 7 b,

a single three. In some places, disturbances of the metre

seem to be present, which may be resolved in some such
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way as this : ver. 3, strike out the second i>n:i ;
vv. 4, 5,

strike out IK'S; ver. 6, omit fmnJ (LXX rmj) as variant

to njHM, or omit mn\ Ver. 10: on metrical grounds, I now

consider that two measures have fallen out after ivn ;
read

something like ml *niD TTO ;
cf. Deut. 32. 5.'

Psalm 102. Metre: double threes; vv. (sab?), 13, 17,

25 a, sixes
;

ver. 25 b is a three; vv. 24 b, 28 a, one measure

is lacking; vv. 14, 16, 19, double fours; ver. 27 is not clear

to me.'

In the two psalms which follow, I give first Baethgen's

analysis, then my own.
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Psalm 71.

Ver. i.
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of the 3 + 3 movement, and so no sufficient justification for

such arguments as these :

' Verse 5 : 'Oltf should be drawn to 5 a on account of the

metre/
' Verse 10 : HIT1 is to be elided on account of the metre.'

'Verses 13 a and b: Each part has a superfluous beat.

Strike out by . . . and Wofal.
1

' Verse 1 8 : Perfect parallelism of members is gained if

7D? is struck out as a gloss or variant to in?, and the latter

is drawn to 1 8 b/

On a review of the subject, I am more and more convinced

of the soundness of Bellermann's judgement, as expressed in

the general statements already quoted in greater part :

'

Many Hebrew verses are alike in their feet, and even in

their syllabic value ; but there is probably not a single long

poem with always equal, precisely corresponding poetic feet.

And in so far we cannot compare the Hebrew poems with

the odes of Horace, &c., though we may compare them with

the free choruses of the ancient Greeks, with the iambi of

Plautus and Terence, and especially with the cantatas of the

moderns, where arias, recitatives, choruses, &c. occur in

interchange. The Hebrew poet looked more to the suc-

cession of his thoughts than to the arrangement of his feet,

and so we find many acatalectic and hypercatalectic verses.'

The conclusion of the whole matter is in Budde's words

(DB., article
' Hebrew Poetry '),

which I adopt as my own :

' The present writer . . . has no finished metrical system

to offer, nor can he attach himself unreservedly to any of

the others that have been proposed, although he cheerfully

concedes that to each of the above-named champions of

metre we are indebted for much stimulus and help.'

July, 1904.
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tone-signs? 56-8; lengthen the

syllable? 74, 75 ; determine

rhythm, 75, 89 ; indicated by
position of syllables, 75 ; grada-
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Alliteration, 64, 84.

Alphabetical songs, 38-45, 60.

Anapaest, normal foot (Sievers),

181, 182.

Anglican church adapts unmetrical
words to melodies, 99.

Arsis and thesis, essential elements
of a verse, 66; terms usually
confused, 172.

Baentsch, Bruno, on Grimme and

Sievers, 190.

Baethgen, F. A. W., metrical ana-

lysis of psalms, 203-9 5
follows

Sievers, but not wholly, 203 ;

makes exceptions and qualifica-

tions, 203, 204 ; on metrically

simple psalms, 205 ;
on metric-

ally intricate psalms, 205-9.
Barnard, Lady Anne,

' Auld Robin

Gray,' 24, 25.

Bellermann, J. J., kin& theory, iv,

40, 107 ; father of modern He-
brew Metrics, 36, 129; epitome
of his system, 36-48; adheres
to Massoretic text, 39, 40, 43 ;

system of morae, 36, 37 ; on the

verse and its members, 37, 38,

209 ;
on the song and its species,

38-47 ; on Pss. Ill, 112, 38, 39 ;

on Pss. 9, 10, 40-5 ;
on the

psalms of ascent, 47 ; on strophes,
&c., 48 ; general view of his

system, 48, 49, 186.

Bibliography, 191-202.
Bickell,Gustav, list ofpublications,

1 1 1 ; is commended by Schlogl,
no; epitome of his system,

112-17; gist of his system, 187,
1 88

; specimens of his method,

117-21 ;
his volteface on iambus

and trochee, 117, 124, 125; his

liberties with the text, 125-7;
his praise of Budde's kin& verse,

125 ; his unpoetical results, 127,
128; often restores true text,

126, 128, 188; general view of
his system, 128, 187, 188.

Briggs, C. A , arrangement of Pss.

42, 43, 33 ; commends Ley, 83,

84; on strophic structure, 141,

142.

Brown, Francis, metre as aid to

literary analysis, 142 ; relation

of editors to copyists, 142.

Budde, Karl, no finished system,
v, 209; and Bellermann, iv, v,

107 ; systems of metre unrelated,

72 ; assails Ley's system, 98-
101 ; approaches harmony with

Ley's system, 101, 103, 107 ; on
the kina verse, iv, v, 103-7, I2 5 5

analysis of Lamentations, 103,

104, 106, 107 ; praised by Ruben,
106

;
counts rises, not falls,

no.

Cantillation, 4, 55, 90, 174.
Caution needed in interpreting

metrical phenomena, 7-9, 12.

Cesura, 7, 9, 103, 125, 176, 199.
Classic unlike Hebrew metres, 5,

7, 37>38,45, 47,48, 60,74,86,
108, 186.

Dactyl, spondee, or trochee, nor-

mal foot (Saalschiitz), 57, 58,
60.

Delitzsch, Franz, nature of strophe,

140.
De Wette, on rudeness of early

verse, 53.

Diestel, L., connexion of metre
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Ear, rather than eye,judges metrical

phenomena, 3, 5, 19, 60, 151, 178.
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brew, vii, 6, 9-12, 24-7, 108, 109.

Ewald, Heinrich, epitome of his

system, 62-72 ; neglects prede-
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64-6, 71; alliteration, 64; nature

of Hebrew rhythm, 65-7 ; paral-
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tent and limits ofa Hebrew verse,

67-9 ;
relation of Hebrew poetry

to history, 70, 71 ;
on strophic

structure, 133-6; general view
of his system, 72, 73, 186.

Feet, not always equal in time-

value, 27, 28.

Fight at Maldon, n, 12.

Folk-songs, related to Hebrew
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Foot, convenient though inaccurate
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sembles iambus, 37, 76, 1 08, 109,
1 86 ; normal, resembles dactyl,

spondee, or trochee, 57, 58, 60;
normal, resembles iambus or

trochee, 112, 187; normal, re-

sembles anapaest, 181, 182.

Germany leads in systems of He-
brew metre, iii, iv.

Grimme, Hubert, special researches

needed, v
;

is commended by
Schlogl, 152; too little known in

England and America, 152, 153;
list of publications, 153, 154;
epitome of his system, 1 54-6 1 ;

laws of the morae, 156; verse-

measures, 159 ;
how to find rises

of tone, 160, 161
;
on Job, 164,

165; on Paseq, 165; on the

strophe, 166, 167; relation to

other Metriker, 167, 168
; on

the study of Hebrew metre, 168
;

general view of his system, 161-

8, 188, 189.
Hebrew language, lends itself to

apparent rhythm, 100.

Hebrew metre, system of, im-

portant, iii
;
variant schools, iii

;

scepticism concerning, iv, 35, 36,

50 ; system of, must be fresh,

iv, 143, 144; no comprehensive
system extant, v

; system of, to

be reached by positive, not

negative, method, vi; system
of, depends on knowledge of

Hebrew and of poetry, vii
;

reader's judgement is umpire, 3 ;

bearing on textual changes, 33,

34, 75, 76, 128,163, 164; early

systems, 35-61 ; systems unre-

lated, 72 ; survivals from earliest

times, 86 ; connexion with music,

53, 99 ; does it count both rises

and falls? 113, 122, 188; ad-

vantage of the study of, 168 ;

systems, connected and progres-

sive, 185.
Hebrew poetry, lyric only, 74;

nature of, 62, 63, 65-7; not all

metrical, 14, 29, 30, 33, 185;
relation to history, 70, 73 ;

transition period, 71.
Hebrew rhythm, existence and

laws of, 89-92.
Hebrew verse, extent and limits,

67-9; in relation to varieties

of poetry, 69; structure, 86, 87,

9 2 ~5'

Hemans, Felicia,
c Bernardo del

. Carpio,' 25-7.

Hovering tone, 177, 181.

Hymns of Nisibis, 112.

Iambus, normal foot (Bellermann
and Meier), 37, 76.

Iambus or trochee, normal foot

(Bickell), 112, 187.

Ingelow, Jean,
' Like a Laverock,'

2 5-
Isaiah and Job, Ley on, 101, 102.

Isaiah xlvii, Muller and Ruben on,

147-5.
Job, Grimme on, 164, 165.

Jonah, Sievers on, 183, 184.

Keil, C. F., kina theory, iv.

Kina measure, iv, v, 28, 40, 103-7,

125.

Konig, Eduard, kina theory, 107 ;

on Bellermann and Budde, 107 ;

on Miiller's strophic system, 146 ;

on Zenner's strophic system, 151.

Roster, F. B., father of strophic

theories, 62, 129; epitome of

his system, 129-33.
Kuenen, Abraham, scepticism as to

Hebrew metre, iv, 169; criticizes

Meier, 79, 80, 187; criticizes

Bickell and Gietmann, 127.
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Lamentations, Budde's analysis of,

103, 104, 106, 107.

Lanier, Sidney, 'Science of Eng-
lish Verse,' 10, 27, 124.

Ley, Julius, list of publications,

84, 85 ;
commended by Briggs,

83, 84 ; constantly improved his

system, 84,85,102,187; epitome
of Grundziige, 85-95 5 Leitfaden,

95 ;
Massoretic text right mainly,

not always, 85, 86
;
existence of

Hebrew rhythm, 87, 88 ;
laws of

Hebrew rhythm, 89-92 ;
Hebrew

verse-structure, 92-5 ; evades

metrical difficulties, 96 ; treats

material arbitrarily, 100, 101 ;

abandons '

compensation
'

and
'

substitution,' 101 ;
on Job and

Isaiah, 101, 102; marks of true

strophe, 141 ; counts theses in-

stead of morae, 168, 187, 188;

general view of his system, 96-
101, 187.

Lines of poetry, irregular in length,

34, 5 2
. 53, 60.

Lowth, Robert, scepticism as to

Hebrew metre, iv, 35, 36, 50.

Makkeph, 15.
Massoretic text, why followed, 4 ;

division of yerses sustained, 71 ;

text, right mainly, not always

(Ley), 85, 86.

Meier, Ernst, epitome of his system,

73-7 ; folk-songs related to He-
brew metre, 73, 77, 79 ;

Hebrew

poetry is lyric only, 74; accented

syllable regarded as long, 74, 75 ;

accent determines rhythm, 75,

76 ;
accent indicated by position

of syllables, 75; basis of Hebrew
metre a double iambus, 76;
metrical analysis of Ps. 114, 77,

78 ;
untenable theory of psalm-

titles, 137; his theory of strophes
the germ of Miiller's, 137;
characteristics of strophes, 138,

139; general view of his system,

79-82, 186, 187.

Metre, accidental? 6
; synonymous

with rhythm? 3, 6, 33, 101, 171,

172; what is measured? 8, 9,

76, 81, 82, 122-4.

Metrical difficulties evaded, 96, 203.

Monopody, dipody, &c., 157, 174,

175, 178.

Morae, system of, 36, 37, 51, 52,

58, 59> *56> I<5 7> l68, 188.

Miiller, D. H., two books on

strophes, 142-50 ; his system
not new, 143 ;

on '

Responsion,'

144-6 ; reply to Ruben, 149,

150; criticism of his system,

146-50.
Music, connexion with rhythm, 55,

56, 99,123.
Nesiga, 15, 156, 159.
New books, properly challenged,

iii.

Nisibis, hymns of, 112.

Non-alphabetical songs, 46, 60.

Parallelism of members, 66, 67,

74, 75, 130, I3i 179-

Paseq, 165.

Pauses, 27, 176.

Periods, 176, 182, 183.

Phrase-group (Sprechtakt), 156,

157-

Poetry, not always metrical, 99.
Psalms, middle books,why selected,

3 ; latest critical school ignored,

4 ; should be recited aloud, 5 ;

in 3-tone measure, 5-9, 13-21 ;

in 4-tone measure, 21-4; in

mixed measure, 26-9.
Riehm, Eduard, defends Ley, 99.

Rime, 6, 8, 13, 16, 20, 64, 65.
Rises of tone, how to find, 160,

161, 180, 181.

Ruben, Paul, praises Budde, 106 ;

on Miiller's theory of '

Respon-
sion,' 147-50.

Saalschiitz, J. L., outline of his

life, 49 ; epitome of his system,

50-61 ; good criticisms of pre-

decessors, especially Bellermann,

50-2; morae, 51, 52, 58, 59;
strophic structure, 52 ; cantilla-

tion, 55, 56; Bellermann's theory
of sh'va, 54, 55 ; favours de-

scending rhythm, 57-60, 186 ;

forming metrical from Masso-
retic verses, 60 ; on Prov. 31,61.

Schlogl, N., criticizes Meier, 80;
commends Bickell, no; com-
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mends Grimme, 152 ;
refutes

Sievers, 184.
' Science of English Verse/ Lanier,

10, 27, 124.
Semitic metrical parallels unsafe,

vii.

Shakespeare, 'Tempest,' 12.

Sh'va, vocal, counted as syllable ?

5> 54i 55> 6o> Io8 l82 -

Sievers, Eduard, his philological

equipment, 169, 189; becomes
interested in Hebrew metre,

169, 170; Studies in Hebrew
metre, outline, 170, 171 ; epi-
tome of his system, 171-81 ;

evades metrical difficulties, 96 ;

on universal rhythm, 171-8 ;
on

the metrical systems of others,

179, 1 80; on the anapaest as

the normal foot, 181, 182
;

on periods and strophes, 182,

183; on Jonah 1, 183, 184;
general view of his system, 181-

4, 189, 190.

Sommer, on strophic structure,

i36> 137.
Stress determines metrical divi-

sions, 5, 64, 109.

Strophe, built on stichos or verse ?

136, 137 ; nature, form, and con-

tents, 129-51.

Strophic theories, date from Koster,

62, 129.

Syllables, no exact alternation, 6
;

prolonged, 46, 181
; interchange

of short and long, 64 ; basis of

Syriac metre, 64, 112, 113;
were they counted? 6-8, 45, 64-
66,71,74,109,110,113,114-17,
125.

Tennyson,
'

Break, break, break,'

10, ii
;

'

Charge of the Light

Brigade,' n.
Time-values, exact in music, in-

exact in poetry, 172-4.
Union desirable of best tendencies

of Ley, Grimme, and Sievers,

189, 190.
Verse-measures, 159.

Verses, different kinds in same

poem? 160, 162, 183, 204, 205.

Vowels, influence on syllables, 54,

55-

White, H. K., Hymn, 26.

Zenner, J. K., on strophes, 151 ;

refuted by Konig, 151.
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astica. Edidit R. Hussey, S.T.B.
Tomi III. 8vo. 15$.

Tertulliani Apologeticus ad-
versus Gentes pro Christianis. Edited,
with Introduction and Notes, by
T. Herbert Bindley, B.D. Crown
8vo. 6s.

de Praescriptione
Haereticorum : ad Martyras : ad Scapu-
lam. Edited, with Introduction and

Notes, by T. Herbert Bindley, B.D.
Crown 8vo. 6s.

Theodoreti Ecclesiasticae His-
toriae Libri V. Recensuit T. Gaisford,
S.T.P. 8vo. 75. 6d.

3. ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY, ETC.

Adamnani Vita S. Columbae.
Edited, with Introduction, Notes,
and Glossary, by J. T. Fowler, M.A.,
D.C.L. Crown 8vo, half-bound,
8s. 6d. net.

- The same, together with
Translation. 9$. 6d. net.

Baedae Historia Ecclesiastica.
A New Edition. Edited, with Intro-

duction, English Notes, &c., by C.

Plummer, M.A. 2 vols. Crown
8vo. 2 is. net.

Bedford (W.K.B,). The Blazon
ofEpiscopacy. Being theArms borne

by, or attributed to, the Arch-

bishops and Bishops of England
and Wales. With an Ordinary of

the Coats described and of other

Episcopal Arms. Second Edition,

Revised and Enlarged. With One
Thousand Illustrations. Sin. 4to,

buckram, 3 is. 6d. net.

Bigg. The ChristianPlatonists
ofAlexandria. By Charles Bigg, D.D.

Svo. IDS. 6d.

Bingham's Antiquities of the

Christian Church, and other Works. 10

vols. Svo. 3?. 35.

Bright. Chapters of Early
English Church History. By W. Bright,
D.D. Third Edition. Svo. I2s.

Burnet's History of the Refor-
mation of the Church of England. A
new Edition, by N. Pocock, M.A.

7 vols. Svo. il. i os.

CardwelPs Documentary An-
nals of the Reformed Church of England ;

being a Collection of Injunctions,

Declarations, Orders, Articles of

Inquiry, &c. from 1546 to 1716.
2 vols. Svo. 1 8s.

Carleton. The Part ofRh eims
in the Making of the English Bible. By
J.G. Carleton, D.D. Svo. ys.6d.net.

Conybeare. TheKey of Truth.
A Manual of the Paulician Church
of Armenia. The Armenian Text,
edited and translated with illus-

trative Documents and Introduc-

tion by F. C. Conybeare, M.A. Svo.

I5s. net.

Councils and Ecclesiastical

Documents relating to Great Britain and

Ireland. Edited, after Spelman and

Wilkins, by A. W. Haddan, B.D.,
and W. Stubbs, D.D. Vols. I and
III. Medium Svo, each il. is.

Vol. II, Part I. Med. Svo, IDS. 6d.

Vol. II, Part II. Church ofIreland ;

Memorials of St. Patrick. Stiff

covers, 3s. 6d.
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Puller's Church History of
Britain. Edited by J. S. Brewer,
M.A. 6 vols. 8vo. 2li2s.6d.net.

Gee. The Elizabethan Clergy
and the Settlement of Religion, 1558-
1564. By Henry Gee, B.D., F.S.A.
With Illustrative Documents and
Lists. 8vo. i os. 6d. net.

Gibson's Synodus Anglicana.
Edited by E. Cardwell, D.D. 8vo. 6s.

Hamilton's (Archbishop John)
Catechism, 1552. Edited, with In-

troduction and Glossary, by Thomas
Graves Law. With a Preface by
the Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone.

Demy 8vo. I2s. 6d.

Horstman. Nova Legenda
Angliae ; As collected by John of

Tynemouth, John Capgrave, and
others, and first printed, with
New Lives, by Wynkyn de Worde,
1516. Now re-edited, with fresh

material from MS. and printed
sources by Carl Horstman, Ph.D.
2 vols. 8vo. il. 1 6s. net.

John, Bishop ofEphesus. The
Third Part of his Ecclesiastical History.

[In Syriac.] Now first edited by
William Cureton, M.A. 4to. iZ. I2s.

The same, translated by
R. Payne Smith, M.A. 8vo. IDS.

lie Neve's Fasti Ecclesiae

Anglicanae. Corrected and continued
from 1715 to 1853 by T. Duffus

Hardy. 3 vols. 8vo. il. los. net.

Noelli (A.) Catechismus sive

prima instituUo disciplinaque Pietatis

Christianae Latine explicata. Editio
nova cura Guil. Jacobson, A.M. 8vo.

5 s. 6d.

Ommanney. A Critical Dis-
sertation on the Athanasian Creed.

By G. D. W. Ommanney, M.A.
8vo. 1 6s.

Records of the Reformation.
TJie Divorce, 1527-1533. Mostly now
for the first time printed from MSS.
in the British Museum and other
Libraries. Collected and arranged
by N. Pocock, M.A. 2 vols. 8vo.

il. 1 6s.

Reformatio Legum Ecclesias-
ticarum. The Reformation of Eccle-

siastical Laws, as attempted in the

reigns of Henry VIII, Edward VI,
and Elizabeth. Edited by E. Card-

well, D.D. 8vo. 6s. 6d.

Rogers. Baptism and Chris-
tian Archaeology. By Clement F.

Rogers, M.A. With many Illus-

trations. 8vo. (Offprint of Studio,

Biblica, Vol. V, Part IV.) Cloth,

5s. net.

Shirley. Some Account of the
Church in the Apostolic Age. By W.W.
Shirley, D.D. Second Edition. Fcap.
8vo. 35. 6d.

Stubbs. Registrum Sacrum
Anglicanum. An attempt to exhibit

the course of Episcopal Succession
in England. By W. Stubbs, D.D.
Small 4to. Second Edition, ics. 6d.

Turner. Ecclesiae Occiden-
talis Monumenta luris Antiquissima :

Canonum et Conciliorum Grae-
corum Interpretationes Latinae.

Edidit Cuthbertus Hamilton

Turner, A.M. 4to, stiff covers.

Fasc. I, pars. I, los. 6d. Fasc. I,

pars. II, sis.

4. ENGLISH THEOLOGY.
Bradley. Lectures on the

Book of Job. By George Granville

Bradley, D.D., Dean of Westmin-
ster. Crown Svo. 7s. 6d.

Lectures on Ecclesiastes.

By the same. Second Edition. Crown
Svo. 5s. 6d.

Bull's Works, with Nelson's
Life. Edited by E. Burton, D.D.
8 vols. Svo. 2l. gs.

Burnet's Exposition of the

XXXIX Articles. Svo. 7s.
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Butler's Works. Divided into

Sections; with Sectional Headings ;

an Index to each volume
;
and some

occasional Notes
;

also Prefatory
Matter. Edited by the Right Hon.
W. E. Gladstone. 2 vols. Medium
8vo. 145. each.

Cranmer's Works. Collected
and arranged by H. Jenkyns, M.A.,
Fellow of Oriel College. 4 vols.

8vo. il. i os.

Enchiridion Theologicum
Anti-Bomanum.

Vol. I. Jeremy Taylor's Dissua-

sive from Popery, and Treatise

on the Real Presence. 8vo. 8s.

Vol. II. Barrow on the Suprem-
acy of the Pope, with his Dis-

course on the Unity of the

Church. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

Vol. III. Tracts selected from

Wake, Patrick, Stillingneet,

Clagett, and others. 8vo. us.

GreswelFs Harmonia Evan-
gelica. Fifth Edition. 8vo. 95. 6d.

Hall's Works. Edited by P.

Wynter, D.D. 10 vols. 8vo. 3^. 3s.

Heurtley. Harmonia Sym-
bolica : Creeds of the Western Church.

By C. Heurtley, D.D. 8vo. 6s. 6d.

Homilies appointed to be read
in Churches. Edited by J. Griffiths,
D.D. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

Hooker. An Introduction to

the Fifth Book of Hooker's Treatise of

the Laws of Ecclesiastical Polity. By
F. Paget, D.D. Medium 8vo. 75. 6d.

Works, with his Life

by Walton, arranged by John Keble,
M.A. Seventh Edition. Revised by
R W. Church, M.A., Dean of St.

Paul's, and F. Paget, D.D. 3 vols.

medium 8vo. il. i6s.

For the convenience of purchasers. Vol. II

of this edition (Ecclesiastical Polity,

Book F), is sold separately, price Twelve

Shillings.

Hooker. The Text as arranged
by J. Keble, M.A. 2 vols. 8vo. us.

Jackson's (Dr. Thomas) Works.
12 vols. 8vo. 3^. 6s.

Jewel's Works. Edited by R.
W. Jelf, D.D. 8 vols. 8vo. il los.

Martineau. A Study of Re-
ligion : its Sources and Contents. By
James Martineau, D.D. Second Edi-

tion. 2 vols. Crown 8vo. 153.

Patrick's Theological Works.
9 vols. 8vo. il. is.

Pearson's Exposition of the
Creed. Revised and corrected by
E. Burton, D.D. Sixth Edition. 8vo.

1 os. 6d.

Minor Theological Works.
Edited with a Memoir, by Edward
Churton, M.A. 2 vols. 8vo. los.

Sanday. The Sacred Sites of
the Gospels. By W. Sanday, D.D.
With many Illustrations, including
drawings of the Temple by Paul
Waterhouse. 8vo. 135. 6d. net.

Sanderson's Works. Edited by
W. Jacobson,D.D. 6 vols. 8vo.iZ.ios.

Stillingfleet's Origines Sacrae.
2 vols. 8vo. 9s.

Rational Account of the
Grounds of Protestant Eeligion ; being
a vindication of Archbishop Laud's
Relation of a Conference, &c. 2

vols. 8vo. i os.

Taylor. The Oxyrhynchus
Logia and the Apocryphal Gospels. By
the Rev. Charles Taylor, D.D. 8vo,

paper covers, 2s. 6d. net.

Wall's History ofInfant Bap-
tism. Edited by H. Cotton, D.C.L.
2 vols. 8vo. il. is.

Waterland's Works, with Life,

by Bp. Van Mildert. A new Edition,
with copious Indexes. 6 vols. 8vo.

2l. IIS.

Review of the Doctrine
of the Eucharist, with a Preface by
the late Bishop of London. Crown
8vo. 6s. 6d.
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Wheatly's Illustration of the
Book of Common Prayer. 8vo. 55.

Wyclif. A Catalogue of the

Original Works of John Wyclif. By
W. W. Shirley, D.D. 8vo. 33. 6d.

Wyclif. Select English Works.
By T. Arnold, M.A. 3 vols. 8vo.
iZ. is. net.

Trialogus. With the
Supplement now first edited. By
Gotthard Lechler. 8vo. 75.

5. LITURGIOLOGY.
Cardwell's Two Books ofCom-
mon Prayer, set forth by authority
in the Reign of King Edward VI,

compared with each other. Third

Edition. 8vo. ys.

History of Conferences
on the Book of Common Prayer from

1551 to 1690. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

The Gelasian Sacramentary.
Liber Sacramentorum Romanae EC-

clesiae. Edited, with Introduction,
Critical Notes, and Appendix, by
H. A. Wilson, M.A. Medium 8vo.

1 8s.

Liturgies, Eastern and
Western. Edited, with Introduc-

tions and Appendices, by F. E.

Brightman, M.A., on the Basis of

the former Work by C. E. Ham-
mond, M.A.
Vol. I. Eastern Liturgies. Demy

8vo. iZ. is.

The Administration of the
Sacrament and other Rites of the

Armenian Church, together with
the Greek Rites of Baptism and

Epiphany ;
edited from the oldest

MSS., by F. C. Conybeare, M.A.,
and The East Syrian Epiphany
Rites, translated by A. J. Maclean,
D.D. 8vo. In the press.

Helps to the Study of the
Book of Common Prayer : Being
a Companion to Church Worship.
By the Very Rev. W. R. Stephens,
B.D., Dean of Winchester. Crown
8vo. 2s. 6d. net

;
also in leather

bindings.
Leofric Missal, The, as used

in the Cathedral of Exeter during
the Episcopate of its first Bishop,
A.D. 1050-1072 ; together with some
Account of the Red Book of Derby,
the Missal of Robert of Jumieges,
&c. Edited, with Introduction and
Notes, by F. E. Warren, B.D., F.S.A.

4to, half-morocco, il. 155.

Maskell. Ancient Liturgy of
the Church of England, according to

the uses of Sarum, York, Hereford,
and Bangor, and the Roman Liturgy
arranged in parallel columns, with

preface and notes. By W. Maskell,
M.A. Third Edition. 8vo. 15$.

Monumenta Ritualia
Ecclesiae Anglicanae. The occasional

Offices of the Church of England
according to the old use of Salisbury,
the Prymer in English, and other

prayers and forms, with disserta-

tions and notes. Second Edition.

3 vols. 8vo. 2Z. i os.

Warren. The Liturgy and
Ritual of the Celtic Church. By F. E.

Warren, B.D. 8vo. i^s.
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